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The book addresses the issues of the history of judo as an inseparable 
part of the intellectual development of sportsmen. The first part of this book 
deals with the history of judo from its emergence to the moment of its recog-
nition as an Olympic sport. The second part of this book provides comments 
on the history of judo and publications about it. The book contains valuable 
historical photographs and pictures and original documents and articles 
from the period of the emergence and development of judo. At the end of 
the book statistical materials can be found.

The book will be of use for specialists, sportsmen and fans of judo, as well 
as for all who are interested in the history of combat sports.
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Dedicated to the 60th anniversary of the establishment
of the International Judo Federation

Today judo is one of the most popular sports in the world. Mil-
lions of people in 198 countries and on five continents are fond of 
this Olympic sport. 

Judo is not merely an Olympic sport, it is an educational 
method and a  balanced way of life, which ensures for the social 
integration of the young judoka, building people 
with cha racter, forming personalities that last for 
a lifetime.

Numerous publications in many countries are 
devoted to judo. They tell the readers in many 
details about training methods and ways to per-
fect technique and prepare judo players for com-
petitions. As a rule, such publications also briefly 
touch upon the history of judo. But publications 
exclusively on the history of judo are very few.

We hope that this book will be of interest to 
all judo fans.

Marius VIZER,
President International Judo Federation
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Jigoro KANO
(1860-1938)

THE FOUNDER OF THE KODOKAN JUDO
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The initiative of the Belarusian colleagues to prepare and 
publish the book about the history of judo was supported with 
obvious understanding that any literature on judo becomes bib-
liographical rarity immediately after its publication. There is no 
doubt that the history of any kind of sport is an inalienable com-
ponent of the intellectual development of sportsmen and judo is 
not an exception. Unfortunately, the majority of authors usually 
dedicate only a few pages to this subject in their publications. In 
this respect, the material presented by the assistant professor at 
the Department of Sport Wrest ling of the Belarusian State Univer-
sity of Physical Education Vladimir Gristchenkov deserves great 
attention. Gristchenkov has been in judo since 1971, when he for 
the first time became the winner of the all-Soviet Union youth 
competition and joined the team of the USSR. He has earned 
res pect of colleagues in Europe and the whole world during the 
many years of his active work in judo.

The book begins a series of publications on the history of judo. 
It will help coaches, specialists and sportsmen to better learn the 
nuances of judo through the prism of the history of the emer-
gence and development of this Olympic kind of combat sports.

I am sure that diligence in practicing this fascinating wrestling 
will give decent pleasure to young people who came to judo 
training halls and will help them not only to physically strengthen 
their bodies and develop cha racters but will also prepare them 
for the long road of life.

Mihails SKREBELS,
advisor of the President

of the International
Judo Federation,

6th Dan
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‘A teaching of one benevolent man can 
have an impact on many; what has been 
learnt well by one generation will be passed 
on to hundreds of generations.’

Jigoro Kano

A depiction of a fighting 
technique of wrestlers from 
around 3000 BC

INTRODUCTION

Wrestling as a means of physical development and applied military 
training has existed since the early times. Even before the man took a 
stone and a stick in his hand he already knew how to punch, kick with his 
legs, bite and scratch. It is perhaps wrestling without weaponry which is 

the oldest martial art on the Earth and which 
has been used as a means of physical develop-
ment and applied military training since the 
pre-historical times.

Wrestling was widely spread among the 
peoples of Ancient Greece, Rome, China, India, 
Egypt, Ancient Russ and other countries.

A vivid description of wrestling competi-
tions can be found on the pages of Homer’s 
poems ‘Iliad’ and ‘Odyssey’, where it is said that 
the sporting mastery of wrestlers was passed 
on from generation to generation.

The main reason for the emergence of 
wrestling, like for the emergence of other ap-
plied sports, was the need to train warriors.
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A throw performed by Jigoro KANO

* — the term ‘jiu-jitsu’ (the other pronunciation is ‘jujutsu’) appeared in the 16th century in Japan 
as a general name for all types of unarmed hand-to-hand combat and with the so-called ‘hand’ 
weaponry.

In the process of evolution, different nations developed their own na-
tional kinds of wrestling.

Judo as a combat system appeared at the end of the 19th century in 
Japan. The basis of this new system of physical and spiritual development 
were the centuries-long traditions of the art of close combat and, first of 
all, jiu-jitsu*.

The training methodology 
that was worked out by Jigoro 
Kano (1860-1938) more than 
a  hundred years ago has been 
used by specialists until these 
days.

As a sport, judo, which was 
created in the mid-1900s, is now 
one of the most popular martial 
arts in the world.

The International Judo Fede-
ration, which unites all the ama- 
teurs of this martial art from 
187 countries, has successfully 
represented judo at the main 

A moment of a fight in which 
techniques of jiu-jitsu are used
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sporting competition on the pla-
net — the Olympic Games.

Judo has undoubtedly gone 
through certain evolutionary chan-
ges since its creation.

Preserving the basics that were 
introduced by its founder, judo con-
tinues to perfect itself and find its 
new fans on all the continents of our 
planet.

The study of the principles of the 
formation of judo as a sport and of 
the stages of its development allows 
specialists to find more creative ways 
of training and perfecting the tech-
nique of judo as well as to raise their 
overall educational level.

An attempt to generalize some 
materials on the history of the emer-
gence and development of judo in Japan and the whole world is made in this 
monograph. However, given the numerous contradictions in different mate-
rials and discrepancies in the translations of original texts, this monograph 
can become a starting point for further research by students and lecturers 
who take an interest in the history of judo.

The three-time Olympic champion 
Tadahiro NOMURA is attacking
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* — the word ‘bujutsu’ is used as a synonym of ‘Budo’, but the term ‘bujutsu’ more often refers to 
the traditional Japanese martial arts that appeared before the Meiji restoration or to the martial 
arts of feudal Japan.

CHAPTER 1. THE HISTORICAL ROOTS OF JUDO

Jiu-jitsu is the type of the Japanese martial arts on the basis of which 
Jigoro Kano developed his own system of physical and spiritual training. He 
called it judo.

Jiu-jitsu, in its turn, is an inseparable part of Japanese bujutsu*. Some 
documented evidence from the ancient times shows that the prototype of 
Jiu-jitsu was called Tikara-kurabe and Sumo (Sumai).

It is thought that there was no consistent system of martial arts in those 
times and the wrestling itself was primitive.

1.1. TIKARA-KURABE

This is how one of the ancient Japanese manuscripts Nihongi describes 
a Tikara-kurabe fight that took place in the year of 230 BC according to the 
European style: ‘…Nomino Sukune arrived from Izumo, and he and Taimano 
Kehaya were immediately told to wrestle. These men stood in front of each 
other. They both raised their legs and kicked each other. Nomino Sukune broke 
Kekhaya’s ribs and then kicked him again and broke the small of his back. As 
a result, the lands of Taimano Kekhaya were seized and all given to Nomino 
Sukune.’

Such fights were called Tikara-kurabe (‘co-measurement of force’) in 
Nihongi. 

1.2. SUMO — SUMAI

In the 5th-6th centuries on the basis of Tikara-kurabe the wrestling of gi-
ants sumo (to be more precise — its early version Sumai), which remains 
popular until now, was established.

The technique of sumo included pushes, drops and pull downs.
One of the favourite techniques of sumo — nodova (knot on a neck) — 

remains in this wrestling even nowadays. Strength had the primary impor-
tance in Sumo.

Wrestlers tried to increase their weight by keeping to a special diet. Jud-
ging by the pictures, they succeeded in this even in those poor times.
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As victory in a ritual fight was awarded to the wrestler who managed 
to throw his opponent on the floor, ground wrestling was not allowed and, 
consequently, was not taught. It was prohibited to use kicks at competitions, 
but in real life fights wrestlers often used punches and kicks.

Sumo wrestlers

Therefore, it can be assumed that already in those old times there was 
some system of military training. But it can be concluded that unarmed com-
bat techniques were of an auxiliary role because it was thought that a warrior 
always had to be armed.

Numerous military groups had professional masters of combat, mainly 
on swords and spears, as well as archers. But they were just well trained war-
riors and did not usually possess the knowledge of psychology and strategy.

The situation changed in the 8th-9th centuries.

1.3. SYOSYO-RYU

At that time contacts with the main-
land expanded and thousands of emi-
grants from China and Korea rushed into 
Japan.

Immigrants brought with them new 
original combat methods in which the cen-
tral role was given to various arm punches 
and leg kicks and joint-locks.

The fighting technique of the Chi-
nese school Syosyo-ryu (the School of ‘All 
Awards’), which is mentioned in the sour-
ces from the 12th-14th centuries, got wide 
popularity on the territory of Japan. Sakanoue TAMURAMARO
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Sakanoue Tamuramaro from a noble Chinese family is considered to 
be the founder of Syosyo-ryu. The peculiarity of this school is the develop-
ment of extreme strength of arms and the strengthening of striking surfaces 
which, apparently, allowed to break the steel shells of armours.

Historical sources say: when the undefeatable military commander of the 
end of the 12th century Minamoto Yoshitsune saw the technique of a Syosyo-
ryu master he was stunned.

It is assumed that Syosyo-ryu incorporated some hard Shaolin techniques 
which are not known in the country of the Rising Sun until now.

1.4. TYOSUI-RYU AND THE TYOSUI-RYU OF SUNG JEN ISYU

The school of combat Tyosui-ryu was established by Otomo Komaro 
who studied the art of hand-to-hand fighting in China under the super-
vision of master Jian Zhen. He came to Japan during the reign Emperor 
Koken (749-758).

In the middle of the 14th century samurai Urabe-no Sukune Kanesada 
perfected the technique of Otomo Komaro by adding the elements of the 
Chinese master Sung Jen Isyu.

Kanesada called the art of Tyosui-ru of Sung Jen Isyu the ‘art of fist pun-
ches’. Later on, the fighting technique of Tyosui-ryu laid down the founda-
tions for Kuki shinden-ryu — one of the most influential schools of Japane se 
bujutsu.

1.5. COMBAT SYSTEMS IN ARMOURS

In the 11th-15th centuries punches were not used because one would 
sooner break his hand against steel armor than hurt his rival. Beginning from 
around the 10th century, in parallel with the strengthening of the military 
layer of the samurais, a special combat system of fighting in armours Yoroi-
kumiuti (Kumiuti, Yoroi-gumi, Kattu-gumi) started to develop.

To a large extent, it was similar to sumo — the same pushes and pull 
downs. This was related to the fact that during battles warriors were dressed 
in armours, the weight of which was equal to the artificially gained weight 
of sumoists.

Heavy armours made it difficult for warriors to make convenient grap-
ples. Nonetheless, the techniques of Yoroi-kumiuti were more diverse than 
those of sumo. In contrast to sumo, there were no conditional limitations in 
Yoroi-kumiuti. Wrestlers could fight both in a standing position and on the 
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Elements of yoroi-kumiuti

ground and could use kicking and 
wea pons. They were free to resort 
to any elements and techniques — 
only the result mattered. The ele-
ments of Yoroi-kumiuti were used 
in all cases, including when war-
riors lost or broke their weapons.

The battles of the 10th-13th cen-
turies started with cross-firing 
using bowls. As a result, warriors 
quickly fell down on the ground. 
It was extremely difficult to use 
a  sword in such situations. There 
was simply no time for taking it out 
of sheaths. Therefore, Yoroi-kumiu-
ti enjoyed greater popularity then 
fencing on big swords — tachi. But 
a short sword (kotachi) or dagger 
(tanto) were popular because they 
could be used in a battle under the 
style of Yoroi-kumiuti.

Yoroi-kumiuti was based on various wrestling elements — grappling, 
throwing, holding and choking techniques, which allowed to wage effective 
fights with armed and dressed in armours opponents. Occasionally, warriors 
could resort to hand and foot kicking, but only as an auxiliary technique — it 
was easier to break one’s hand or foot against the opponent’s armours than 
to harm him.

It was most important in Yoroi-kumiuti to correctly use one’s extremities. 
This was achieved by means of a special mutual symmetric grapple which 
was called Yotsu-gumi — a ‘quadrangular junction’. In Yotsu-gumi both 
wrestlers closely grappled each other not grasping the shells of the armor. 
This sort of grappling helped a warrior to maintain balance and mobility and 
allowed to effectively control the actions of the opponent.

At any point one of the fighters or both of them were ready to instantly 
take out a short sword or a special dagger, which was called yoroi-doshi, in 
order to break the opponent’s armours.

Yoroi-doshi was carried behind the belt on the right side of the body. It 
was usually taken out by the left hand. It required great skills to control one’s 
opponent with one hand and maintain balance while the other hand was 
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* — Bushi — a military-feudal social layer in Japan which appeared in the 8th-10th centuries. The 
lowest layer of the Bushi consisted of the military nobility — Samurai.

taking out the dagger and trying to strike the unprotected part of the op-
ponent’s body. This was highly complicated in a mass fight since one had to 
target a small hole between the shells and strike at a strictly defined angle.

Various throws with a fall were often used in yoroi-kumiuti. Wrestlers 
tried to use their own weight and the weight of the armours in order to drive 
the opponent to the ground. After a throw the wrestler fell on the opponent 
with all his weight and used a hold in order to immobilize the enemy and 
then finish him off with a dagger.

Masters of yoroi-kumiuti tried to most effectively use the peculiarities of 
the construction of Japanese armours. Thus, attacking one’s enemy from be-
hind and pulling his helmet upwards it was easy to break his neck vertebra 
because the rear shell of the helmet exerted huge pressure on the founda-
tion of the neck.

Metal rings that attached quivers to the rear shells of the armor were 
used as convenient handles for thigh throws.

For a long time — from around the 11th until the 16th century — yoroi-
kumiuti was a main form of unarmed wrestling. However, it was canonized 
quite late — in the 14th-15th centuries. Yoroi-kumiuti became part of many 
schools of bujutsu.

1.6. KOGUSOKU

Beginning from the mid-16th century the Japanese unarmed combat art 
experienced revolutionary changes. This was pre-determined by numerous 
factors. The general character of battle fighting changed. Battles of that his-
torical period were no longer grand tournaments but clashes of armies in 
which the role of an individual was overshadowed by collective actions. Here 
no one accepted individual challenges. Masses of horse riders dressed in 
steel simply suppressed single warriors, whereas archers quickly turned him 
into a sieve. Attacks from behind by ten warriors against one became com-
mon. Compared to the previous historical periods, the size of armies grew 
tremendously. Now soldiers were recruited not only from among the noble 
Bushi* but also from among the plebs.

The growth of the number of warriors together with the new maneu-
vering tactics necessitated new defensive weaponry which had to become 
lighter and cheaper.
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Adepts of the school of Yagyu Shingan-ryu

An important factor of the re-
fusal from heavy armours was the 
appearance of firearms which could 
now hole any individual metal 
shields.

And in the 16th century a light 
version of ‘flaky’ armours gusoku 
was created by the famous master 
Matsunaga Hisashige. Its reduced 
variant — kogusoku — got particu-
larly wide popularity. It consisted 
only of a breast shell, thigh, shin and 
arm shields and was used to equip 
ordinary infantrymen — ashigaru 
(‘light feet’).

As a result of all these changes, 
a new system of combat art in light 
armours appeared. It got the names 
Kogusoku and Koshi-no mawari 
(‘surrounding one’s back’).

In comparison with yoroi-kumiuti, the arsenal of the elements of ko-
gusoku was significantly wider. Here we can find thigh, back and shoulder 
throws, which we are familiar with from judo and aikido; original throws of 
a rival that aim to hit his head against the ground; various strikes and joint-
locks on elbows, knees and neck vertebra.

Strikes that aimed at parts of the body that were not protected by ar-
mours were widely used in Kogusoku. They aimed at kidneys (a round-the-
body kick with a fist), groin (a strike like an uppercut under the ‘skirt’ of ar-
mours), knee (a kick with the outer side of one’s foot) and so on.

Kogusoku is said to have been founded by Takenouchi Hisamori, who es-
tablished his school in 1532. Hisamori had a strong will but was short and 
weak physically. He wanted to learn how to prevail over stronger and higher 
enemies with the use of dexterity and good technique. Kogusoku did not 
manage to marginalize yoroi-kumiuti completely in those days because the 
samurais of the highest layers still wore heavy armours which could protect 
them even from bullets. As a result, most of the schools of bujutsu intro-
duced both of these styles of combat art in their programs. For example, 
in the renowned school of Yagyu Shingan-ryu there was a clear division 
between the levels of Ashigaru (kogusoku) and Bushi (yoroi-kumiuti). More-
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A fragment of Muso jikiden wa-jutsu mokuroku, 1734

* — jiu-jitsu — is a school that was part of bujutsu in the 16th century. The term itself appeared 
in Japan in the 16th century. The technique is based on grapples, low-kicks, chokes, throws, joint-
locks; fist, finger and open hand punches; elbow, leg, knee and head strikes, a system of blocks, 
as well as fencing: tanto, zyo, bo, yawara, vei (rope).Various domestic and working items can be 
used as weapons in jiu-jitsu. It includes the following schools: Aragaki-ryu, Araki-ryu, Asayama 
itiden-ryu, Danzan-ryu, Denshokan-budo, Doks-ryu, Yoroi-gumi-ryu, Yoshin-ryu, Isogai-ryu, 
Itin-ryu Tenjin Shinyo-ryu, Kattogumi-ryu, Kito-ryu, Kodokan-danzan-ryu, Koppo-jutsu, Koshi-
no-mawari, Koshin-ryu, Koug souk, Kurszhu-ryu, Miursgyoshin-ryu, Miura-ryu, Liso-ryu, Ryoi 
shinto-ryu, Sashitatsu-ryu, Shin-no-shindo-ryu, Shinshin-ryu, Stu-jutsu, Seigo-ryu, Sekiguchi-ryu, 
Gaikho-jutsu, Takenouti-ryu, Fukino-ryu, Fukuri, Hakko-ryu, Hisagetakarayama-ryu, Hobaku-
ryu, Hontai-yoshin-ryu, Yagyu-ryu, Yagyu-Shinkage-ryu, Yamato-ryu.

over, it also taught jiu-jitsu, the art of unarmed (or with small weapons) figh-
ting without armours. But jiu-jitsu belongs to the next period of the evolu-
tion of the Japanese wrestling.

Upon the end of the intra-Japanese wars at the beginning of the 17th cen-
tury the long-awaited period of peace began. Armours disappeared forever. 
This caused a real revolution in the world of unarmed combat arts. All the 
previous limitations related to fighting on horses or in armours seized to ex-
ist and masters could now look at a huge variety of new interpretations.

1.7. JIU-JITSU

The 17th century became the time of active reconsideration of the ex-
perience that was gained during the long years of wars. The technique of 
wrestling was being perfected and new fundamental theoretical concepts 
of bujutsu were being created. As a result, a new comprehensive system of 
unarmed combat appeared. It was called jiu-jitsu* (also known as yawara, 
wa-jutsu, thaijutsu, etc).

This name, which literally means ‘the art of tenderness’, has a very deep 
meaning.
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The idea of defeating an enemy — armed or unarmed — using gentle 
yielding rather than force forms the basis of jiu-jitsu. A master of jiu-jitsu 
never exhausts his own forces in a fight but, on the contrary, tries to exhaust 
his enemy and then defeat him. He forces the enemy to make abrupt moves 
and skillfully escapes from them. Not using any hard blocks, he backs away. 
As a result, the enemy, not having met any barriers, falls forward in full ac-
cordance with the laws of inertia. Thus, the essence of jiu-jitsu is to let the 
enemy apply his force and escape or redirect it; and when the enemy is ex-
hausted — to add your own force.

1.7.1 SHIROBEI AKIYAMA

According to the scrolls, the principle of ‘gentle yielding’ was first for-
mulated by a doctor from Nagasaki called Shirobei Akiyama (in the other 
version — Miura Yoshin). During several years he did traditional health stu-
dies in China (end of the 11th — beginning of the 12th centuries). There he 
got acquainted with the technique of throws, joint locks and strikes of a sys-
tem which he later called Hakuda. Upon his return back home he founded 
a private school of martial arts where he started to teach the technique of 
Hakuda.

But his training sessions were very monotonous and, as a result, almost 
all his students left him. Four years after the opening of his dojo Akiyama 
closed the school and went to a Buddhist monastery for a 100-day long me-
ditation. A legend goes that one early freezing morning Akiyama went out 
for a promenade in a garden. There he saw am amazing picture: it had been 
snowing heavily and the snow had broken the branches of many trees. Only 
one tree, a willow (according to other sources — sakura), stood unharmed — 
heavy snow was simply sliding along its resilient branches. It is said that Aki-
yama experienced real enlightenment at this sight. He understood that it 
was meaningless and dangerous to counteract force with other force. One 
should escape from an enemy’s attacks, redirect the force of an enemy and 
use it for his own sake. This overwhelming principle of tackling force with 
gentleness and yielding laid down the foundations for Akiyama’s further re-
search. Soon he managed to expand the arsenal of his system to 300 (accor-
ding to other data, to 700) techniques and found his own school, which was 
called Yoshin-ryu after this death.

As we can see, this legend asserts that the starting point for Akiyama’s re-
search was the martial art of China. Generally, Chinese wushu made a colos-
sal impact on the development of jiu-jitsu. Thanks to that the arsenal of the 
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Chen JUAN BIN

combat art of Japan was enriched with 
various punches and kicks and numerous 
variants of joint-locks and chokeholds.

A significant contribution to the 
perfection of jiu-jitsu was made by Chi-
nese immigrants. The most well known 
among them was Chen Juan Bin (in the 
Japanese version — Tin Gempin). He in-
troduced Japanese warriors to the mar-
tial art of Shaolin.

Chen Juan Bin was born in 1587 in the 
province of Zhejiang. He received good 
education. At the age of 27 he entered 
the renowned monastery of Shaolin 
where he spent 13 months (1615-1616). At the age of 35, in 1621, he came to 
Japan (Kyoto) for the first time as an interpreter at the embassy and in the 
winter of that year he was recruited to serve king Mori. In 1625 he settled 
down on mountain Korin-zan in an isolated house of a devoted follower of 
Buddhism Nagatoi Kubei who originally was from Azabu Iikura.

Next year they built there a monastery Korin-zan Kokusyo-zi, which be-
came the main ‘training centre’ of Chen Juan Bin. His first students were 
three ronins (stray samurais) — Fukuno Shitiroemon, Isogai Jirozaemon, as 
well as monk Kuyen and members of the Nagatoya family.

Having completed the course of the Chinese master, the monks of 
Kokusyo-zi and the Nagatoya family preserved the tradition of Chen Juan Bin 
intact throughout several generations. They called this tradition Gempin-ruy 
ju-jutsu. The ronins went to different provinces of Japan after their studies 
at Kokusyo-zi. Later on, they established their own schools, which continued 
to teach the art and made the name of Chen Juan Bin famous among the 
masters of bujutsu.

However, Chen Juan Bin was not the first person to introduce the Japa-
nese to the wushu of Shaolin. According to the Shaolin manuscripts, begin-
ning from the 14th century Japanese monks regularly studied at Shaolin and 
many of them did wushu. Thus, a student from Japan known under the name 
of Dachzhi lived at Shaolin in 1312-1324.

Already several years after he came to Shaolin Dazhu became one of 
the leading specialists in unarmed combat and the art of fighting with 
a  stick. He earned such high respect among his Chinese fellow students 
that he was even allowed to attend the classes of the top Shaolin wushu 
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Shaolin monastery

master Hueyven. And the latter for the first time in the history of the mo-
nastery revealed the secrets of combat with 18 canon types of weapons to 
a foreigner.

In May 1327 Dazhu’s son, who accepted the name of Deshi, came to Shao-
lin. He was supposed to spend three years in the monastery. But the monks, 
who made good friends with the smart, zealous and friendly Japanese, asked 
the prior to let Deshi stay a few more years. Thanks to that he got a chance to 
learn the ‘secret’ parts of unarmed combat art which were normally taught 
only to senior monks.

In 1347-1379 another Japanese monk known under the Chinese name 
of Chzhaoyuan studied at Shaolin. According to the ‘Chronicles of Shaolin 
Monastery’, ‘He is proficient in the Chinese language and writing. At first, he 
occupied the position of a secretary and later became a senior monk. Moreover, 
he has learnt the technique of the Shaolin combat art at an excellent level.’ 
‘The Chronicles of Warriors’ Affairs’ (‘Budo dzenrayki’) have preserved the 
names of some masters of ju-jutsu from the period of the intra-Japanese 
wars of the 15th-16th centuries such as Hitotsubashi Dzeken and Sikiguti 
Dzyusin. However, almost nothing is known about their lives and activi-
ties. Most of the information about the masters of bujutsu can be found in 
the ‘Biography of the Founders of Schools’ (‘Densyo’), which is, however, 

also incomplete and difficult to 
find. The descriptions contained 
in ‘Densyo’ mostly belong to the 
epoch of Tokugawa — the long 
period of peace after several 
centuries of continuous wars. 
In those days a  samurai could 
indulge in his favorite activities 
and extensively deliberate on 
the topic of martial arts.

During the period of the intra-
Japanese wars the noble ‘art of 
gentleness’ got widespread po-
pularity on the Japanese islands. 
Numerous schools appeared 
in each province. In contrast to 
the schools of the previous cen-
turies, they made a qualitative 
leap forward.
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An illustration of the technique 
of the school of Kito-ryu

1.7.2. HEYDAY OF JIU-JITSU

In the 17th-18th centuries jiu-jit-
su reached its highest point of de-
velopment. As many new schools 
were established as never before 
and their number climbed up to 
the record 700. Most prominent 
among them were the schools 
of Araki-ryu, Asayama Itiden-ryu, 
Daito-ryu, Yoshin-ryu, Itin-ryu, 
Kiraku-ryu, Kito-ryu, Kuki Shin-
den-ryu, Kukishin-ryu, Kushin-
ryu, Muso-ruy, Ryoi Shinto-ryu, 
Sosuishi-ryu, Shibukava-ryu, Ta-
kenouchi-ryu, Tenjin Shinyo-ryu 
and Yagyu Shingan-ryu.

Many schools of that period 
practiced armed techniques and 
jiu-jitsu itself. Thus, the schools of 
Araki-ryu (the school was foun-
ded by Araki Mataemon at the 
beginning of the 17th century), 
Asayama Itiden-ryu, Muso-ryu, 
Shinshin-ryu, Yoshin-ryu, Kiraku-
ryu, Itin-ryu, Tenjin Shinyo-ryu 
(synthesised the traditions of the 
Yoshin-ryu and Shin-no Shindo-
ryu and later became famous for its masters, such as Minamoto-no Ma-
satori and Yanagi Sekizai) were the result of a combination of kenjutsu 
and jiu-jitsu.

The samurai clan Kuroda stayed in the history of jiu-jitsu thanks to Sa-
sabara Shirozaemon, the founder of the powerful school Ryoi Shinto-ryu 
(17th  century). Later this school competed at a final tournament with the 
masters of judo trained by Jigoro Kano.

The influential school Yagyu-ryu was founded by Yagyu Muneyoshi 
at the end of the 16th century. It is well known for the name of Yagyu 
Musemori, who was a fencing teacher of the shogun Tokugawa Iemitsu, 
the one to whom St. Takuan addressed his edification.
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A training session of Kukushin-ryu (originally from the book by Kiba KOSHIRO)

The Kuki Shinden-ryu — ‘The Holy Tradition of the Kuki Family’ — 
was established by Yakushimaru Kurando Takazane in the middle of the 
14th century and is a typical family system of a comprehensive combat art. 
It includes kenjutsu, bujutsu, naginatajutsu, yarijutsu, kusarigamajutsu, 
shurikenjutsu and, of course, jiu-jitsu — non-armed technique.

Kuki Sadataka (17th century) introduced the family tradition to Okuni 
Kihei Shigenobu, who had already been the 29th patriarch of the school 
of Tyosui-ryu by that time. According to a legend, it had been established 
by Otomo Komaro, who was taught combat art by the Chinese master 
Tsyan Chzhen. The latter came to Japan during the reign of empress Ko ken 
(749-758). The school was known under the name Tyosui-ryu Dakenjutsu — 
‘The Art of Fisticuffs of Tyosui-ryu’.

Okuni Kihei Shigenobu gave start to the ‘external’ branch (as opposed to 
the ‘internal’ branch) of the Kuki family — Kuki Shinden-ryu.

The Takagi Yoshin-ryu — ‘The School of the Mounting Heart of the 
Takagi Family’ — is a branch of one of the biggest schools of Japanese bu-
jutsu — Takagi-ryu. It includes the techniques of combat with a pole, spear, 
halberd, as well shurikens and jiu-jitsu. According to a legend, the foun-
dations of the Takagi-ryu were laid down by the Buddhist monk Unryu. It 
happened in 1570.
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Unryu passed his study on to an Ito Kii-no Kami Suketade. And it was the 
latter that based his system on the combat technique with a long pole and 
worked out techniques with a spear, halberd, short stick, sword and kodati. 
From the beginning of the 17th century this tradition started to be passed on 
in the small samurai family of Takagi, which served the Shiroishi kings and 
gave name to this school of bujutsu.

A great contribution to the development of Takagi-ryu was made by Ta-
kagi Oriuemon Shigetoshi (1625-1711). This sensei added some elements 
of sumo to the existing technique and worked out a system of non-armed 
wrest ling (taijutsu) which consisted of 48 techniques. Takagi Oriuemon 
passed the secrets of the Tkagi-ryu to his son Takagi Umanosuke (1656-1716) 
who started to openly teach Takagi-ryu as systemic bujutsu. Umanosuke 
called his technique Takagi-ryu Taijutsu Koshi-no-mawari or Emono-dori 
(‘captu ring of weapons’). Most of all he liked to work with a spear. During his 
days Takagi-ryu was spread in many regions of Owari Province.

Later on, Takagi-ryu broke into three branches. One of them was cre-
ated by Ishitani Takeoi Masatsugu and received the name of Ishitani Takagi 
Yoshin-ryu.

Among the students of Ishi-
tani there were Takamatsu Yo-
shiyoshi and Ishitani Matsutaro 
(son of Ishitani Takeoi Masa-
tsugu). The latter ran away 
from home in his childhood 
because he could not endure 
the heavy training sessions that 
his father made him attend. He 
was taught the Kukishin-ryu 
by Akayamo Yotaro and later 
united the Takagi Yoshin-ryu 
and Kukishin-ryu into a single 
system.

Sekiguchi-ryu was estab-
lished by Sekiguchi Yasugoro 
from Kushuy. It is based on 
throws and joint locks. Sekigu-
chi became particularly promi-
nent for having introduced 
randori — a training sparring 
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An illustration of bujutsu

which helps to perfect the mastery of wrestlers. Later, the idea of randori was 
borrowed by other schools. Among them the most often mentioned in the 
scrolls are: Mizu Shinto-ryu, Shinmei-ryu, Seigo-ryu, Aragaki-ryu, Asayama 
Itiden-ryu, Kito-ryu, Koshin-ryu, Konshin-ryu, Kiraku-ryu, Yoshin-ryu, Muso-
ryu, Ryoi Shinto-ryu, Shin-no Shindo-ryu, Shinshin-ryu, Takagi Yoshin-ryu, 
Katori Shinto-ryu, Tenjin Shinyo-ryu, Hisage Takarayama-ryu, Yagyu-ryu and 
others.

Each school practiced, as a rule, both armed and unarmed techniques, 
giving preference to these or those aspects — throws, holds, kicks or cho-
king techniques. The schools often competed brutally with one another: 
they tried to prove the superiority of a hip throw, low kicks or punches on 
a bridge of nose. The differences between them had to do with breathing 
methods, ways of Ki accumulation, basic standing positions and with the 
predominance of certain types of techniques: body and hip throws, throws 
with the use of joint locks, choking grapples or low kicks and chopping and 
poking strikes.

There were about a thousand schools of jiu-jitsu in the middle of the 
19th century.
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CHAPTER 2. JIGORO KANO: THE WAY TO JUDO

Jigoro Kano was born on 28 October 1860 in the Japanese town of Mi-
kage*. The long isolation of Japan, which because of the policies of Shogun 
Tokugawa was closed for the rest of the world for more than two centuries, 
had ended by that time (the Kanagawa Treaty of 31 March 1854).

When this island country got ready to meet the world its previous life-
style was quickly destroyed.

It was the time of striking changes and huge challenges. The political and 
economic systems of Japan would experience a complete renewal during 
several decenniums.

The Mareshiba branch of Jigoro’s family (his father’s branch) traced its 
roots back to the very beginning of Japan’s history. There were many re-
nowned shintoist monks, Buddhism masters and followers of Confucius 
among his predecessors. His mother Sadako belonged to one of the most fa-
mous clans that produced sake (they brewed the well known brand of Kiku-
Masamune). Jigoro, together with his elder brothers and sisters grew up in a 

house which was considered as 
one of the biggest and richest 
in the area.

Even though the living 
conditions of Kano in his child-
hood were very good, he was 
brought up in a strict manner 
and in harsh discipline. Kano 
kept warm feelings about his 
kind and attentive mother 
but he always spoke of her as 
a person who did not tole rate 
any forms of inappropriate 
conduct.

Mareshiba personally edu-
cated his son. He taught Jigoro 
the basics of all subjects and 
organized extra curriculum 
classes of Chinese literature 
and calligraphy for him.Mareshiba KANO — the father of Jigoro KANO

* — Mikage — is now part of the City of Kobe.
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The father was an active supporter of 
the Meiji modernization and moved with 
his family to the new capital — Tokyo. 
Among the brightest first impressions that 
adolescent Kano had of Tokyo were ronins. 
They walked along the streets of the city 
projecting an image of great importance 
and proudly demonstrating their two 
swords (it was banned to carry this type 
of weapons several months after the Kano 
family moved to Tokyo).

In 1871 Kano was enrolled at Seitatsu 
Shojuku, a private school headed by the 
scientist Keido Ubukata. This school was 
unique for the fact that it accepted not 
only the children of the aristocracy and 
samurais (before education had been an 
exclusive prerogative of the upper classes). 

The school also taught the children of traders, craftsmen and representatives 
of other classes. Some pupils learned sumo, the art of the Kabuki theatre ac-
tors and the art of Geishas.

Ubukata was a highly respec-
ted calligraphist and a famous sci-
entist. Besides the busy classes of 
Japanese and Chinese literature 
he made his students handwrite 
all the time (they were supposed 
to cover with writing up to three 
notebooks every day). After classes 
Ubukata used to talk to his stu-
dents on an individual basis. Du-
ring one of such talks he told Kano 
that despite the priceless value of 
classical education contemporary 
students had to get acquainted 
with the Western culture as well.

Kano learnt this piece of advice 
with great enthusiasm. After he did 
some English studies at the Aca-

A ronin

Jigoro KANO (right) at the 
age of 11 with his brother
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demy of Mitsukuri Shuhei, he entered Ikuei Gijuku, a private school in Kara-
sumori, in 1873. All courses in that school were taught by foreign lecturers 
either in English or German. And mathematics textbooks were in the Dutch 
language.

Tokyo (Imperial) University

In 1878, at the age of 14, Kano was enrolled at Tokyo School of Foreign 
Languages where he continued to learn English. In 1877 the School was 
transformed into Tokyo (Imperial) University*.

All his previous English teachers were of the Dutch or German origins 
and Kano was quite confused when he first heard the authentic British and 
American accents. It is worth noting that despite the rather difficult condi-
tions Kano studied English with great enthusiasm.

Ordinary dictionaries were very rare in those days. The students had only 
one textbook for the whole class. Quite often Kano’s turn to use the textbook 
before an exam was from 1 to 5 am.

All the hardships notwithstanding, Kano managed to learn the English 
language on a perfect level. For most of his life he kept a diary in English.

The talented and noble Kano, who sometimes even behaved like a snob, 
became an unprotected object of harsh mockery on the part of envious ol-
der students at the dormitory. Jigoro was, of course, extremely sensitive to 

* — Tokyo (Imperial) University is the oldest and biggest university in Japan. It was founded in 
1877 as Tokyo National (Imperial) University as a result of the merger of three schools: Soheiko 
(established in 1790, the centre for Confucius studies), Kaiseigo (founded in 1855, Western culture 
studies) and Igakusho (founded in 1863, Western medicine studies). A large number of famous 
Japanese politicians graduated from this university.
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this. And it was in those uneasy days 
that he first heard about jiu-jitsu — 
a martial art which used little strength 
to resist strong attacks. Kano did not 
manage to start practicing jiu-jitsu on 
a regular basis while at school but he 
tried to train his body doing different 
sports.

After graduating from the school 
of languages, Kano entered Kaiseigo 
Academy in 1875. It was another 
educational establishment which 
was supported by the government. 
In 1877 it became Tokyo (Imperial) 
University. Jigoro was honored to be 
among the first graduates of this best 
national educational establishment 
of Japan. Kano picked up political sci-
ences, philosophy and literature as his 
majors (but it turned out that he took 
a particular interest in astronomy).

During his university years Jigoro Kano again encountered numerous 
teasers and roughnecks.

Jigoro KANO (on the right) 
in his university days

* — ‘In the Edo epoch (17th-mid-19th centuries) the words ‘bujutsu’ and ‘budo’ had different mean-
ings. Bujutsu referred to combat techniques, whereas budo meant ‘a military way’, an ideal life-
style which a samurai who practiced the technique of bujutsu had to stick to. There were 18 com-
bat arts (bugei juhappan) at that time which included arching, horse riding, cold arms fighting, 
javelin throwing, unarmed self-protection (jiu-jitsu) and firing from guns. The practice of bujutsu 
appeared in the ancient times. By the middle of the Heian epoch (10th-11th centuries) a new military 
class for the protection of agricultural and land interests had originated. This class of warriors 
treated bujutsu as part of their culture. At the beginning of the Meiji epoch (1868-1912) budo and 
bujutsu almost disappeared. In the Muromati epoch (around 1333-1568) the masters of bujutsu, 
who were called Hyohomono or Heihojin, used their military experience when studying and per-
fecting the technique of martial arts. They developed a number of new styles (called ‘ryu’). For 
example, ogashawara-ryu — horse riding and arching, heki-ryu — arching, otsubo-ryu — horse 
riding and aisukage-ryu — military strategy. Other styles of combat art were developed during 
the period of the civil war that lasted from the middle of the 15th till the end of the 16th century. They 
included tsuda-ryu — cannon shooting, takenouchi-ryu — unarmed fighting, as well as sword 
fencing schools: kashima shinto-ryu, shinkage-ryu and itto-ryu, which were founded accordingly 
by Tsukahara Bokuden, Kamiizumi Nobutsuna and Ito Ittosai’ (based on the materials of the 
thematic website of Moscow Aiki-club).
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1887, Jigoro KANO 
at a jiu-jitsu training session

Kano was a weak child. Because of his 
physical weakness he often became a victim 
of bullying. That is why he was looking for 
ways to improve his health. Jigoro began to 
devote serious attention to physical educa-
tion. He started practicing tourism, rowing, 
gymnastics and baseball.

Two years later Kano was pleased to dis-
cover that he had become quite healthy and 
got a strong body. But the real turning point 
in his life happened only when he started 
practicing jiu-jitsu.

It was at the university and while prac-
ticing jiu-jitsu, an ancient Japanese martial 
art in the system of bujutsu*, that he be-
came excited about a possibility to achieve 
a harmonized development of the body and 
spirit.

CHAPTER 3. THE WAY OF COGNITION

The end of the 19th century brought 
striking changes to Japan. In 1868, backed 
by the supporters of radical reforms, Em-
peror Meiji* acceded to the throne. Revo-
lutionary transformations in all spheres 
of societal life were launched. The long 
period of isolation was over. The spirit of 
the West started to enter the daily life of 
the Japanese. A new generation which 

* — Meiji (1852-1912) — the 122nd Emperor of Japan. 
His real name was Mutsuhito. He ruled from 1867 till 
1912. He was a son of Emperor Komei and became 
crown prince in 1860. He acceded to the throne at the 
age of 14. Nijo Nariyuki served as the regent under him. 
During the reign of Emperor Meiji Japan transformed 
from an underdeveloped feudal country into a strong 
imperialist state. Mutsuhito laid down and developed 
the foundations of an absolute monarchy.

The Emperor of Japan 
MUTSUHITO I MEIJI
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was interested in modern inno-
vations came to the forefront of 
the history. The European thea-
tre and rugby became the sym-
bols of this generation.

The samurai tradition was 
dying. The ancient martial arts, 
which had been preserved by 
samurai clans, came under the 
risk of disappearance.

The academies of martial arts 
were no longer supported by 
the state and, as a result, most of 
them had to close down. More-
over, as the country was more 
and more accepting the Western 
lifestyle the majority of the Japanese were losing interest to classical martial 
arts. Jigoro Kano was sincerely warned not only by his father but by many 
former masters of combat arts as well that ‘the times have changed and such 
things have now become useless’.

While during the reign of the Tokugawa* Shoguns (1600-1868) teach-
ers of martial arts were treated in all the regions of Japan as common phe-
nomena and each samurai (male and female) had to undergo intensive 
jiu-jitsu training, it was quite difficult to find a qualified jiu-jitsu sensei in 
the 1890s.

The founder of the dynasty 
Ieyasu TOKUGAWA (1542-1616)

* — Tokugawa, the third dynasty (1603-1867) of Shoguns — military feudal rulers of Japan. In order 
to strengthen the power of the nobility in the state the Tokugawa rulers carried out a number of 
reforms: they established a strict system of rights and responsibilities for each class; tied peasants 
to the land; limited the development of trade and usury capital; placed all the nobility under strict 
political control. They wanted to preserve the feudal traditions untouched and prevent any threat 
of external intervention. For that purpose the Tokugawa government introduced the policy of self-
isolation from the rest of the world in the 1630s. At the end of the 18th century the state under the rule 
of the Tokugawa dynasty entered a period of long crisis, which was caused by a progressing decay 
of the feudal system. Inter alia, an external factor contributed to the development of the crisis — the 
1853 sea intervention of the American Navy under the command of Commodore Matthew Perry. 
The USA and European states forced the Tokugawa Shoguns to end the isolation policy. In 1854-
1858 the USA forced Japan to sign the unequal Ansei Treaties. It established the freedom of trade for 
foreign traders in Japan and incorporated Japan in the world capitalist market; aliens were given 
the right of extraterritoriality and consular jurisdiction; Japan lost its customs autonomy and had to 
agree to low import tariffs. The Tokugawa Shoguns were overthrown in 1867-1868 as a result of an 
unfinished bourgeois revolution. A government of landlords and bourgeoisie came to power.
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But Jigoro Kano persisted. He started visiting all local bonesetters. The 
thing was that in those days the people of this profession usually combined 
medical work with jiu-jitsu practice (indeed, who else except bonesetters 
would know the secrets of bone crushers!).

One doctor recommended that Kano should go to sensei Fukuda. The 
school of master Hatinosuke Fukuda taught a new style of jiu-jitsu — Tenjin 
Shinyo-ryu*.

The full name of the school — Yoshin-ryu Shin-no Shindo-ryu goryu Tenjin 
Shinyo-ryu (‘The School of a Divine Willow of Heavenly Truth that United the 
Schools of Yoshin-ryu and Shin-no Shindo-ryu’). Master Hatinosuke Fukuda 
had his own training hall — dojo.

In 1877 17-year old Jigoro Kano came 
to Hatinosuke Fukuda (1829-1880). The 
latter earned his living by working as a 
chiropractor and also trained several 
permanent students in his small dojo. 

In the Meiji epoch the Tenjin Shin-
yo-ryu was deprived of a combat ori-
entation but maintained its reputation 
of an effective system of self-protec-
tion. Ate-waza (strikes) and katame-
waza (grapples) were considered to be 
the specialty of this school.

It was said that the founder of the 
school Mataemon developed many 

* — the educational program at Tenjin Shinyo-ryu, like in other jiu-jitsu schools, was divided into 
several stages. The first one — learning 12 techniques of freeing from grapples. The second one — 
learning 10 techniques in a sitting (on knees) position and 10 standing techniques. The third stage — 
learning 28 techniques of the School of Shin-no Shindo-ryu. After that 20 more techniques deve-
loped by the founder of Tenjin Shinyo-ryu Iso Mataemon (1787-1863) were studied. The program was 
concluded by the ‘upper stage of supreme consciousness’ on which 20 other techniques were learnt. 
All these 100 techniques make up the canon of Tenjin Shinyo-ryu. Apart from them, students learn 
about 30 throws and 21 counter-techniques especially for competitions. Techniques in Tenjin Shin-
yo-ryu were developed in such a way that their performance served as the training of tanden (the ba-
sis of human energy system). The know-how that the founder of Tenjin Shinyo-ryu came up with was 
the kata ‘Throwing into different sides’. Combinations of techniques in this complex are performed 
smoothly, in one stream, in one long breathe, without a fixation of final positions of separate tech-
niques. This way of performing the technique is supposed to facilitate a smooth and endless stream 
of living energy and to teach a warrior to prevent this stream from ending, which would be a highly 
dangerous mistake because the warrior would lose his ability to quickly react to the actions of his 
enemy. The School of Tenjin Shinyo-ryu is very close to modern aikido, both in theory and in practice.

An illustration of the Kito-ryu technique
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of his techniques during street fights 
with vagabonds who terrorized the 
local population (by the end of the 
Shoguns period law and order had 
been destroyed completely). Appa-
rently, he could perform 124 different 
types of fist punches.

Fukuda was a supporter of active 
forms of education. He preferred ran-
dori (training sparring) which he then 
thoroughly analyzed to memorizing 
and methodological practicing of po-
sitions and techniques of kata.

Only when a wrestler gained con-
fidence in randori did the sensei be-
gin to practice formal kata. This me-
thodology added an extra flavor to 
the practiced technique.

Fukuda was very demanding to 
his few students. As it later turned 

out, none of them was as diligent 
as Kano. With every new ses-
sion his interest to jiu-jitsu was 
growing, despite the increasing 
volume and difficulty of physical 
exercises.

Jigoro totally devoted himself 
to practicing. Even when he was 
on his own he practiced various 
exercises with a heavy iron pole 
which he was taught by Fukuda 
(in all probability, Kano was si-
multaneously studying bujutsu 
and fighting on sticks in dojo at 
Yagyu Shingan-ryu).

Every evening, when he came 
home, he would demonstrate to 
his elder brother and sister what 
he had learnt during the day. Ji-

Master Hatinosuke FUKUDA

Jigoro KANO (second on the left), 1877
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goro’s tattered uwagi (training 
jacket), which is still kept by the 
Kano family as a relic, tells us about 
the enormous energy which he 
gave to practicing.

During the training sessions 
curious Kano would bombard Fu-
kuda with questions and requests 
to explain a technique in more 
details (exact positions of legs and 
hands, the right ‘angle of entrance’, 
weight balance and so on). But the 
sensei would usually just say ‘Come 
here’ and would again throw Kano 
on the ground until he gained 
‘first-hand’ practical understan-
ding of the technique.

Kano’s main sparring partner 
was a mighty heavyweight called 
Fukushima. He always defeated 
Jigoro in randori. In order to stop Uwagi — relic of the KANO family

Jigoro KANO (centre) at the age of 18
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that Kano asked his friend, a sumo wrestler, to give him advice. He hoped 
that sumo technique would add to his own experience. But it did not work 
out and Jigoro went to the Library of Tokyo looking for books about Western 
wrestling.

There he learnt about a tech-
nique which he then success-
fully used against Fukushima. 
Later, he called this technique 
‘kata-guruma’ — ‘windmill’.

In May 1879 Kano and Fuku-
shima got into a selected group 
of masters which was tasked to 
demonstrate martial arts to the 
former President of the United 
States Ulysses Grant* during his 
visit to Japan.

The performance was highly 
appreciated by General Grant 
and the other members of 
the American delegation and 
got a  wide coverage in the US 
media.

Unfortunately, soon after 
that sensei Fukuda passed away 

at the age of fifty one. Kano tried to train on his own but understood that he 
still lacked necessary skills.

Jigoro continued his studies at the Tenjin Shinyo-ryu under the su-
pervision of Masamoto Iso (1818-1881), son of the founder of the school.

Masamoto was already sixty at that time and he no longer participated 
in randori. But he was still considered to be a master of kata — techniques 
that were performed according to a certain scheme (Kano would later tell 
his students that the kata performed by Masamoto was ‘the most specta-
cular show that I have ever seen’). Moreover, Masamoto’s body was as if it 
had been made of cast iron and could easily withstand a direct strike with 
a wooden sword.

* — Hiram Ulysses Grant (1822-1885) — American politician and military commander. He was 
general of the Army of the North in the Civil War. From 1869 till 1877 he served as the 18th President 
of the USA.

Ulysses GRANT
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The teachings of Masamoto allowed Jigoro Kano to learn the mastery of 
various kata and acquire considerable experience of randori. Thirty students 
practiced in Masamoto’s dojo and Kano had to conduct a sparring with each 
of them every day.

Very often the training sessions ended only around 11 pm and Kano was 
so tired that he hardly had energy to get back home. But when he reached 
home he experienced all his fights again in his dreams, which can be as-
sumed from the fact that he often made holes in the paper walls of his room 
with hand and leg strikes.

During a demonstration session held at the Totsuka-ryu of Tokyo Univer-
sity Kano left his place in the audience and joined the randori. His brilliant 
improvisation stunned both the spectators and the participants.

In 1881, after the death of Masamoto Iso, Kano was again left with-
out a teacher. This time he went to study to Tsunetoshi Iikubo (1835-1889) 
from the Kito-ryu. The history of this school goes back to the middle of the 
17th century.

Elements of the basic technique of jiu-jitsu
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* — Takuan Soho (1573-1645) — a Zen monk, calligrapher, poet, painter, gardener, master of the 
tea ceremony and inventor of the recipe of pickled radish, which has his name and is still popular 
in Japan.

Even though there are argu-
ments about the personality of the 
founder of this school, the tradi-
tions of Kito were influenced by the 
Yagyu school and master Takuan 
Soho*, which gave them a  more 
philosophical flavor than the tra-
di tions of the pragmatic Tenjin 
Shi nyo-ryu.

In the times of Jigoro Kano the 
school of Kito-ryu focused prima-
rily on nage-waza — throwing tech-
nique. Both the style and the con-
tents of the education at the Kito-
ryu differed from those at the Tenjin 
Shinyo-ryu. Kano was glad to have 
a chance to get acquainted with new 
approaches to jiu-jitsu. Takuan SOHO

The diploma awarded to Jigoro KANO by the school of Tsunetoshi IIKUBO
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Uwagi of Tsunetoshi IIKUBO

Even though Kano’s new teacher 
was almost fifty, he still conducted the 
training sessions all day long and he was 
still better than his young students at 
randori.

Having studied at the Kito-ryu for 
about two years Kano became the best 
student there and sensei Tsunetoshi Ii-
kubo awarded him with a diploma of 
a master of the school.

Perhaps, Tsunetoshi Iikubo was the 
most skilful master of martial arts of all 
under whose supervision Kano ever 
trained. In his memoirs Kano wrote, 
‘Master Fukuda taught me what the work 
of my life should look like; from master 
Masamoto I learnt the thick nature of kata; 
and master Tsunetoshi Iikubo taught me 

many techniques and the importance of 
doing things in due time.’

Spending all evenings at training 
sessions, at daytime Kano worked with 
books. He got excellent marks at Tokyo 
University.

One of his teachers there was profes-
sor Ernest Fenollosa*. At that time 27 out 
of the 35 professors at Tokyo University 
were from the West.

Fenollosa was invited to the universi-
ty as a professor of Western philosophy 
but he developed a particular interest in 
the Eastern culture and promoted the 
study of gracious Asian arts among peo-
ple from the West and among the Japa-
nese themselves. At the early stages of Ernest FENOLLOSA

* — Ernest Francisko Fenollosa (1853-1908) — graduated from Harvard University in 1874, profes-
sor of philosophy and ethnography. Lectured at Tokyo University, Tokyo National University of 
Arts and Music. He was also director of the Department of Painting Art at the Imperial Museum in 
Tokyo, supervisor of the section of the Japanese art at the Art Museum in Boston (USA).
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the Meiji period there was a real danger 
that in their pursuit of modernization 
and desire to excel the West the Japa-
nese could lose their own culture. For 
example, Western-style pens star ted 
to be introduced in arts schools. Fenol-
losa warned against such automatic 
copying of Western traditions and tried 
to convince his friends and students 
(including Kano) that the traditional 
Japanese arts were forms of life worth 
preserving. Another favourite professor 
of Kano’s was the eccentric Zen-Bud-
dhist Tanjan Hara, who taught Indian 
philosophy. Hara managed to skilfully 
avoid the traps of religion (Kano shared 
this position) and was immortalized in 
the modern Zen-literature as a hero of 
a popular parable. Here is this parable. ‘Two young monks, Tanjan and Ekido, 
set on a journey from one monastery to another. A hurricane started and they ap-
proached a crossroads which by that time had transformed into a busy stream.

A beautiful lady stood in the middle of it. ‘Do you need help?’ asked Tanjan. 
And when the lady answered in the affirmative he took her in his hands, carried 
over the flooded road and put her on the solid ground on the other side of the 
stream. The monks continued their journey. Two hours later Ekido burst out in 
anger. ‘How could you have done that? You know that Buddhist monks are strict-
ly forbidden to touch women!’ he said. ‘Are you still carrying that lady with you?’ 
asked Tanjan. ‘As for me, I left her on that crossroads long ago.’

Kano graduated from Tokyo University in 1881 but stayed there for ano-
ther year for further education.

As Jigoro Kano was getting stronger and his mastery was perfecting, he 
was becoming more and more self-confident. Having gained certain experi-
ence in combat arts, he started thinking about the prospects for the deve-
lopment of jiu-jitsu.

Jigoro Kano wrote at that time: ‘The world will change and jiu-jitsu has to 
change as well. I don’t think that we should limit ourselves to one specific style. I 
no longer see any secret in preserving the techniques of each school of jiu-jitsu. 
It would be better to experiment with a whole variety of techniques and chose 
the ones you want to use, altering them if needed. I would like to take the best 

Jigoro KANO, 1881
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methods from the style of Yoshin and the best techniques from a large number 
of other techniques and combine them in order to create a final form of jiu-jitsu. 
Last year, after we performed for President Grant, master Fukuda talked about 
the popularization of jiu-jitsu in the rest of the world. To do that we cannot rely on 
just one specific style. We need a combination of the best techniques of all main 
schools of jiu-jitsu. This is what I would like to sell to the rest of the world.’

The result of the accumulative studies at the Tenjin Shinyo-ryu and Kito-
ryu for Jigoro Kano was not just his improved physical state but also his thirst 
for more knowledge about jiu-jitsu.

He started to learn about other ryu of classical bujutsu from a scientific 
point of view. Kano was particularly interested in the methods of unarmed 
wrestling, which were taught as military applied art at the schools of Sekigu-
chi-ryu and Seigo-ryu.

The majority of the urban population in those days was against the tra-
ditional institutions, customs and beliefs. Jigoro Kano was upset that due to 
this reason classical jiu-jitsu no longer enjoyed wide popularity.

And as the prestige of jiu-jitsu was falling down, the same was happening 
with the prestige of the majority of its masters.

Because of the bad social and economic standing caused by the absence 
of students many experienced representatives of jiu-jitsu had to make per-
formances or challenge those in the audience who were willing to pay for 
a fight with a master. Kano firmly decided to return jiu-jitsu the positions it 
deserved.

Illustration of jiu-jitsu technique (the school of Sekiguchi-ryu)
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CHAPTER 4. CHOOSING ONE’S OWN WAY

The first step towards the goal that 
Jigoro Kano set for himself was trans-
forming jiu-jitsu in a special way. This 
was in order to make it a more attrac-
tive and available and, most impor-
tantly, safe martial art which could be 
useful for the Meiji epoch.

Kano recalled this period of sear-
ching in the following way: ‘I studied the 
art of jiu-jitsu under the supervision of re-
nowned masters of the late feudalism who 
were still alive during my years of adoles-
cence. Their teachings were of great value 
as they were the result of the experience 
over a long period of time. However, all 
these teachings were presented not as the 
explanations of the methods of the practi-
cal application of a universal principle but 
only as independent inventions of single 
specialists. Discovering discrepancies in the techniques, I often found myself in dif-
ficult situations. I didn’t know what was right and wrong and what I should give my 
preference to. This situation stimulated me to study the subject more thoroughly.’

Kano began to buy for his father’s 
money rare treatises that explained 
the theory of the jiu-jitsu schools of 
Seigo-ryu, Sekiguchi-ryu and Kito-
ryu. The latter’s theory, apparently, 
played a decisive role in shaping his 
theoretical platform.

Having considerable practical 
experience of jiu-jitsu and having ac-
quired some theoretical knowledge, 
Jigoro Kano ‘…noticed that it was not 
all the time that the techniques of dif-
ferent schools deserved to be praised, 
there are lots of negative aspects.’

Jigoro KANO at the age of 22

Manuscripts of the Tenjin Shinyo-ryu 
that Jigoro KANO got from 
Hatinosuke FUKUDA
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An ancient Seigo-ryu treatise

Following this observation, Kano refused to borrow from jiu-jitsu the 
techniques that could cause serious injuries and even death. Jigoro himself 
unconditionally believed in the postulates of Buddhism and could not kill 
even an insect. Whereas jiu-jitsu 
was a spectacular form of com-
bat in which everything was al-
lowed for the sake of the final 
result, his school of wrestling 
had to become a sport — with 
clear rules that excluded the use 
of dangerous strikes.

Kano wanted his new style of 
wrestling to be not only a system 
of self-protection from an atta-
cking enemy but also a lifestyle 
which could help to accomplish 
great results with little effort.

This meant a different internal 
focus and different energy, which 
could be reached not only by means of physical exercises but also by means 
of intensive psychological training. Kano called his new school the Kodokan.

When choosing the name Jigoro Kano new about the existence of 
a school with a similar name in the town of Mito (the centre of the Mito terri-
tory) in the prefecture of Ibaragi.

A picture drawn by Jigoro KANO and 
demonstrating the principle of yawara 

when a small and light man can 
throw a big and heavy opponent
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The Kodokan of the Mito territory was founded by daimyo* Tokugawa 
Nariaki (1800-1860) in the middle of the 19th century as a higher educational 
institution.

The Kodokan of Jigoro Kano and the Kodokan of Mito sound the same, 
though the first hieroglyphs in their spelling are different. However, their 
common meaning refers to the spirit of the cultural beginning.

Kano’s Kodokan signifies:
Ko — teaching, learning and practice;
Do — way, study;
Kan — hall, or ‘a place to study the way’.
Kano was attracted by the general concept and aim of classical budo as 

a spiritual discipline used as an instrument for self-perfection. He clearly as-
pired to make his Kodokan an instrument for michi-o osameru, or for ‘to at-
tain the way’.

Comparing jiu-jitsu to Hinayana (the term literally means a ‘small chariot’ 
and refers to the idea of a low, deficient way to salvation), Kano drew a parallel 
between the Kodokan and Mahayana — a ‘great chariot’ which encompasses 
an individual and the society in general. ‘If the labor of a human being does not 
bring benefits to society, the life of such a person is spent in vain,’ said Kano.

In order to complete the transition from jiu-jitsu (combat art) to ‘Do’ (way 
of life), Kano added a strict code of ethics and humanitarian philosophy to his 
newly created system.

The instructors and students of the Kodokan, as could be expected, be-
came distinguished examples of benevolent character and honest behavior.

Any fight outside the dojo and any public performance for profit or any 
action that could cast shame on the school lead to suspension or expulsion 
from the Kodokan.

Jigoro Kano chose the term ‘judo’ for his style of wrestling. He preferred 
this term to ‘jiu-jitsu’ with the aim of emphasizing the significance of the 
philosophical component ‘Do’ as ‘a way to humanity’.

However, the very use of the word ‘judo’ by Jigoro Kano had certain prob-
lems. Two centuries before the Jikishin-ryu had become the first school to 
use the word ‘judo’.

This word was applied in the Jikishin-ryu to name the combat art of the 
school.

* — daimyo — is a basic term that defines the biggest military feuds of Japan in the Middle Ages. 
The class of the samurais was the elite of Japanese society in the 10th-19th centuries and the daimyo 
were the elite among the samurais.
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Because of these circumstances Jigoro Kano 
used ‘Kodokan’ as a word that could help to di-
stinguish his system of judo from the judo of the 
classical styles. This was also determined by purely 
practical considerations.

Jigoro Kano wrote: ‘Such dangerous practices as 
throws, unfair techniques or arm twists were often 
approved in many schools of jiu-jitsu. Because of this 
many people who witnessed such cruelties concluded 
that jiu-jitsu was a dangerous and harmful activity. 
Moreover, there were jiu-jitsu ryu where discipline 
was a low priority and their students demonstrated 
aggressive behavior, publicly throwing innocent peo-
ple on the ground or initiating fights.

This lead to bad attitudes to jiu-jitsu among some 
representatives of the highest layers of society. That is 
why I wanted to show that the teaching I suggested, 
as opposed to the image of jiu-jitsu, did not carry any 
threat in itself and was not intended to promote ag-
gressive actions… If I had presented my system under 
the name of ‘jiu-jitsu’ it would have become unacceptable for the highest layers 
of society.’

However, the differences between the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ jiu-jitsu were 
insignificant. At least, as far as the technique was concerned. Kano himself 
pointed out that ‘I interpret jiu-jitsu as an art or practice of an effective use of 
spiritual and physical energy and judo — as a way or principle of this usage.’

Thus, the fundamental principle of the Kodokan judo was defined: ‘This 
principle is the most efficient use of spiritual and physical energy in order to achieve 
a concrete goal.’ In the Japanese language it sounds as ‘seiryoku-zenyo.’

Under this principle energy is perceived by Kano as life-giving power 
and not as just the power of a body. Judo teaches to adhere to this prin-
ciple. But Kano, when asking the supporters of the Kodokan judo to follow 
the principle, referred to higher values.

Kano defined the practice of the Kodokan judo for the sake of developing 
a physically strong body (rentai-ho) or for the sake of fighting skills (shobu-
ho) as Kyogi judo, i. e. ‘judo in a narrow sense’, as here the priority was given 
to the technique. But Kyogi judo should give way to Kogi judo, i. e. ‘judo in 
a wide sense’ where shushin-ho (‘moral upbringing’) leads to self-perfection. 
Therefore, physical self-perfection as such is not enough as, according to 

The hieroglyphs of judo
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Kano, however strong a person might become and 
whatever level of mastery in judo he might achieve, 
if he is not of use for society the life of this person is 
in vain. Rentai-ho, shobu-ho and shushin-ho form the 
three elements which make up the ‘principle of three 
cultures’ — the principle that makes the Kodokan 
judo a form of physical upbringing.

Jigoro Kano wanted judo training sessions to take 
place not only in dojo but also beyond it. He wanted 
the physical sides of this wrestling to become a focus 
of human efforts directed at the development and 
perfection of the individuality.

While the representatives of the Kyogi judo can 
reach the level of technical maturity, it is only by 
means of the Kogi judo that they can become socially 
mature people. This conclusion was drawn by Kano 
from a Confucian commandment that says that one 
should ‘expand his sphere of activities by incorporating 
other people and activities in it.’

Thus, the universal aim of classical budo, which in 
some ryu has quite an undefined character (except for 
the ways of self-perfection), is further promoted. Kano 

defined the Kodokan judo in the framework of the principle of seiryoku-ze-
nyo in the following way: ‘Judo is not a method of the most efficient way to use 
spiritual and physical energy for the sake of attacking or defending. It is a method 
by means of which this principle (seiryoku-zenyo) can be learnt and applied to all 
spheres of human life.’ Sticking to this logic, Jigoro Kano developed his second 
great principle which he called ‘jita-kyoei’ (‘mutual flourishing’).

Thus, the main aim of the Kodokan judo for Jigoro Kano was to tackle the 
issue of moral and ethical upbringing through the practice of a martial art.

This is how Kano created the system of self-protection which is studied in 
parallel with learning the general rules of moving.

The hieroglyphs 
of seiryoku-zenyo 
and jita-kyoei
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CHAPTER 5. KODOKAN JUDO: THE FIRST STEPS

In 1882, when Jigoro Kano became inspector and instructor at the privi-
leged lyceum of Gakushuin (a specialized educational establishment for the 
children of the Japanese nobility), he opened his own dojo in Eishoji temple.

Eishoji temple, 1882

At first the dojo had room only for 12 tata-
mi (mats made of rice straw with the size of 
0.9x1.8 meters which cover the floor). 

In August of the same year Kano already 
had six students and around that time the 
7th student came to him — the renowned Shiro 
Saigo (1866-1922) (also called Shida Shiro — 
a prototype of Sugata Sanshiro of the famous 
movie ‘The Genius of Judo’ by Akira Kurosava).

Jigoro Kano together with his students 
started to apply the principles and methods of 
the Kodokan judo in practice. 

The dojo in which Kano held his training 
sessions was adjacent to the main hall of the 
temple which had wooden plates commemo-
rating the dead on the walls. Often, when the 

wrestling got too intensive, the floor was shaking and the plates tapping. 
In the evenings this reminded the dancing of mystical spirits. The sounds 

A monk from Eishoji temple
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of falling plates and sometimes even 
broken floorboards thrilled the rare 
visitors of the temple.

After the training sessions Jigo-
ro Kano himself crawled under the 
floor, with his head covered in a to-
wel to protect it from the spider nets, 
and repaired the broken floorboards.

The next day everything would 
repeat. But soon the severity of the 
training sessions started to have its 
effect. Since for the majority of the 
students it was problematic to at-

tend sessions on week days, it was soon decided that the dojo would be 
open only on Sundays, from 7 am till 12 am and from 3 pm till 7 pm. Being 
the coach, Kano had to be there all the time, even in freezing cold (there was 
no heating) when not a single student showed up. 

Several months later Kano moved to Kami Niban-cho, which was in the 
area of Koji-machi, and built a small dojo on an empty part of the rented 
land. This dojo worked every day from 2 pm till 11-12 pm. Now Kano could 
come to the dojo when some of his students came.

In the first half of 1883 Iikubo continued to coach Kano and still prevailed 
over him in sparrings. But one day Jigoro understood the cornerstone moment 
of judo: ‘If the partner pulls I push; if the partner pushes I pull.’ From that time on 
he was able to compete with his coach. Kano pre-
scribed this break-through not to some mystical 
experiences (which many masters of martial arts 
used to refer to in the past) but thought that it 
was the result of many years of attentive observa-
tions and of a rational approach to this art.

Although Iikubo gave Kano the right to teach 
in the Kito-ryu in the autumn of 1883, it was still 
difficult for Jigoro to attract students because of 
his young age and a lack of coaching experience. 
Only 9 students registered with him in 1883 and 
10 students the next year.

Jigoro Kano was in permanent search. Al-
ready in 1883 he formulated a  classification 
system which became the basis of future judo. 

The memory stone at the place of the first 
building of the Kodokan judo

Shiro SAIGO, 1882
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Initially, there were three levels for beginners 
(kyu) and three levels for masters (Dan).

Tsunejiro Tomita (1865-1937) and Shiro Saigo 
(1866-1922) became the first coaches who were 
awarded the rank of Shodan (the  1st  Dan  — 
a black belt).

In 1884 Kano managed to build a new dojo 
(though, it could only have 12 mats) and fix days 
for regular open competitions.

Around the same time Kano introduced kan-
geiko (‘a training in cold weather’) — a month 
of special winter training sessions which lasted 
from 4 till 7 am. During this period the regime 
of the students who lived at the Kodokan 
(for the majority of them Kano paid out of his 
own pocket) was no less severe than the life of 
a monk. A student had to get up at 4.45 am and thoroughly clean his room, 
admini strative buildings and all the adjacent territory. The day was carefully 
planned. There was time for reading books (on philosophy, political sciences, 
econo mics and psychology) and for practicing judo.

When working with books a student had to wear kimono with hakama 
(special split skirts) and sit in ,the position of seiza (the Japanese sitting posi-
tion). When the students were not working with books or training they had 
to treat guests, cook food or prepare baths. The day was over at 9.30 pm. 
Once a week Kano and his students met for tea and post-lunch time on Sun-
days was devoted to long walks.

The slogan of Kano’s academy was ‘Do it yourself’ and, therefore, each 
student was responsible for washing and repairing his clothes. Kano’s per-
sonal timetable was the same, if we don’t consider the additional work he 
had to do to make both ends meet. For example, he often had to spend all 
night dong translations for the Ministry of Education.

While Kano started to learn about Western sports — wrestling and box-
ing — he continued to deepen his research on the classical Japanese sys-
tems of budo. He was only a bit older than his student s and trained as hard 
as they did. He all the time had to perfect the techniques of the Kodokan 
based both on his practical experience and theoretical discoveries. Looking 
back at those early days of the Kodokan School it is easy to notice that major 
attention was paid to throws and that dangerous techniques were gradually 
excluded from the randori.

Jigoro KANO, 1884
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CHAPTER 6. CONFRONTATION

It took the Kodokan School of Jigoro Kano only several years to become 
known not only in the capital but in other places of Japan as well. Rumors 
about some strange judo, university judo and a judo professor were circula-
ting in Tokyo. They attracted significant interest in the political and educatio-
nal circles and got particular attention from jiu-jitsu wrestlers.

A scandal was about to burst out. ‘What audacity!’ said jiu-jitsu wrestlers. 
‘This Kano practiced jiu-jitsu for only five years and he already dares to call his 
school judo. We don’t know how high the level of this university judo is but we 
should check it out.’

This sort of reaction by jiu-jitsu wrestlers was not surprising. Indeed, by that 
time Kano had practiced jiu-jitsu for only five years. Moreover, he was doing it 
in parallel with his studies at the university, which, obviously, was consuming 
lots of time. No one could understand how it was possible that such a young 
person had so quickly learnt quite complex techniques, carried out a reform of 
jiu-jitsu and got the right to be called sensei. Jiu-jitsu wrestlers saw in all this 
a real conspiracy against jiu-jitsu, which, like other martial arts, experienced 
tough times while the Kodokan judo started to attract more and more stu-
dents. They were also coming to Jigoro Kano from other masters of jiu-jitsu. 
This caused antagonism on the part of followers of other schools.

The Hikosuke Totsuka (or Totsuka-ha Yoshin-ryu) located in the prefecture 
of Chiba became particularly angry with Kano. Its representatives would say: 
‘What kind of ‘great sensei’ is this Jigoro Kano? He has learnt two-three techniques 
and now speaks against jiu-jitsu and promotes his judo. What a boaster!’ Those 
most active critics were headed by Hikosuke Hidetoshi Totsuka, a former coach 
of jiu-jitsu at a military institution of the Shogunate Kobusyo, who was a bright 
wrestler of the end of the Tokugawa (1603-1867) rule. His students were con-
sidered to be the best in Japan before the Meiji restoration (1867). And even 
after the restoration the school of Totsuka had masters of top level. ‘The ten 
athletes’ of Totsuka — Yuhei Fujij, Yajiro Katayama, Masayoshi Imada, Kashiwa-
zaki Matashiro, Magohatiro Suzuki, Motoakira Kanaya, Taro Terujima, Kinsaku 
Yamamoto, Moriyoshi Otake and Kosai Ueno (Yasokiti) — were well known in 
the whole Kanto region. And Hikosuke Totsuka himself, as well as his son and 
successor Hidemi Totsuka, was still very strong.

The jiu-jitsu wrestlers had many reasons to be envious of Jigoro Kano and 
hate him. He was very young but had already managed to make a perfect 
career. Jigoro graduated from university and got a teaching position at the 
higher aristocratic school of Gakushuin. He opened a private boarding school 
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for children from aristocratic families, which guaranteed him high protection. 
Besides, the students of other schools were afraid that the representatives of 
judo would steal their highly paid positions of jiu-jitsu instructors at the Chief 
Police Department. They could not understand that Kano had far greater goals.

At the same time Jigoro Kano thought that ‘the Japanese art of wrestling 
and self-defense was dying because the numerous schools of jiu-jitsu and their 
branches were isolating themselves from one another. If all the schools are not 
united together jiu-jitsu is doomed to disappear.’ If we analyze the events of that 
period from the point of view of their consequences, we will see that Jigoro 
Kano really managed to find a way to reanimate the Japanese bujutsu, which 
was on the brink of death. The sensei inhaled new life in it. He did not at all 
want to get stuck in the confrontation with the old schools of jiu-jitsu, but at 
the same time he was ready to make his rivals retreat, as otherwise success was 
unattainable. And there were those who wanted to challenge the strength of 
the students of judo in fights.

The first known clash is mentioned in the his-
tory of judo as a great achievement of the Kodokan. 
Once, the dojo of Kano, when he was not there, was 
visited by the representatives of one of the schools 
of jiu-jitsu located in the same area — Itikawa 
Daihati, Mutsugoro Okuda and Moriyoshi Otake. 
At that moment the Kodokan students were being 
coached by the senior instructors Tomita and Saigo. 
A word fight began. The guests definitely wanted 
to provoke a real fight, whereas the Kodokan wres-
tlers, sticking to the oath, were trying to prevent it. 
But there were minor students in dojo as well who 
were surprised to see the indecisiveness of the in-
structors. Finally, Shiro Saigo decided to challenge the strongest and highest of 
the guests — Mutsugoro Okuda. During the several minutes of the fight Okuda 
was many times thrown on the floor and then accepted his defeat. The conflict 
was resolved and the ashamed guests had to leave.

One would have expected Kano to celebrate the victory but he, on the 
contrary, reprimanded his students and first of all Shiro Saigo when he learnt 
about the incident. Direct confrontation with other schools of jiu-jitsu was not 
yet in Kano’s plans. In the meantime, rumors about the undefeatable Kodo-
kan fighters spread across Tokyo and beyond it. All this hustle could have an 
adverse effect — it would have only strengthened the anger of the nume rous 
schools of jiu-jitsu. Kano, probably, was not the best master of jiu-jitsu of that 

Yoshiaki YAMASHITA
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time, but he definitely was the smartest. He understood that the matter of pri-
mary importance was to establish his school in some ‘crucial places’, to reach 
out not only to the level of prestigious educational institutions but, most im-
portantly, to the police and army. Then, no competition or rumors would be 
dangerous for the Kodokan. This aim was to be reached by diplomatic and 
political methods rather than by means of direct confrontation on the tatami.

Many schools of jiu-jitsu with centuries-long histories were shocked by the 
fast promotion of young Kano to the very top of the state recognition. He was 
accused of all sins: self-proclamation, break of traditions, poor technical level, 
careerism and so on. Articles appeared in the newspapers that questioned the 
abilities of 25-year old Kano to manage his own school. ‘When he opened the 
Kodokan and held the first public performance at Tokyo Imperial University, he was 
only 22. And already at that time he spoke of himself as almost of the leader of the 
Japanese jiu-jitsu and deliberated about the spiritual roots of budo. How can he 
possibly know about real jiu-jitsu if he only practiced it for 4 years, whereas other 
masters spent one-two decenniums with their senseis?’

The tournaments organised by the Chief Police Department were the epi-
centre of the competition in martial arts. The first such tournament took place in 
May 1884. It was initiated by the chief inspector of the police Sadakiyo Osheko.

The students of Kano had to demonstrate their proficiency in fights with 
the masters of jiu-jitsu who were instructors of the police and students of mas-
ter Hikosuke Totsuka.

On 20 December 1884 a former samurai Michitsune Mishima (Tsuyo) re-
placed Sadakiyo Osheko in the position of the chief inspector of the police. He 

1885. The members of the Kodokan. In the centre of the second row — Jigoro KANO, 
behind him — Tsunejiro TOMITA, on his left — Yoshiaki YAMASHITA, 

second on his right — Shiro SAIGO
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was called a ‘demon’ for his short temper. Imme-
diately after he assumed his responsibilities Tsuyo 
stated that the bujutsu tournaments would con-
tinue to be held. In a speech Michitsune Mishima 
said: ‘We should not restrict ourselves only to the 
gekiken (this was the name for kendo before 1899) 
and jiu-jitsu specialists who serve at the Chief Police 
Department. We should spread our call around the 
whole country, invite masters from different schools 
and see who are the best and then employ them at 
the Chief Police Department.’

According to the witnesses, these words were 
welcomed by endless applause.

By 1885 the number of those who wanted to train at the Kodokan School 
had risen to 54. There were foreigners residing in Tokyo among them. Kano’s 
first foreign students* were the Eastlake bro-
thers from the United States of America (they 
did not manage to stay for long and were re-
placed in 1899 by professor Ladd** from Prin-
ceton University, who endured 10 months of 
serious training at the Kodokan).

The first non-Japanese student to be awar-
ded a black belt by Jigoro Kano was the Ameri-
can D. T. Weed. After him the Brits E. J. Harrison 
and W.  E.  Steers got the same privilege. The 
founder of the Soviet and Russian school of judo 
V. S. Oschepkov became in 1913 the fourth fo-
reigner in the history of the Kodokan who was 
awarded a black belt.

* — according to an interview of Jigoro Kano published in the ‘Japanese Times’ the first foreigner 
who got acquainted with judo (around 1885) was the English professor Estluck.

** — George Trumbull Ladd (1842-1921), a pedagogue, psychologist, theologist. From 1892 till 1899 
he served on the invitation of the Japanese government as a diplomatic advisor and also lectured 
at Tokyo Imperial University. In 1899 he was awarded the Order of the Rising Sun of the 3rd degree 
for his contribution to the development of the mutual understanding between Japan and the USA. 
And in 1907 — the same order of the second degree. He became the first foreigner to be awarded this 
state order of Japan of such a high (out of eight) degree. After his death Ladd was cremated. Half of 
his ash was buried in the Museum of the Two Catastrophes in Tokyo (it includes a memorial Buddhist 
temple and a park) that was created to commemorate the victims of the 1923 earthquake and of 
the napalm bombing of Tokyo by the US Air Force in 1945. A monument to Ladd was erected there.

Vasily OSCHEPKOV

George T. LADD
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CHAPTER 7. NATIONAL RECOGNITION

In 1886 Kano moved to another place — Fujimi-cho. There he built a nice 
building that had room for 40 mats. That year 99 students registered with him.

In the dojo of Fujimi-
cho the students who had 
reached the level of Dan for 
the first time started to wear 
black belts as a demon stra-
tion of their status.

In the following years 
the representatives of the 
Kodokan began to show 
out standing results at open 
competitions. Those glo-
rious victories have long 
ago become part of the my-
thology of the Kodokan School, though numerous contradictions regar-
ding the time, places and rivals can be found in the existing sources.

A final tournament was held in 1886. The Kodokan got an invitation to 
participate in it. Apparently, it was there that the famous fight between Shiro 
Saigo (the Kodokan Judo School) and Taro Terujima (the Totsuka-ha Yoshin-
ryu School) took place. Saigo was only 20 at that time, whereas his opponent 
was a grown-up man of 27 years of age. He was considered to be the stron-

gest wrestler of the school of master Totsuka. 
He was very high (171 cm) and heavy (83 kg) 
for that time. While Saigo’s height was 153 cm 
and weight — 53 kg.

The organizers of the tournament from 
among the police were curious to see which 
school would prevail. Since the names of the 
schools were at stake, the fight was crucial. 
None of the wrestlers had the right to lose.

Among Saigo’s advantages were higher 
speed, dexterity and the ability to excellently 
perform throws and apply various combina-
tions of techniques. Terujima’s advantages 
were heavier weight and physical strength. 
Saigo was very good at applying the tech-

The fourth buildingof the Kodokan 
judo in Fujimi-cho, 1886

Shiro SAIGO at the age of 20
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An illustration 
of yama-arashi

niques of yama-arashi (‘mountain storm’) and o-uchi-gari (‘large inner reap-
ing’). And Terujima’s favourites were uchi-mata (‘inner thigh throw’), harai-
goshi (‘sweeping hip throw’) and o-soto-gari (‘large outer reaping’).

Both wrestlers were fighting in left side positions. So what would pre-
vail — technique or strength?

Terujima stretched his left hand forward, grasped the judo player’s la-
pels and pulled him strongly. Saigo did not try to escape from that move. He 
grasped the lower part of the rival’s lapel with his left hand and did not use 
his right hand at all. When Terujima pushed him, he stepped backwards and 
when the opponent pulled him, he made steps forward.

Gradually, Terujima became furious. He firmly grasped Saigo’s right wrist 
with his left hand and lifted his right leg trying to perform his favourite 
o-soto-gari.

But Saigo managed to wrest his hand. Fol-
lowing the judo player, Terujima attempted to 
perform an inner pickup, but Saigo avoided the 
attack in a dexterous manner and the leg of the 
representative of the Yoshin-ryu only swung in 
the air.

Terujima’s face became as red as that of a de-
mon. He attacked with a combination of harai-go-
shi and uchi-mata, but all in vain.

Eight, ten minutes passed… But Saigo was 
standing as firmly as the willow in the wind.

But suddenly Terujima managed to throw him 
in the air. That’s all! The fight is over! But what hap-
pened? Saigo turned around in the air and landed 
on his feet. Nothing was over yet! It was the result of Saigo’s long observa-
tions of how cats managed to land on their feet and long hours of practice. 
He accomplished outstanding success in that: even after a throw from the 
height of just one meter Saigo always landed on his feet and hands. And 
never on his back. It was no by chance therefore that he was nicknamed 
‘neko’ — a cat.

The tension of the fight was growing. The audience was silently watch-
ing the struggle. One could only hear Terujima’s breaking rattle. ‘Demon’ 
Mishima was watching the wrestlers very attentively. Everyone was looking 
forward to an outcome of the principal fight.

And suddenly Saigo grasped Terujima’s lapels. O-uchi-gari! But Terujima 
managed to step with his attacked leg over the rival’s attacking leg, avoided 
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the attack and restored the posi-
tion. He pushed Saigo and per-
formed an o-soto-gari himself. But 
the judo player quickly removed 
his leg and Terujima’s right leg 
swung in the air.

Fifteen minutes passed in such 
furious attacks, defenses and coun-
terattacks. Terujima wiped streams 
of sweat from the face with his 
huge palm and raised his hands: 
‘Come on!’ With these words he 
began another attack trying to per-
form a grapple.

Only small trickles of sweat 
could be seen on Saigo’s face. It was white with light colour in the cheeks. He 
was still emotionless. Apparently, Terujima was not ready for such a turn and 
began a grapple without proper preparation. Saigo immediately got closer 
to the opponent. With his left hand he powerfully pulled the rival and dis-
balanced him. And then he cried out ‘To!’ and performed the yama-arashi 
throw. The huge Terujima fell down. It was a clear victory of the judo player!

Having seen this, Hidemi Totsuka who headed the delegation of the Tot-
suka-ha Yoshin-ryu (not long before the competition, on 15 April, Hikosuke 
Totsuka passed away at the age of 74) respectfully said to Kano: ‘You, Kano-
san really have a wonderful student…’

According to one of the versions, all in all 15 fights between Kano’s stu-
dents and wrestlers from the Totsuka-ha Yoshin-ryu took place during that 
tournament.

The representatives of the Kodokan won 13 of them, the other two ended 
in a draw. It was a triumph of the new school of the Kodokan judo.

Later its wrestlers would continue to demonstrate outstanding results.
One thing remains obvious: the representatives of the Kodokan judo 

proved at the competition that judo not only had the right for existence but 
also could bring in a new wave in the world of bujutsu as a harmonic and 
noble art.

After that victory the judo of Jigoro Kano started to be widely used in the 
training programmes of the Japanese police and army.

In the following years Kano focused all his efforts on the development of 
the theory and spiritual basics of judo.

A demonstration 
of the o-soto-gari technique
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Numerous schools of the old styles*, like the Shindo Rokugo Kai, united 
in order to confront the Kodokan judo. But those organizations simply could 
not compete with the carefully elaborated and thoroughly planned system 
of Jigoro Kano.

Jigoro KANO in the dojo in Fujimi-cho, 1886

* — other masters of jiu-jitsu who actively competed with the representatives of the Kodokan are 
also mentioned in the history. One of them was Morikichi Omori (1853-1930), a virtuoso of strong 
strikes from the Iotin Totsuka-ryu. He could defeat any enemy with the irresistible technique of 
kiai-jutsu (a form of hypnosis in martial arts). The name of Mataemon Tanabe (1851-1928) is also 
mentioned. He was an elegant person full of dignity who learnt how to defeat an opponent by 
‘practicing fishing with empty hands and watching snakes eating up frogs.’

CHAPTER 8. KANO AT THE BEGINNING 
OH HIS PEDAGOGICAL CAREER

In 1886 at the age of 26 Kano was appointed director of the Gakushuin. 
The young pedagogue demonstrated outstanding skills in the sphere of elite 
education.

But Jigoro Kano did not at all want to preserve the existing image of the 
school of peers. The tendencies of the time demanded a democratization 
of high school and university education. And the new director decided to 
launch radical reforms. He turned the Gakushuin into a boarding school and 
opened it for the children of common people, which had been unthinkable 
in the previous times of the strict class divisions. Thus, the desks at Kano’s 
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school were shared by the offspring of 
the aristocracy and the children of indus-
trialists, merchants and the intelligentsia. 
All the pupils had to work equally: every 
evening they would all equip themselves 
with brooms and brushes and clean the 
classrooms and living rooms. Some par-
ents were not happy with such ‘experi-
ments’ but the majority of them admired 
Kano’s novelty.

The sports life at the Gakushuin 
was, of course, hyperactive. The direc-
tor himself conducted the training ses-
sions that were included in the curricu-
lum. Other educational establishments 
in Japan started to borrow Kano’s 
methodology.

In April 1887 Jigoro Kano together with venerable T.  Lindsey presen-
ted the article ‘Jiu-jitsu’ (and, perhaps, organized a public demonstration) 
to the members of the Asiatic Society of Japan — a group of researchers 
which consisted of English-speaking foreign diplomats, professors and 
businessmen,

The authors argued that in spite of some evidence that certain Japa-
nese martial arts had been formed under the influence of Chinese bo-
xing, jiu-jitsu had purely national roots. A principle of jiu-jitsu was illus-
trated using the example of the old legend about Shirobei Akiyama, who 
observed how the willow branches sagged under the weight of the snow 
but did not break. Other stories about famous masters of jiu-jitsu were 
also mentioned.

In 1889 Jigoro Kano again moved to the area of Kami Niban-cho. At 
that time he already had more than 1500 permanent students and several 
branches offices of his school in different parts of Tokyo.

The Kodokan judo was confidently paving its way to a distinguished posi-
tion in the world of the martial arts of modern Japan. In the same, 1889, year 
judo was introduced as a mandatory subject at high schools and universities.

For the first time in the history of the national combat arts of Japan Kano 
managed to create a sporting wrestling with an ideology and methodology 
that were accessible to everyone and that allowed to attract almost every 
Japanese from very early ages.

Jigoro KANO at the age of 27
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As applied to public life, the principles of Kodokan judo (diligence, flexi-
bility, efficiency, good manners and ethical behavior), as was demonstrated 
by Jigoro Kano, were virtues for everyone. In his lectures Kano singled out 
5 principles of judo in everyday life:

1. Observe carefully your behavior and the circumstances of your life; observe 
carefully the behavior of other people; observe carefully everything that sur-
rounds you.

2. Be initiative taking in every activity.
3. Analyze everything, act decisively.
4. Know when to stop.
5. Stick to the meddle between happiness and depression, exhaustion and 

laziness, mad bravery and cowardice.
During the next three decenniums Kodokan judo was gradually spread-

ing across Japan and beyond it.

CHAPTER 9. THE WORLD MEETS JUDO

By the end of the 1880s century judo had become an inseparable part 
of the lives of many Japanese. There were numerous schools for the police 
and army, new affiliates of the Kodokan were opened.

Having achieved the official re cog-
nition of judo in his native country, 
Jigoro Kano began to realize his next 
grand idea — the whole world had to 
learn about judo.

The first step in the direction of 
that goal was made by Jigoro Kano on 
13 September 1889, when he accep ted 
the offer of the Imperial Household 
Agency to go to Europe in order to get 
acquainted with the system of physi-
cal education there and also share his 
ideas about judo.

While he was in Europe his senior stu-
dents Shiro Saigo and Tsunedjira Tomita 
were in charge of the Kodokan judo. Ji-
goro Kano launched an active educa-
tional campaign on his trip. Jigoro KANO, 1889
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He visited several cities: Lyon, Paris, Brussels, Berlin, Vienna, Copen-
hagen, Stockholm, Amsterdam, The Hague, Rotterdam and London. The 
Europeans were already familiar with jiu-jitsu and paid a great deal of 
attention to the founder of the new school — the Kodokan judo. Talking 
to the Europeans and observing their behavior Kano made a conclusion 
that religion had had big influence in the past but now the situation had 
changed.

Kano was impressed by the fact that the Europeans were very economical 
and tried not to waste anything in vain. This fact again proved one of Kano’s 
major convictions: in judo, as well as in daily life, people should aim to use 
things and energy in the most efficient way. He also noticed that, whereas 
Japanese students who learnt foreign languages were always shy to write or 
speak in those languages because of the possibility of mistakes, the locals of 
those countries distorted their own languages in oral discussions and send 
letters to him with multiple grammar mistakes.

It was not, of course, the ideal. But this convinced Jigoro Kano that Japa-
nese students should not worry a lot about mistakes in the process of stu-
dying an oral or written foreign language. On his long way back Kano talked 
to co-travelers about judo and demonstrated it to them. A very strong 
Russian seaman served on the ship. For the sake of entertainment a fight 
between him and Jigoro Kano was organized. The seaman quickly and 
firmly grappled Kano. The master managed to invent a new technique on 

London, 1905, members of a jiu-jitsu club
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the spot (it was ‘half koshi-nage and 
half seoi-nage) and defeat the oppo-
nent by a throw. What impressed the 
audience on the ship most of all was 
not the fact that such a small person 
defeated the big seaman, but that 
Jigoro Kano ma naged to hold the ri-
val in such a way that the latter was 
not injured when he hit the deck.

In general, the master of judo was 
extremely satisfied with his first jour-
ney to Europe. He felt that the Japa-
nese and Europeans could easily co-
operate on a friendly basis.

The European voyage of Jigoro 
Kano became an important event for 
the emergence and further develop-
ment of judo on the European conti-
nent and it brought results.

Exchanges between teachers and 
students began offices of the Kodokan 
judo started to open abroad and judo 
schools appeared in Europe and later 
in America.

Even before World War I judo schools were opened in the USA, Brazil, 
Great Britain, France, Canada, India, China, Korea and even Hawaii.

On the European continent France, which was the second country after 
Japan where Kano demonstrated judo, was most active in promoting the 
new type of wrestling.

Later professor Hanno Rhi introduced the technique of judo to the citi-
zens of Germany and Switzerland.

At the beginning of the century Akitaro Ono, who had the 4th Dan, taught 
in Great Britain. But when demonstrating judo he still had to call it jiu-jitsu — 
this is how strong the samurai relic was outside Japan, which had already 
given it up.

For the same reason the first textbook on judo that was published in 
Europe by the authors Irving Hancock and Higashi Katsukuma had to have 
‘jiu-jitsu’ in its title. Judo was named only in brackets: ‘The Complete Kano 
Jiu-Jitsu (Judo)’.

The cover of the textbook 
by Irving HANCOCK 

and Higashi KATSUKUMA
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CHAPTER 10. ALL ARE EQUAL BEFORE THE CODE 
OF THE KODOKAN JUDO

Kano came back to Japan in mid-January 1891. His journey lasted 
for 16  months. Unfortunately, while he was away Shiro Saigo got into 
trouble.

As was mentioned above, in those early years some students of the Ko-
dokan continued to visit competing schools in order to test the level of their 
mastery. Saigo was one of them. Together with his friends he would go to 

crowded market squares and accept 
any challenge to fight.

Once Saigo and his friends met 
a group of sumo wrestlers which was 
headed by a monstrous Araumi nick-
named the ‘Storming Sea’. Araumi 
quickly defeated Saigo’s friends and 
Shiro had to step into the fight him-
self. Even though Saigo was drunk, 
he managed to pin Araumi to the 
ground. But when the huge sumoist 
bit him on the cheek Saigo could not 
withstand that and started punching 
the enemy. A fierce fight followed. 
Someone called the police — and all 
the fighters got into prison. The case 
was aggravated by the fact that amid 
the chaos of the fight Saigo punched 
a couple of the policemen. The mem-
bers of the Kodokan somehow ma-
naged to get Saigo out of prison, but 

when Kano learnt about the incident he had nothing to do but expel his best 
student for ‘the infringement of the Kodokan rules.’ He had to do that even 
despite the fact that Shiro Saigo had played one of the crucial roles in pro-
moting judo in Japan.

Saigo went away to remote Nagasaki and gave up jiu-jitsu and judo (in 
Nagasaki he became attracted to ku-do — Japanese arching — and achieved 
the level of perfection in that art no lower than in jiu-jitsu).

When Shiro Saigo died, as a sign of forgiveness Kano awarded him post-
humously with the ‘6th Dan of the Kodokan judo’.

Ku-do
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CHAPTER 11. RECOGNITION

In 1891 Kano, who reached the age of 31, decided that it was time to cre-
ate a family. After a long period of searching in August 1891 he married Su-
mako Takezoe.

Unfortunately, very soon he had to leave his spouse for some time 
and accept the position of director of the Fifth Higher School in remote 
Kumamoto.

As always, reforms in education slowly reached provincial regions and 
that is why Kano considered his work in that educational establishment as 
a  special test. The majority of 
the teachers were underquali-
fied. The budget of the school 
was tiny, the infrastructure was 
very bad. There was no dojo 
there. Having no resources to 
build one, Jigoro Kano and 
his students had to practice 
outside.

In the same year Kano be-
came advisor to the Ministry 
of Education. Then he was ap-
pointed senior teacher at the 
First National High School 
and later  — senior lecturer at 
a school for teachers in Tokyo.

One of the new pedagogues 
employed by the school (ap-
parently, after Kano’s personal 
invitation, though the circum-
stances of their acquaintance remain unclear) was Lafcadio Hearn*. He wrote 
an essay on jiu-jitsu which became part of his book ‘Out of the East’ (first 
published in 1894).

Little is said about Jigoro Kano and his judo in that essay, but the author 
expresses a very correct idea that the Japanese should adhere to the spirit of 
judo in their communication with the West — ‘flexible but solid’.

* — Patrick Lafcadio Hearn (1850-1904) — Irish and American novelist, translator and orientalist, 
specialist on Japanese literature. Accepted the Japanese name of Koizumi Yakumo.

Jigoro KANO with his spouse
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In his memoirs Kano describes a solemn ce-
remony that was held in the city. All the partici-
pants were dressed in European-style clothes: 
strict suits, European dresses and military uni-
form. And only one person wore Japanese 
clothes — Lafcadio Hearn.

In 1893 Jigoro Kano was appointed head of 
the First Higher School of Tokyo. Now he could 
reunite with his wife. At the end of the year his 
first child, a daughter, was born.

During that period, a perfect dojo with room 
for 100 mats was built in the town of Shima To-
mizaka-cho. For the first time a small education 
fee was introduced (during Kano’s life the fee at 
the Kodokan remained affordable thanks to the 
support of many generous patrons).

In 1895 the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai — Grea-
ter Japan Martial Virtue Society — was estab-

lished in Kyoto with an active participation of Jigoro Kano. It was founded 
with a view of advancing the comprehensive development of martial arts 
(primarily, judo) in the country.

By the time the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai was opened Jigoro Kano had com-
pleted his early program ‘The Basics of the Kodokan Judo’. Initially, it was 

The town of Shima Tomizaka-cho. The building of the Kodokan judo, 1893

Lafcadio HEARN
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based on the style of the Kito-ryu jiu-jitsu and, as was mentioned above, was 
mostly focused on nage-waza — throwing techniques.

At the end of the century Kano’s students almost never lost in fights 
to the representatives of oth-
er schools. But the fight with 
the wrestlers of the Fusen-ryu 
jiu-jitsu* in 1900 stimulated 
Kano to reconsider his early 
program ‘The Basics of the 
Kodokan Judo’.

The wrestlers of the Fusen-
ryu jiu-jitsu proved their su-
periority over the judo wres-
tlers having won almost all 
the fights with the use of joint 
locks and choking techniques.

After that defeat Jigoro 
Kano asked the head of the Fusen-ryu jiu-jitsu master Tanabe Mataemon to 
show him the basic elements of the program and introduce him to the main 
methods of the school.

The building of Dai Nippon Butoku Kai

Illustration of a technique of the school of 
Fusen-ryu performed by Tanabe MATAEMON 

(the fourth director of the school)

* — the school of Fusen-ryu jiu-jitsu was founded in 1800 by sensei Motsuge Takeda and special-
ized on the techniques of ground hand-to-hand combat.
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Soon Jigoro Kano discovered similar methods at the school of Jikishin-
ryu jiu-jitsu. In spite of his obvious preference for throwing techniques, Kano 
understood that the techniques of ne-waza (ground techniques) could be-
come another step on the way of further development. Kano learnt his les-
sons well and included the best of ne-waza into the program ‘The Basics of 
the Kodokan Judo’.

Taking into account the novelties to the program, the first rules for jud-
ging were introduced in 1900.

In the same year the Kodokan Yudanshakai (the association of black belt 
holders) was created and the technical aspects of judo became crucial.

The pedagogical talents of Jigoro Kano received high estimations not 
only in Japan. In 1902 the Prime Minister of China requested the Japanese 
government to create on the territory of Japan a system of training for Chi-
nese specialists.

The request was satisfied and a special institute for Chinese students was 
established. It was called Kobun Gakuen. Jigoro Kano was appointed direc-
tor of the institute (he also retained his position at the Gakushuin).

Jigoro KANO gives a lecture for his students, 1900
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1902. The family of Jigoro KANO: wife and six children. The pair would give birth 
to two more children — a boy and a girl. They were born when Kano was 52

July 1902. Jigoro KANO and the representatives of the Chinese mission 
at the opening ceremony of the Kobun Gakuen
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CHAPTER 12. JUDO EMISSARIES

The popularity of the school of the Kodo-
kan judo was growing every year not only in 
Japan but far beyond its borders as well. Fo-
reign visitors were common at the Kodokan. In 
1903 American industrialist Samuel Hill offered 
Yoshiaki Yamashita to teach judo to his son in 
the USA. Yamashita accepted the offer but, 
unfortunately, Hill did not discuss this matter 
with his wife. And when Yamashita arrived in 
the USA the agreement was broken because 
of the uncompromising position of Mrs. Hill: 
‘Judo is severe and rude.’

However, Hill managed to find another 
teaching place for Yamashita. He also orga-
nized for him a meeting with President Theo-
dore Roosevelt*. Having read the book ‘Bushido, the Soul of Japan’ by Inazo 

Nitobe (1862-1933), Roosevelt developed an ac-
tive interest in the martial arts of Japan.

The President desired to see a demonstra-
tion of the Kodokan judo. Yamashita demon-
strated the technique of judo in a real fight with 
an American wrestler whose weight was two 
times as heavy as Yoshiaki’s.

Yamashita performed several throws and fi-
nally pinned the opponent to the ground.

Roosevelt was so impressed that he helped 
Yamashita to get a job of an instructor at the US 
Navy Academy with a salary of about $5000, 
which by the standards of the time was really 
a royal salary.

Yamashita’s charming wife Fude, who was 
also quite good at judo, taught this art to the ladies of the American up-
per class. The article ‘A Japanese Woman that Teaches American Ladies the 
Secret Japanese Science of Self-Defense’ published in the journal ‘New York 

* — Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919) — the 25th Vice-President and the 26th President of the USA 
(1901-1909), representative of the Republican Party, the Nobel Peace Prize laureate in 1906.

Theodore ROOSEVELT

Yoshiaki YAMASHITA
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World’ of 29 May 1904 said: ‘These women 
study a special art of self-defense and they 
have progressed so much that they can without 
any effort lift and throw a body which weighs 
200  pounds (90,7  kg. — V. G.). They would 
throw on the ground an enemy that runs at 
them with just a slight touch of a knee, wrist 
or cheek and using the enemy’s own power 
against him.’

The women described in the article in the 
‘New York World’ were rich representatives 
of the upper class: Martha Blow Wadsworth, 
Maria Luisa (‘Hallie’) Davis Elkins, Grace Davis 
Lee, Katherine Hallie Elkins, Jessie Ames, Re 
Lewis Smith Wilmer. They were inspired to 
practice judo by the desire to demonstrate to 
the world that they were free and could, like 
Theodore Roosevelt, do everything.

The Yamashita couple spent two prolific 
years in the USA.

Illustration by Robert EDGREN: 
Theodore ROOSEVELT 

practicing jiu-jitsu

1904. Yoshiaki YAMASHITA (left) 
with his wife in Washington DC

1905, Fude YAMASHITA (right) 
demonstrating techniques
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Later the United States 
Judo Association (USJA) highly 
regarded the contribution of 
Theodore Roosevelt to the ap-
pearance and development of 
this sport in the USA. He was 
awarded the honorary 8th Dan.

The visit by Tsunejiro To-
mita (1865-1937) and Mitsuyo 
Maeda (1878-1941) to the White 
House in 1904 was less suc-
cessful. Since Yamashita taught 
in a  diffe rent place, President 
Roose velt wanted to have a judo 
instructor in the capital. Jigoro 
Kano re commended his senior 
student Tomita for that. He was 

a well-educated sophisticated person with a good command of the English 
language but he was not as proficient in judo as Shiro Saigo, Sakujiro Yo-
koyama and Yoshiaki Yamashita. Besides, a couple of years before his visit 
to the US he had seriously injured a shoulder. Kano understood these prob-

1904, USA, Yoshiaki and Fude YAMASHITA

The certificate issued to Theodore ROOSEVELT by the US Judo Association
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lems. That is why he sent Maeda, who 
was considered as the strongest among 
the young students of the Kodokan at 
that moment, together with Tomita. 
Presu mably, Kano’s idea was that Maeda 
would participate in fights and Tomita 
would present the theory of judo.

That plan worked perfectly during 
the demonstration in West Point, where 
Maeda at first competed with a repre-
sentative of American football and then 
of boxing. But during the reception at 
the White House things went not very 
smoothly. After Tomita and Maeda for-
mally presented the Kodokan judo they 
were challenged by a footballer. Due 
to certain circumstances it was Tomita 

who had to accept the challenge. During the fight he did not manage to 
properly perform a throw and was immediately pinned to the ground by 
the heavy body of the opponent. President Roosevelt diplomatically asked 
the wrestlers to end their fight and assumed 
that Tomita had been negatively affected by 
the change of the climate zones. The wrestlers 
were invited to continue the evening at a din-
ner table.

Tsunejiro TOMITA

Mitsuyo MAEDAMAEDA with his family in Brazil
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Soon after that Tomita went back to Japan. 
In the meantime, Maeda, who was ashamed of 
Tomita’s failure, stayed in America.

He convinced some Japanese business-
men to risk one thousand dollars and bet on 
wrestling competitions in which he himself 
participated. It is said that Maeda, whose 
height was 165 cm and weight — 70 kg, par-
ticipated in about a thousand fights. He did 
not lose a single competition in styles similar 
to judo and was defeated one or two times in 
fights against professional wrestlers.

He settled down in Brazil, where he be-
came known as Conde Koma (‘Count Com-
bat’). And his tough system of combat is still 

known as ‘graceful jiu-jitsu’ and is used by some present-day professional 
fighters in Mixed martial arts competitions.

Mitsuyo MAEDA (left) —  
‘Count Combat’

CHAPTER 13. THE KODOKAN JUDO 
AND JIU-JITSU IN A SINGLE FAMILY

During the 1904-1905 Russian-Japanese 
war many senior students of the Kodokan, 
including general Hiroshe and admiral Asa-
no, died in battles. Jigoro Kano warned his 
fellow countrymen against the fake over-
confidence after the unexpected victories 
against China and Russia. He wrote: ‘A war 
is never to the benefit of a nation, and endless 
battles lead to a defeat.’

By 1905 Jigoro Kano had achieved great 
success in the field of youth upbringing and, 
despite all difficulties, had earned the recog-
nition for his unified and highly organized 
judo school as the basis for the standard 
system of physical education in the Japanese police and schools.

In 1906 the Kodokan upgraded its infrastructure again. It moved to a dojo 
with 207 mats.

Jigoro KANO
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Around the same time judogi — the formal training uniform — the way 
we know it nowadays (before pants had been too short and jackets had been 
made according to varying models) became standardized.

On 24 July 1906 the representatives of the leading Japanese schools of 
jiu-jitsu gathered in Dai Nippon Butoku Kai in order to join Kano’s system 
and agree on the forms of the Kodokan judo for its further technical develop-
ment as a kind of sport.

The Kodokan judo (Fujimi-cho dojo)

24 July 1906. Dai Nippon Butoku Kai, Kyoto
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* — kendo (Way of the Sword) — a Japanese combat art based on techniques with two-handed 
samurai swords. It has a long and rich history. Fencing with a straight sharp bladed sword was 
borrowed in China during the reign of the Sui dynasty there (589-618). The word ‘kendo’ originated 
from the ancient ‘kenjutsu’, which means ‘the art of the sword’. After the Meiji restoration when it 
was forbidden to wear swords, the terms ‘ken’, ‘do’ and ‘jutsu’ gradually began to change.
By the end of the 17th century about 200 kenjutsu schools had been operational in Japan. Bamboo 
training swords and protective armours were introduced in the second half of the 17th century. Those 
innovations allowed to compete without bloodshed. Such equipment is also used nowadays.
In the 19th century kenjutsu became part of the educational courses for the police of Tokyo. And in 
1911 kendo was included in the program of physical education at high schools. Even though after 
World War II kendo was prohibited by the occupation authorities as a militaristic discipline, upon 
the completion of the occupation it was brought back into the life of society. The All-Japan Federa-
tion of Kendo was established. In 1957 it was returned to high schools.

Kano managed to consolidate the supporters of various schools of jiu-
jitsu for the sake of the development of the Japanese combat arts and the 
preservation of their traditions.

It was decided to maintain the ancient techniques of jiu-jitsu within diffe rent 
schools in the form of kata. In 1908 the Japanese parliament unanimously pas-
sed a provision that required all high schools to include the lessons of geki ken 
fen cing (kendo*) and jiu-jitsu (the school of Jigoro Kano — the Kodokan judo) 

in their curricula. That decision 
demonstrated the very high 
recognition of these kinds of 
combat arts as systems of physi-
cal and spiritual upbringing.

Later, special complexes of 
hand-to-hand combat for the 
police and army were deve-
loped on the basis of the tech-
niques of judo.

The original list of the conference participants in Kyoto

A kendo 
sparring
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CHAPTER 14. THE OLYMPIC HORIZONS OF JUDO

The broad scope of Kano’s views on the is-
sues of physical education did not allow him to 
focus only on one, even though the favorite, 
kind of sport. Perhaps, the most revolutionary 
event for the development of all kinds of sport 
in Japan was the 1909 address by the President 
of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) 
Pierre de Coubertin* to Jigoro Kano in which 
he offered the latter to become the first Asian 
member of the IOC.

Jigoro Kano accepted the offer with grati-
tude and soon became a member of the IOC.

From that time on Kano became an ac-
tive companion of Pierre de Coubertin in the 
course of promoting the Olympic movement 
worldwide and first of all in Japan.

In spite of the development of some kinds of sport, including non-tradi-
tional, in Japan in those days, the sportsmen did not participate in interna-
tional competitions.

Pierre DE COUBERTIN

* — Pierre de Coubertin (1863-1937) — a French sports and public activist, historian, pedagogue 
and litterateur; baron. Studying at the philosophical department at Sorbonne, where he was 
enrolled in 1880, de Coubertin also took an interest in his-
tory and pedagogy. He actively practiced boxing, fencing, 
rowing, horse riding. When studying the life and culture of 
Ancient Greece, he came to the conclusion that it was ne-
cessary to bring sports back into the system of upbringing 
because it had been thanks to it that the ancient Greeks had 
been physically ideal and strong.
Thanks to his organizing skills, perfect knowledge about the 
subject, ability to prove his arguments and public speaking 
talent de Coubertin managed to make the idea of restoring 
the Olympic Games popular among many politicians and 
public activists in different countries.
On 16-23 June 1894 Sorbonne hosted the International Ath-
letic Congress where the historic decision to revive the Olym-
pic Games and hold the first Olympiad in 1896 in Athens was 
made.
In 1896, after the resignation of the first President of the 
IOC Demetrius Vikelas of Greece, de Coubertin was elected 
President.

Jigoro KANO, 1910
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This fact pushed Jigoro Kano to 
initiate the establishment of the Japa-
nese Athletic Association, which he 
headed in 1911. This organization be-

came the representative body of Japan in the International Olympic Commit-
tee. Thanks to Kano’s persistence Japan decided to take part in the V Summer 
Olympic Games in 1912 in Stockholm (Sweden). The national team consisting 
of two athletes was sent there.

They did not bring any medals back home. But the very fact of the participa-
tion of the Japanese sportsmen was, as the Olympic motto goes, more impor-
tant. After the Olympic Games in Stockholm Kano continued his mission of pro-
moting the Olympic movement in other countries. He continued to visit diffe rent 
countries where he tried to use every opportunity to open new judo schools.

Kano, as a member of the IOC, made an enormous contribution to the 
development of the sports movement. He finally secured the right for Ja-
pan to hold the Olympic Games in Tokyo in 1940.

Jigoro Kano understood very well that the inclusion of a sport in the 
Olympic program opened huge prospects for it. That is why, it can be as-
sumed that judo had good chances to become part of the Olympics already 
in 1940. But it did not happen as the Olympic Games in Tokyo were cancelled 
because of the start of World War II in 1939.

The letter of Jigoro KANO to Pierre 
DE COUBERTIN of 14 September 1909

1912, Stockholm. Jigoro KANO at the 
Opening ceremony of the V Olympic Games
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Young judo players practicing at the Kodokan

CHAPTER 15. THE KODOKAN — 
THE INTERNATIONAL CENTRE OF JUDO

By 1913 the Kodokan judo institute had become the centre of education 
not only for Japanese judo players. By that time there had been nationals 
from the USA, Germany, India, China, Russia, Pakistan, the Philippines and 
other countries among the students of the Kodokan.

In the same year (1913) a Japanese journal wrote for the first time about 
a foreigner, Russian wrestler, who was awarded a master’s belt: ‘The Russian 

The Kodokan judo, 1913
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First on the left side of the upper row — 
Vasily OSCHEPKOV

bear has accomplished his 
goal.’ The article was about 
Vasily Oschepkov, who upon 
his return to Russia in 1914 
established the first judo sec-
tion in Vladivostok.

Likewise Oschepkov, other 
graduates of the Kodokan 
founded judo sections in many 
countries, which, undoubtedly, 
enhanced the positions of the 
new school of Jigoro Kano.

The first French national to have studied 
at the Kodokan was Le Prieur. He also hea-
ded a judo school in his motherland.

Professor Kano together with his stu-
dents not only taught at the Kodokan but 
also took an active part in promoting judo 
in other countries.

In 1913, upon the invitation from the 
United States of America, he paid a visit to 
Honolulu. There he personally gave a title to 
the local judo club — ‘Shunyo Kan’.

Besides professor Jigoro Kano judo at 
the Kodokan was instructed by his students. 
Two of them became most renowned — 
Kyu zo Mifune and Mikonosuke Kawaishi.

15.1. KYUZO MIFUNE AND MIKONOSUKE KAWAISHI

Kyuzo Mifune was born in 1883. At the age of 13 he started practicing 
judo. Mifune was one of the last masters of the 10th Dan who was coached by 
Jigoro Kano. Kyuzo reached the level of the 1st Dan 15 months after he started 
training at the Kodokan. Four months later he was awarded the 2nd Dan. At 
the age of 24 he got the 4th Dan.

The legendary Mifune invented a throw called ‘o guruma’. He defeated 
opponents who were twice as heavy as him. By the age of 30 he got the 

Jigoro KANO during 
his visit to Honolulu
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6th Dan. Sometimes he was called ‘the God of 
judo’. At the age of 40 he won a combat against 
a professional sumo wrestler. At the age of 47, 
when masters do not usually participate in 
fights, Mifune won the judo championship of 
Japan. He defeated the famous Kaichiro Samu-
ra. They both had the 7th Dan at that time.

In 1937 Jigoro Kano awarded Mifune with 
the 9th Dan. In 1945, i.  e. already after Kano’s 
death, Mifune got the 10th Dan, which made him 
the fourth Japanese to have earned this rank.

As is widely thought, Kyuzo Mifune had the 
best technique among the judo players of all 
times. He passed 

away in 1965 having left a huge heritage — 
judo as a traditional combat art and not only as 
a sport.

The teaching of Kyuzo Mifune was preser-
ved by his best students Ito Kazuo (10th Dan), 
Sato Shizuya (9th Dan) and American Walter 
Todd (8th Dan).

The worldwide known Dutch judo player 
Anton Geesink (1934-2010), who in 1961 became 
the first non-Japanese champion of the world, is 
also considered to have been Mifune’s student.

Mikonosuke Kawaishi (1899-1969), a stu-
dent of professor Jigoro Kano, worked from 
1933 as a coach in England and France. He is 
fairly considered to be 
the father of the Euro-
pean judo, as almost 
all the judo players of 
the Old World who got 
black belts (the ow-
ners of the ‘Dan’ rank) 
before 1947 were his 
students.

Kyuzo MIFUNE

Mikonosuke KAWAISHI

Anton GEESINK
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Butokuden (‘Hall of Martial Virtue’) in Kyoto where the competition took place

1914, Jigoro KANO 
and Yoshiaki YAMASHITA

CHAPTER 16. THE KOSEN JUDO — THE SCHOOL
OF GROUND GRAPPLING TECHNIQUES

In 1914 under the auspices of the judo club at Kyoto University — the 
main training centre of the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai — judo competitions 
among senior students of high schools and colleges of Kosen Taikai.

The first such championship took place on 29 December 1914.
Those competitions became the first step on the way to the creation of 

Kosen judo or the method of ground grappling techniques.
Initially, it was a series of techniques used by 

the Kodokan judo specifically for fights against 
the representatives of other schools of martial 
arts at public tournaments.

The Kosen judo had nothing that was not 
part of the complete system of the Kodokan 
judo. But it was significantly different from the 
point of view of the methods of conducting 
fights.

The Kosen judo paid less attention to the 
techniques of fighting in standing positions and 
focused on ground and choking techniques.

This form of judo became so popular and 
developed that Jigoro Kano even noticed that 
experienced judo players were using throwing 
techniques less and less often.
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The trend of giving more pri-
ority to ground wrestling could 
be seen among both new and 
experienced masters of judo. 
The reason was that the effec-
tiveness of these techniques 
and, most importantly, the 
simplicity of their application 
against heavier opponents were 
obvious when compared with 
throwing techniques.

Because of this the rules of 
sporting judo were adjusted. 
A new requirement was intro-
duced: all fights should begin 
in a standing position, which is 
convenient for applying throw-
ing techniques. According to the 
new rules, if one participant of a 
competition tried to take his op-
ponent to the ground by simply 
pulling or hanging on the opponent and without an attempt to perform 
a  throw or active takedown his opponent would automatically be proc-
laimed the winner.

Although Jigoro Kano gave much more preference to throwing tech-
niques, he realized the need to improve the qualification of his students in 
the Kosen judo and to find specialists who could seriously work on the deve-
lopment of this part of judo.

For that purpose the new rules of the Kodokan were not enacted at the 
‘Tournament of Seven Universities’. The students of the Kosen judo were re-
garded as the elite and it was highly shameful during their fights to signal 
surrender by clapping or voice. Strangulations and injuries of joints while 
performing joint locks were inevitable results of many fights. Such tough 
trainings lead, of course, to the rapid growth of experience and mastery and 
the appearance of real professionals of groundwork.

At first, the schools of the Kodokan judo and Kosen judo were quite close. 
A person who practiced the Kodokan judo could easily switch over to the 
Kosen judo and vice versa. But gradually these styles began to diverge.

Nowadays the Kosen judo is spread only at Japanese universities.

Jigoro KANO, 1914
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CHAPTER 17. THE PHILOSOPHY OF JUDO

In 1920, at the age of 60 Jigoro Kano left the position of the director of To-
kyo Higher Normal School and set off for a long journey around Europe and 

the United States of America.
In Europe Jigoro Kano visi-

ted London where he accepted 
the local societies of judo and 
jiu-jitsu into the Kodokan (as 
foreign affiliates).

Among other things, he de-
livered a speech titled ‘The Ne-
cessity of the English Education 
in the Modern International 
Community’.

In 1922 Jigoro Kano was 
elected member of the Upper 

House of the Japanese Parliament — the House of Councillors.
In the following years he focused all his efforts on the development of 

the theory and spiritual basics of judo.
In 1922 Jigoro Kano finished his work on the creation of the philosophy 

of judo, which was based on the studying of ancient books and biographies 
of jiu-jitsu masters, visits to other schools and his personal experience. The 
completion of this work was marked by the establishment of the Kodokan 
Cultural Society (Kodokan bunka kyokai).

The principles of ju-
do  — seiryoku zenyo (the 
most effective application 
of force) and jita-kyoei 
(mutual flourishing) — laid 
down the foundations for 
the Kodokan bunka kyokai.

Clarifying the physical 
prerequisites of his tea-
ching, Kano wrote: ‘Judo 
signifies the way of gentle-
ness, yielding or the abi lity 
to retreat for the sake of 
the final victory, whereas 

At a jiu-jitsu training session

The Kodokan, 1921. Jigoro KANO 
(the fourth from the left in the lower row) 

with the representatives of jiu-jitsu schools
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jiu-jitsu represents the technical mastery and prac-
tice of judo. […] The maximum efficient use of the 
body and spirit is the fundamental principle that di-
rects all the techniques of judo. But something more 
than that is enshrined in it. The same principle can 
be applied to correct defects and perfect a human 
body, to make a man strong, healthy and useful for 
society. This is the point about physical education. 
This principle can also be used in order to improve 
food, clothing, house, public relations, and methods 
of office work and, thus, become the school of life… 
Thus, judo in the wide sense of the word is a science 
and methodology of training the body and spirit, as 
well as regulating all life processes.’

By creating the Kodokan bunka kyokai Kano managed not only to rea lize 
the old dream but also to prove that judo had the right for existence and 
could add a new flavor to bujutsu.

In 1924 Jigoro Kano was awarded the title of the Honorary Professor of 
the School for Teachers.

Jigoro KANO, 1922

CHAPTER 18. JUDO FOR WOMEN

Jigoro Kano himself stood at the roots of female judo. He personally exa-
mined the technique of his future wife Sumako. The female servants in their 
house, apart from their household chores, coached girls who wanted to do judo.

Kano’s experiment to attract 
wo men to the traditionally male 
kind of sport was a success. The 
first judo competition among 
women was held at the Kodokan 
School.

Hori Utako was the best fe-
male judo player for 3 years (be-
ginning from 1925). Noritomi 
Masako, who entered the Kodo-
kan in May 1925, later became 
the author of the popular book 
‘Judo for Women’, which was 
published many times. Jigoro KANO at a training session with women
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The daughters of Jigoro Kano also followed his example. The eldest one 
Noriko Watanuki became head of a section at the Kodokan. Takasaki Atsuko 
also devoted herself to father’s lifework.

Miyagawo Hisako, one of Kano’s students, founded her own school the 
Sakuragako.

All the girls had high Dans.
In 1926 a ceremony that officially 

launched a female judo section at the Ko-
dokan was held.

Perhaps, the most gifted female stu-
dent of Kano’s was Keiko Fukuda (born in 
1913), a granddaughter of his first teacher 
Hatinosuke Fukuda. She is the author of 
the English language book ‘Born for the 
Mat (A Kodokan Kata Textbook for Wo-
men. Judo)’. She is also the only woman in 
the history to have the 9th Dan of the Ko-
dokan judo and the only student of Kano’s 
who is still alive and practicing judo. A pio-
neer of female judo, she was awarded the 
9th Dan in 2006. After her studies in Japan 
she taught judo in the USA in the 1950-
60s and then moved there. Now she lives 
in San Francisco.

1935, Jigoro KANO together 
with the participants of a female judo section

Keiko FUKUDA

The cover of the book by Keiko 
FUKUDA ‘Born for the Mat’
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The first female foreigner who was awarded a Dan at the Kodokan judo 
was the American Shizumo Ozumi. It happened on 18 November 1936.

Kano always called on women to practice judo more actively. He often 
said: ‘If you want to really understand judo, try observing a female training.’ But 
championships among women were not held for a long time in Japan, which 
in many respects remains conservative.

But eventually female judo was not only recognized but also included in 
the program of the Olympic Games (for the first time — in 1992, in Barcelona, 
Spain) where it has stayed up till now.

CHAPTER 19. JIGORO KANO — 
AMBASSADOR OF PEACE AND SPORT

The last twenty five years of Kano’s life were full of traveling, both across 
Japan and abroad. All in all, he crossed the ocean 30 times and visited four 
continents.

In spite of permanent difficult trips, Kano never complained about being 
tired and did not like the phrase ‘Otsukare-sama deshita’ (‘you must be tired?’) 
with which he was sometimes welcomed at home after a trip.

Kano loved life. He en-
joyed good cuisine and 
nice Eastern and Western 
drinks but hated smoking 
(he could leave a banquette 
where smoking was al-
lowed). An enthusiastic cal-
ligrapher and a big fan of 
shakuhachi (Japanese flute), 
Kano patronized the tradi-
tional Japanese arts, in par-
ticular classical music and 
dancing.

In 1928, after his visit to the Olympic Games in Amsterdam (the Nether-
lands), Jigoro Kano started to think about ways to include judo in the program 
of the Olympic Games. He was sure that judo could help promote the course 
of peace in the world and improve the wellbeing of the mankind. He made 
concrete steps to popularize judo in the world and had plans to establish an 

Jigoro KANO (right)
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Jigoro KANO — 
an enthusiast of calligraphy

international federation in order to propa-
gate the ideas of the Kodokan judo across the 
globe: ‘The spirit of judo with its ideals of univer-
sal peace coincides with the spirit of internationa-
lism. In this respect the foundation of an interna-
tional judo federation will mean the appearance 
of a truly international organization.’

In 1929 the Indian philosopher and laure-
ate of the Nobel Prize Rabindranath Tagore 
(1861-1941), having visited the Kodokan, like 
no one else understood Kano’s ideas.

He asked Ji go-
ro to send a  ju do 
teacher to the uni-
versity that Tago-
re had founded in 
Bombay. Judo (‘the 

flexible way’) became very popular among the Hin-
du and is widely spread in India until now.

By that time there had been about 120 thou-
sand students at the judo schools across Japan 
and more than half of them had black belts.

In 1932 Jigoro Kano was appointed Minister of 
physical culture of Japan.

In the capacity of the minister and also as a 
member of the International Olympic Committee he was present in 1932 at 
the X Summer Olympic Games in Los Angeles (USA).

After the end of the Olym-
pic Games Jigoro Kano visi-
ted a number of judo clubs as 
a goodwill ambassador.

A number of events that 
caused further populariza-
tion of judo took place in 
1934 and 1935.

In 1934 a group of enthu-
siasts in Dresden (Germany) 
organized the first European 
tournament.

Rabindranath TAGORE

1932, Los Angeles. Jigoro KANO at the opening 
ceremony of the X Summer Olympic Games
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In 1935 the representa-
tive of a newly opened club 
in France Moshe Felden-
krais* invited Mikonosuke 
Kawaishi. The Japanese mas-
ter, who was not only an ex-
pert on wrestling techniques 
but also a good psycholo-
gist, felt the natural inclina-
tion of the Europeans for 
permanent competing, their 
love for titles and all sorts 
of decorations and other at-

* — Moshe Feldenkrais was born on 6 May 1904 in Slavuta 
(Ukraine). In 1912 his family moved to the Belarusian town 
of Baranovichi. After he finished high school, Moshe went to 
Great Britain. He took an interest in methods of self-defense. 
Having got acquainted with jiu-jitsu, he developed his own 
methods of self-defense. In 1931 he published a book on self-
defense. In 1933 he graduated from a college in Paris. There he 
met Jigoro Kano and started to actively practice judo. In 1936 
he was awarded a black belt. In 1938 — the 2nd Dan. Felden-
krais is also famous as a researcher in physics and electronics.
He had a significant number of publications in the fields of 
science and sports. He died in the USA in 1984.

1935, Jigoro KANO in Vienna (Austria)

Mikonosuke KAWAISHI

tributes that emphasize the differences 
between people.

Professor Mikonosuke Kawaishi diffe-
rentiated the levels of proficiency of judo 
students and divided all the techniques 
of judo into several groups according to 
their complexity.

He also introduced a system of con-
trol thanks to which a judo player who 
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successfully passed an 
exam in technique de-
monstration got the right 
to wear a belt of a certain 
color*.

For his active promo-
tion of the Japanese cul-
ture abroad and outstand-
ing contribution to the 
development of sports 
in Japan the founder of 
the Kodokan judo was 
awarded the Asahi Prize in 
1935. In the same year he 

was awarded a doctorate in judo and the 12th Dan. As of now, it is only Jigoro 
Kano — the founder of judo — who has ever had this rank.

This is how the merits of 
Jigoro Kano were acknowled-
ged in Japan in the year of his 
75th birthday.

Already in 1936 during the 
35th session of the International 
Olympic Committee in Berlin 
thanks to Jigoro Kano’s hard 
work Tokyo was named as 
a candidate country to host the 
XI Summer Olympiad.

* — there is an often met mistake among the general public that a black belt is the most prestigious 
rank. The highest mastery (actually knowledge) is acknowledged by a red belt. However, Jigoro Kano 
himself wore a white belt at the end of his life in order to emphasize the depth and infinity of the 
secrets of the martial art he created. Until nowadays the following system is used in Europe — to 
determine the level a judo player’s mastery by the colour of is belt. First come the six student ranks: 
6th kyu — a white belt, 5th kyu — a yellow belt, 4th kyu — an orange belt, 3rd kyu — a green belt, 
2nd kyu — a blue belt and 1st kyu — a brown belt. Then follow the 10 Master’s ranks —Dans: the ow-
ners of the first 5 Dans wear black belts which differ by the number of vertical white stripes at the end 
of the belt, the owners of the 6th-8th Dans wear red-and-white belts and of the 9th-10th Dans — red.

1936, Berlin. Jigoro KANO (left) at the IOC session

1936. Berlin. A member of the IOC 
Jigoro KANO (in the back) 

at an awards ceremony
of the XI Olympic Games
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In 1940 Jigoro Kano, as 
a member of the IOC, took part in 
the XI Summer Olympic Games 
in Berlin*.

In 1938 the active interna-
tional efforts of professor Kano 
achieved their goal — at the 
Cairo session of the IOC Tokyo 
was selected as the capital of 
the XII Summer Olympic Games, 
which were supposed to be held 
in 1940. The members of the IOC 
started to discuss the organiza-
tional matters of the Games in 
Japan.

Jigoro Kano thought 
that judo would be-
come part of the Olym-
piad in Tokyo.

However, as some 
authors point out, ge-
nerally this step con-
tradicted the concept 
of judo developed by 
Kano.

The founder of judo 
had quite a contradic-

* — the decision to hold the Olympiad in Berlin had been made before the Nazis came to power. 
Hitler wanted to use the Olympiad in order to enhance his credibility in the international arena 
and to promote National Socialism. One of his goals was to prove the superiority of the Aryan 
race. Those planes were undermined by the successful performance of the Black American sports-
men. First of all, Jesse Owens. This distinguished athlete won four golden medals in track and field 
(100 m, 200 m, as part of the 4x100 m relay team and the long jump).

1937. Teachers of the Kodokan 
judo: MURATAMI, HASHIMOTO, 

NAGAOKA, KANO, 
SAKURANIWA and YAMASHITA

1938. Jigoro KANO during the IOC meeting in Cairo
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tory position regarding the inclusion 
of judo in the program of the Olympic 
Games.

To a small extent did Jigoro Kano 
consider his system as a sport. Ho-
wever, he definitely understood that 
the thirst of the youth for competition 
would cause a desire to match one’s 
strength against somebody else and 
find out the best.

Being already an old man, Kano 
visited a tournament and got very dis-
appointed. He summoned all its par-
ticipants and said: ‘You are fighting like 
young bulls that clash with their horns; 
none of the fights I have seen today de-
monstrated any accuracy and elegance. 
I have never taught anyone this kind of 

judo. If you continue to think about 
a  victory by means of brute force, it 
will be the end of the Kodokan judo.’

Kano was deeply concerned 
about the growing significance of 
victories in sports and was afraid 
that Olympic judo could become 
a  weapon of nationalism. He, of 
course, approved of open interna-
tional tournaments but he did not 
want them to turn into a form of 
confrontation between diffe rent 
nations and a measurement of ra-
cial superiority. But by that time 
judo had already begun to develop 
as a sport in the world and had 
ceased to be the heritage of just 
one nation. Therefore, Jigoro Kano 
could not ignore the opinion of the 
world sports community.

1938, Cairo. Jigoro KANO 
and the IOC President 
Pierre DE COUBERTIN

Jigoro KANO, 1938
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From that time on the de-
velopment of judo continued 
independently of the will of its 
founder.

Unfortunately, World War II 
that began in 1939 undermined 
all the plans. But Jigoro Kano 
never got to know about that.

On his way back from the 
conference of the International 
Olympic Committee in Cairo he 
caught pneumonia and died of 
it. It happened on 4 May 1938. 
Jigoro Kano was 77.

He was a great patriot of Ja-
pan, pedagogue and organizer 
of the World level.

Multiple evidence proves 
that he was not only a theorist 

1938. Jigoro KANO 
on a ferry on the way back 
from the IOC conference

The coffin with the body of professor Jigoro KANO covered with the Olympic flag at the 
moment of the arrival at the Japanese port of Yokohama
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Sketches of posters for the 1940 Olympic Games
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10 December 2010, Tsukuba University. The unveiling of a monument commemorating 
the 150th anniversary of Jigoro KANO

but a practitioner as well. Until 
his last day Jigoro Kano con-
ducted judo training sessions 
and every day visited dojo in 
various affiliated centers of the 
Kodokan.

His ideas were widely 
accepted in the internatio- 
nal public life and sports mo- 
vement.

A monument 
to Jigoro KANO 

at Tokyo Institute 
of the Kodokan judo
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Risei KANO

* — Akira Kurosawa (1910-1998) — a Japanese film director, producer and script writer, one of the 
most distinguished film directors of the first century of cinema.

Фото Леггета

1948. Japan Judo Championship

CHAPTER 20. LIFE AFTER DEATH

The death of Jigoro Kano did not stop the further international develop-
ment of judo. His son Risei Kano continued the popularization of judo.

In spite of the start of World War II, judo continued to live its life.
An unexpected outburst of judo’s 

popularity happened in Japan in 1942. It 
was caused by the publishing of Tsuneo 
Tomita’s novel ‘Sugata Sanshiro’.

Having the 5th Dan in judo, Tomita 
managed to tell the story of the emer-
gence and development of judo in an ad-
venturous and extremely truthful manner.

The next year the then little known 
film director Akira Kurosawa* partially 
screened the novel.

Even in those days the plot of the no-
vel, the main character and the values he 
stood for turned out to be attractive not 
only for the citizens of militaristic Japan 
but also for public masses in the whole world.

The capitulation of Japan in the war and the following occupation of the 
country by the American army predetermined the difficulties that Risei Kano 
had to overcome in order to continue his father’s business.

The majority of the sports halls were destroyed by bombs. From Novem-
ber 1945 it was forbidden by the American occupation forces to practice 

judo in official institutions inclu-
ding schools, which lead to its tech-
nical stagnation.

That decision by the Americans 
was caused by the justified as-
sumption that the applied charac-
ter of the martial art could do lots 
of harm to the authorities in case 
of public riots. A counter step was 
made which finally helped to lift 
the ban.
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The first head of the European 
Judo Union Trevor LEGGETT

* — Trevor Leggett (1914-2000) had the 6th Dan of the Kodokan, 
9th Dan of the British Judo Association and 5th Dan in sego — 
Japanese chess. He wrote about 30 books, including books on 
kata which became the classics of judo. For a long time he lived 
in India and Japan. When studying at the Kodokan, he devel-
oped very good relations with Jigoro Kano. He was a highly 
qualified expert on judo, military artist, musician and scholar. 
In 1984 he was awarded the Order of Holy Treasure by the 
Japanese government as a sign of the acknowledgement of his 
contribution to the development of the relations between the 
East and the West and for his active promotion of the Japanese 
culture in Great Britain. In 1987 he was awarded the Prize of the 
All-Japan Buddhist Association for the translations of Japanese 
literature.

Japanese coaches started to establish ju-
do sections in the American military units 
and by that demonstrate their loyalty to the 
authorities.

When this martial art was finally made legal 
in 1947, Risei Kano carried out decisive mea-
sures in order to transform Japanese judo un-
der the patronage of the Kodokan judo.

Risei Kano clearly saw that after World War 
II western organizations treated judo more 
and more as a sport and less as a lifestyle. Ta-
king these circumstances into account, he 
tried to make an emphasis on judo as a com-
petitive kind of sport. First, he organized na-
tional championships in 1948. The revival of 
judo started not only in Japan but also in other 
countries.

A number of national organizations that were actively developing judo 
as a sport had appeared by that time in the world, particularly in Europe.

In 1949 the European Judo Union (EJU) was founded by representatives 
of Austria, Belgium, Great Britain, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, France and 
Switzerland. Already in December 1951 the EJU held the first post-war conti-
nental championship. Trevor Leggett* (Great Britain) became the first head 
of the EJU.

In 1949 Risei Kano organized the All-Japan Judo Federation (Zen Judo 
Nippon Renmei) and began to determine the administrative and technical 
sides of judo, developing it as a sport.
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Anton GEESINK with his son

In 1951 the plans of Jigoro Kano to es-
tablish an international judo federation 
were finally realized. A number of coun-
tries from different continents accepted 
the invitation of the European Judo Union 
and in 1951 united into the International 
Judo Federation, which became a signifi-
cant event for advancing the status of this 
martial art as a sport.

Thus, although Jigoro Kano did not 
see it himself, his dream came true.

The first paragraphs of the Statute 
of the International Judo Federation 
enshrine the role of Jigoro Kano as the 
founder of judo: ‘It (the IJF) thinks that judo 
is what was created by Jigoro Kano.’

After the foundation of the Interna-
tional Judo Federation, which was head-
ed by Risei Kano, the popularity of this 
kind of sport started to grow at a faster 
pace.

The geographical expansion of judo 
finally lead to the decision to hold a world championship in 1956 in Tokyo. 
31 judo players from 18 countries took part in it.

The second world championship took place two years later, also in Ja-
pan. 39 judo players from 21 countries competed there. Such regularity of 
holding world championships has remained till nowadays. The competitions 
were held without a division into weight categories. Shokichi Natsui (1956) 
and Koji Sone (1958) won the tournaments.

An important event happened in 1960. At the 57th session of the Interna-
tional Olympic Committee in Rome (Italy) judo was included in the program 
of the 1964 Summer Olympic Games.

The judo players of in the whole world began to prepare for their first 
Olympiad.

The third world championship took place in 1961 in Paris. It ended sen-
sationally: the golden medal was won by Anton Geesink from the Nether-
lands (height  — 198  cm, weight — 118  kg) who defeated Sone in the fi-
nal. He was like a mountain compared to the other participants. All in all, 
54 judo players from 27 countries took part in the championship.
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1963, Tokyo. A meeting of the 
International Judo Federation. 

Seating: NAUWELAERTS DE 
AGE (Netherlands), KANO 

(Japan), BONET-MAURY 
(France), DELFORGE (Belgium), 

ERTEL (France); standing: 
HIROTA (Japan), KAWAMURA 

(Japan), SUK (Korea), 
HATASHITA (Canada), PORTER 

(USA), HAYKAWA (Japan)

There it became clear that heavier and taller judo players have advan-
tage over their lighter and smaller opponents, as when two competitors 
have the same level of technical and tactical skills their physical charac-
teristics become decisive. The recognition of this fact was the reason for 
the introduction of weight categories in judo, like in some other types of 
martial arts that were developing in those days.

This novelty coincided with the time of the 1964 Olympic Games in To-
kyo. It was very timely for the Japanese who did not want to be defeated 
in their own country.

Although it were Anton Geesink and 
later his fellow countrymen Willem Ruska 
who dominated at the world championships 
among the heavy weights, Japanese judo 
players were best in the other categories.

The first judo competition in the history 
of the Olympic Games took place in 1964 
at the XVIII Olympiad in Tokyo. It was held 
in three categories (68 kg, 80 kg and over 
80 kg). Moreover, the participants also deter-
mined the winners of an open tournament 
(without any weight divisions).

The first Olympic champions were three 
Japanese wrestlers Takehide Nakatani 
(68 kg), Isao Okano (80 kg) and Isao Inokuma 
(over 80 kg), as well as Anton Geesink (open 
category).
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Ryoko TAMURA

In 1972 (the Games in Munich) judo became part of the Olympiad as 
a fully-fledged member of the international Olympic movement (in 1968 in 
Mexico there was no judo competition).

Tadahiro Nomura had 
the best Olympic record — 
three gold medals. Willem 
Ruska (Netherlands), Pe-
ter Seisenbacher (Austria), 
Hitoshi Saito (Japan), Da-
vid Douillet (France) and 
Valdemar Legien (Poland) 
each won the Olympiad 
twice.

Beginning from 1980 
women started to compete 
at world championships 
and in 1992 (Barcelona, 
Spain) they for the first time 

participated in the Olympic Games. Here the record holder is Ryoko Tamu-
ra (Japan). She has two gold medals of the Olympic Games and seven gold 
medals of the world champion ships in her collection.

Nowadays the International Judo Federation (IJF) (website — www.ijf.org) 
unites 198 national federations, which in their turn are united in 5 continental 
unions:

African Judo Union (49 member countries), website — www.judoafrica.org
Asian Judo Union (39), website — www.juaonline.org
European Judo Union (49), website — www. eju.net
Oceania Judo Union (20), website — www.oceaniajudo.org
Pan-American Judo Union (41), website — www.pju.org

The International Judo Federation is part of the International Olympic 
Committee.

The highest managing body of the International Judo Federation 
is the Congress, which assembles once in four years, during a world 
championship.

In 2007 the Congress of the International Judo Federation elected Marius 
Vizer (Austria) as President. He succeeded Yong Sung Park of Korea, who oc-
cupied this post from 1995 till 2007.
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The President of the International 
Judo Federation Marius VIZER

The present-day building of the Kodokan in Tokyo

The International Judo Federation has 
the following aims of its activities:

1. To promote close and friendly rela-
tions between the members of the federa-
tion and to coordinate and direct judo ac-
tivities in all countries.

2. To defend the interests of judo in the 
whole world.

3. To organize and hold world judo 
championships and to help disseminate the 
spirit and technique of judo in the whole 
world.

4. To establish technical norms.

The leading positions in modern judo 
are occupied by the representatives of 
Germany, Russia, France, South Korea, 
Japan.
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* — the dynamics of the development of the Kodokan judo: May 1882 — 12 mats, February 1883 — 
10, September 1883 — 20, spring 1887 — 40, April 1890 — 60; February 1894 — 107, November 
1897 — 314, December 1919 — 514, March 1958 — 986.

2003. Vladimir PUTIN (below) on a tatami of the Kodokan Institute

Almost all the national federations are well represented in the interna-
tional arena. Their representatives win medals at the Olympic Games, world 
and continental championships. But Japan is, undoubtedly, still the leader. 
There judo is one of the most popular kinds of martial arts, more than 8 mil-
lion Japanese practice it.

In the new 9-floor building (including the basement) of the institute of 
the Kodokan judo there is the world’s biggest complex of judo training halls* 
of the overall size of 1.100 square meters. Currently, the Kodokan is headed 
by Yukimitsu Kano, Jigoro Kano’s grandson.

Mitsuyo Maeda, Kyuzo Mifune, Keiko Fukuda, Masahiko Kimura, Anton 
Geesink, Yasuhiro Yamashita, Neil Adams, Hidehiko Yoshida, Kosei Inoue… 
all practiced in the halls of the Kodokan. A number of famous politicians and 
public activists, including the Nobel Prize laureate Rabindranath Tagore and 
Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin, also practiced there.

Student centers of judo were established within the universities of Tokai 
and Tokyo. They are as popular as the Kodokan. Judo is primarily considered 
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The main hall of the Kodokan judo

The main entrance to the Kodokan

as a sport in Japan, which causes some unhappiness among the traditiona-
lists who think that judo is an attribute of the Japanese culture.

However, there is only one method of training that is used to prepare 
high-level sportsmen who participate in world championships and the 
Olympic Games.

At present, the training facilities of the Kodokan include 1.206 mats in 
five main dojo (the main one, the dojo for school students, one for foreign 
students, one for women and one for children). Moreover, there is a separate 
dojo for judo veterans and for practicing special techniques.
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CONCLUSION

Like many other masters of martial arts in the last several centuries, Ji-
goro Kano was not a discoverer. He was a talented student and follower who 
managed to put together in one system and brilliantly use the heritage of 

great ancient masters. But he managed 
to achieve what other great teachers had 
failed to achieve before him. He skillfully 
transformed the centuries-long heritage of 
the Japanese nation into a system of spiri-
tual and physical development. Jigoro Kano 
turned judo into an instrument of peace 
and unification of nations, their national 
and religious background notwithstan-
ding, which opened for everyone a way to 
self perfection and welfare.

Thanks to its multifaceted nature judo 
has something to offer for everyone.

A lot has been written about Jigoro 
Kano but the contribution of this great per-
son to the history of the world’s culture and 
sports needs to be further assessed.
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COMMENTARIES TO THE HISTORY OF JUDO

1. JUDO GIANT KYUZO MIFUNE

World War II became a  watershed 
for the Kodo kan. he death of Kano, 
Japan’s de feat in the war and military 
demands, as well as the prohibition of 
martial arts practicing caused some 
uncertainty in the deve lopment of 
judo.

The revival of judo in the following 
years became real thanks to two per-
sons  — Kyuzo Mifune and the Ameri-
can general Curtis LeMay. Mifune was 
born on April 21, 1883, in Kuji City, 
Iwate Prefecture, on Honshu Island in 
Japan, a  year after the Kodokan was 
founded.

He was a misbehaving child and 
an organizer of boys’ groups, defiant 

and bright. His father, an old pedant, got disappointed with his youn-
gest (out of seven) child and sent the 
13-year old Mifune to a  partial high 
school in Sen dai. It was there that the 
boy got acquainted with judo, to which 
he then devoted all his life.

At the age of 14 he won all the 
9  fights at a  school tournament. After 
school he was sent to a preparato ry 
course at the Waseda University. Having 
ar ri ved there, he im me diately went to 
the Ko dokan.

But in those days one had to meet 
a  num ber of conditions in order to be 
accepted to the Ko do kan: a  per sonal 
in terview with Jigoro Ka no, a  recom-
mendation from a well known Kodokan 

Kyuzo MIFUNE

Sakujiro YOKOYAMA
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judo player and he had to sign 
‘the Oath of Blood’*. Mifune 
did not know anyone at the 
Kodo kan and chose Sakujiro 
Yokoyama.

Sakujiro Yokoyama was 
nicknamed Devil Yokoyama 
and terrified opponents by his 
fast and strong judo. Mifune 
literally lied down at the en-
trance to Yokoyama’s house 
and was lying there until the 
latter agreed to recommend 
him to Kano.

In July 1903 Mifune be-
came a member of the Kodo-
kan. When his father got to 
know that Kyuzo was spen-
ding more time on judo than 
his studies, he stopped giving 
money to him. Kyuzo found 

a job as an advertisement agent of a newspaper which soon became very 
prosperous. Kyuzo entered the economic faculty of Keio University. 

Fifteen months after he began practicing judo Mifune reached the level 
of Shodan (1st Dan) and four months later  — Nidan (2nd Dan). He earned 
reputation for his perfect speed and technique. He was undefeatable at 
the yearly red-and-white tournament at the Kodokan.

In 1912 Kyuzo was awarded Rokudan (6th Dan) and became an instruc-
tor. He was nicknamed the God of Judo. When Mifune was 30 his father 
forgave him and invited him to return home and get married. Kyuzo ac-
cepted the invitation.

During the next 20 years the reputation of Mifune continued to grow. 
When he was 40, a sumoist of 120 kg of weight challenged him. Mifune, 
who was two times lighter than his rival, de feated the latter in se ve ral 

Kyuzo MIFUNE and Jigoro KANO

* — the first students of the Kodokan signed the Statute of the school with their blood: ‘Having been 
accepted to the Kodokan, I will not give up practicing without a justified reason. I will never compro-
mise the reputation of my school. I will not share with anyone without permission the secrets of the 
mastery I will be taught. Without permission I will not teach anyone the art of judo. First as a student 
and then as a teacher I will always and unconditionally follow the traditions of our dojo.’
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se conds by his favorite throw. Kyu-
zo kept to a diet, slept on a hard 
bed and did not smoke. In 1937 
Kano awarded Ku dan (9th Dan) to 
Mifune.

After Kano’s death (1938) Jiro 
Nango (Kano’s nephew who was 
one of the first students of his un-
cle) was appointed president of 
the Kodokan and Kyuzo Mifune be-
came the most influential teacher. 
On 24  May 1945 he became the 
fourth person in the history of 
judo to have been awarded Judan 
(10th Dan).

In 1956 he wrote the book that 
became classics — ‘The Canon of 
Judo’, where he fully disclosed the 
history and philosophy of judo and 

described the techniques. There he 
singled out what he thought was the 
main philosophical thought of judo: 
‘freedom in endless mo ve ment’.

The influence of Mifune on 
post-war judo was enormous. His 
knowledge was most profound 
at the Kodokan. And his dynamic 
and soft judo became the basis for 
the active development of judo in 
the world. Trevor Leggett, who for 
many years used to come to the Ko-
dokan for practicing, pointed out 
that judo was significantly more 
rigid before World War  II then in 
Mifune’s times.

According to Curtis LeMay, who 
served during the oc cupation of 
Japan in an Air Force unit and later 

One of the latest editions of 
Kyuzo MIFUNE’s book ‘The Canon of Judo’

Curtis LeMAY
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became the director of the US strategic 
Air Force command, many American sol-
diers told legends about a small old per-
son who could throw strong men with-
out much effort.

LeMay became the patron of the Ko-
dokan. He was awarded a high Dan in 
judo. Besides LeMay, general Thomas 
Powers promoted judo in the Armed 
Forces.

In 1964, despite the diagnosed can-
cer, Mifune was a member of the Orga-
nizing Committee of the Olympiad in 
Tokyo. In December of the same year he 
was hospitalized and passed away on 27 
January 1965. He was almost 82. At the 
moment of his death he was the only 
owner of the 10th Dan at the Kodokan.

2. DO’S AND DON’TS IN LEARNING JUDO

Yoshiaki Yamashita, the First 10th Degree Black Belt

1. Study the correct way of applying 
the throws. Throwing with brute force is 
not the correct way of winning in judo. 
The most important point is to win with 
technique. 

2. First learn offensive. You will see 
that defense is included in offensive. You 
will make no progress learning defense 
first. 

3. Do not dislike falling. Learn the timing 
of the throw while you are being thrown. 

4. Practice your throws by moving your 
body freely as possible in all directions. Do 
not lean to one side or get stiff. A great deal 
of repetition in a throw will be rewarded 
with a good throw. 

Kyuzo MIFUNE demonstrating 
a kata technique
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5. Increase the number of practi-
ces and contests. You will never make 
any progress without accumulating 
a number of practices. 

6. Do not select your opponents 
(which means do not say that you do 
or don’t like to practice with a cer-
tain person). Everyone has his own 
specialty. You must try to learn all of 
them and make them your own. 

7. Never neglect to improve the 
finer points. Practicing without any 
effort to improve will result in slow 
progress. Always recall your habits, 
as well as those of your opponent, 
while making improvement. 

8. In practice put your heart and 
soul into it. It will interfere with your progress in practice if you keep on with-
out this spirit. 

9. Never forget what your instructor or higher ranking members teach 
you. During practice you will make great progress if you keep in mind what 
they have said to you. 

10. Try to continue your practice as much as possible. Applying half-way 
will result in a very grave situation in your progress. 

11. Watch and study throws as much as possible when trying to improve 
and advance. The technique and mind are just like the front and back of 
one’s hand, meaning they are very closely related. 

12. Refrain from overeat-
ing and drinking. Remem-
ber that overeating and 
drinking will bring an end to 
your practice and judo. 

13. Always try to think 
of improvement, and don’t 
think that you are too good. 
The latter is very easy to do 
while learning judo. 

14. There is no end in 
learning judo. The building that housed the 8th Kodokan

Yoshiaki YAMASHITA teaching in the USA
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3. JUDO’S DECISIVE BATTLE (the Great Tournament Between Kodokan 
Judo’s: Four Heavenly Lords and the Jujutsu Masters)

Wayne Muromoto
(Printed with reductions)

Kodokan judo’s future was on the line. It was a do or die test of the viabi-
lity of this new martial system.

Everyone in Tokyo talked about the upcoming match between the up-
start judoka and the most feared jujutsu masters of the Meiji era.

Kano, a teacher from the upper ranks of society, attempted to salvage the 
ancient wisdom of Japanese martial arts by grafting it onto a scientific and pro-
gressive training system. Gone was the cruel, often sadistic treatment of be-
ginners that Kano hated in some martial arts schools. In its place was a logical, 
systematic framework of training geared for the mental, physical and spiritual 
betterment of the individual. Kano investigated every technique from a prag-
matic point of view, discarding the inefficient or dange rous, improving and im-
provising based on his extensive knowledge of Japanese and foreign wrestling 
methods. On the other hand were the jujutsu schools that distrusted Kano’s 
new direction. Kano, in his own memoirs, wrote, ‘It seemed that the Kodokan had 
to take on the whole of Japan, and had to have a spirit of being ready for anything.’

Among the greatest students in Kano’s school were four braves, who be-
came known as the Shitenno, the ‘Four Heavenly Lords’ of early judo. Their 
names rang out proudly through the land: Tomita Tsunejiro, Yokoyama Saku-
jiro, Yamashita Yoshiaki and the fearsome little scrapper from northern Aizu 
province, Saigo Shiro.

The test came in 1883. Kano sensei reviewed the list of contestants and 
shook his head. His students were good. His Shitenno were exceptional. But 
he was going up against the most feared jujutsuka in the whole of Japan. He 
had to prove that his maxims of mutual help and maximum efficiency were 
more than just mere words. The spirit and morals of judo had to be proven 
in a contest of strength.

Кodokan Shitenno: Tsunejiro TOMITA, Sakujiro YOKOYAMA, Yoshiaki YAMASHITA, Shiro SAIGO
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The Great Contest
‘Let the matches begin!’ declared the referee. The red and white curtains 

flapped slightly that spring day on June 11, 1886, at the Shiba Park’s Yayoi 
shrine, where the contest was held.

Kano’s trepidation proved ungrounded. The Kodokan won a resounding 
victory, losing only two matches and drawing one out of the scheduled 15. 
But what matches they must have been!

The judo masters indeed proved their mettle. But if there had been 
any banter or partisan cheering, it must have stopped when the last set of 
matches began. A hushed silence ensued.

Tomita Sakujiro won his match, as did Yamashita Yoshiaki.
Yokoyama Sakujiro, however, met Nakamura Hansuke in an epic duel that 

tested both contestants’ mettles. The two fought tooth and nail, using every 
technique they knew. Against the man-mountain, Yokoyama strained every 
ounce of his body. The match lasted for 55 minutes, with no quarter given or 
taken, until the judges finally ended it and called a draw.

‘The last match!’ the referee announced, as if no one knew it was the climac-
tic bout. ‘Kodokan judo’s Saigo Shiro meets Totsuka-ha Yoshin-ryu’s Ukiji Entaro!’

If Nakamura Hansuke was a giant compared to other Japanese of his day, 
Ukiji Entaro, who ultimately inherited the Yoshin-ryu mantle, was a behe-
moth, especially compared to the diminuitive Saigo. A murmur ran through 
the audience. Was this a mismatch? In spite of Saigo’s vaunted technique and 
speed, what chance would he have against such a mass of sheer muscle and 
bulk?

Entaro managed to get a firm grip on Shiro’s judogi and quickly flung him 
through the air. The crowd held its collective breath, waiting for the sicken-
ing thud of Shiro’s back against the nether reaches of the tatami — a thud 
that never came. Saigo completed a somersault in mid-air and landed on his 
forearm and knees.

‘Wha!’ The crowd gasped.
Ukiji strode over to finish the job, but suddenly his arm and collar was 

grasped in a vise-like grip by Shiro, whose demeanor had changed.
Before Entaro could regain his bearings, Saigo bore into him. He leaned 

into Entaro, perhaps executing another devastating throw, like an o-soto-
gari (large outer reaping sweep), and slammed him again to the tatami. The 
impact was felt throughout the crowd.

Entaro didn’t rise up this time. He shook his head, trying to shake away 
the stars that danced in front of his eyes. The judge halted the match. Saigo 
had won the greatest victory of the youthful Kodokan judo.
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The Aftermath
The glory days of the early Kodokan slowly faded as the generation of 

the Shitenno aged and judo mellowed like fine wine. No longer the upstart 
whelp, judo matured to become the preeminent Japanese martial art and 
sport. Kano Jigoro, ever the eclectic student of budo, became respected by 
other martial arts masters for his temperament and magnanimity. In turn, 
Kano used his high social position to help other martial artists, including ju-
jutsu practitioners, preserve and develop their martial arts systems.

While the tournament brought on the desired result of securing judo’s 
future, an incident occurred some time hence that touched Kano’s heart.

Kano journeyed to Chiba prefecture to demonstrate judo teaching me-
thods with some of his students, including Nishimura Teisuke, at the Chiba 
prefectural office. Saigo Shiro was engaged in randori when Totsuka Eimi 
walked up to Kano. Eimi paused in his conversation with Kano, to watch Sai-
go. Perhaps recalling the epic match against his own student, Ukiji Entaro, 
Eimi said to Kano, ‘That (Saigo) is a man of greatness, I think.’

‘When I heard those words,’ Kano wrote, ‘I was very elated… When I heard 
Totsuka (Eimi) say that about Saigo, I couldn’t believe my ears. Certainly others 
never spoke about this incident, but I treasure those words as one of my greatest 
memories.’

In the years that followed, judo blossomed, and the Shitenno passed 
the mantle of greatness on to succeeding generations of judoka. Yokoyama 
Sakujiro lived to train the great 10th Dan master Mifune Kyuzo, dying in Taisho 
Gannen (1912) at the age of 50. Yamashita Yoshiaki became the Kodokan’s 
first 10th Dan. He passed away in 1936, at the age of 71. Tomita Tsunejiro lived 
to the age of 73, dying in 1938. His son Tsuneo was the author of the novel 
‘Sugata Sanshiro’, which was based on the life of Saigo Shiro. The novel was 
later turned into a movie by a novice film director, Kurosawa Akira.

Four years after the epic match, Saigo Shiro left the Kodokan for reasons still 
yet unknown, and lived the rest of his life in Nagasaki, Kyushu, in southern Japan. 
In 1899, he rose to become vice-president of the Hinoda Newspaper Company, 
and immersed himself into a study of kyujutsu (the art of the bow), attaining 
a hanshi rank (master teacher). Saigo died in Taisho 11 (1923), at the age of 57.

It is said that Kano never again nurtured the equal of those four students, 
the Four Heavenly Lords of judo. In Showa 5 (1931), Kano observed a demon-
stration of Ueshiba Morihei’s new art, which was called aikido. Ueshiba de-
rived his art in great part from the Daito-ryu taught to him by Takeda Sokaku, 
a student of Saigo Tanomo. Perhaps it reminded Kano of the masterful tech-
niques of Saigo Shiro.
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4. FROM THE MEMOIRS OF E. J. HARRISON

(An abstract from the book ‘The Fighting Spirit of Japan’)

I remember how at the beginning of 
January 1909 I went to a restaurant to-
gether with a teacher of the Kodokan, 
owner of the 5th dan Mr. Kyuzo Mifune.

In one of the corners of the restau-
rant a group of young men were drin-
king, in another an old couple was buy-
ing products. We sat at a free table. The 
young men were staring at us and dis-
cussing some matter. I paid no attention 
to that fact and could not even think 
that they were talking about us. We or-
dered our drinks and started to chat.

Some time later one of the young 
men came up to our table, took my 
coat and hat from the chair and tried 
to run away. I grasped his hand and ex-
pressed my protest, but the impudent 
guy said that those things belonged to 

him. We started an argument, which soon turned aggressive as about 
half a dozen of his friends quickly joined us. Seeing no alternative, Mifune 
decided to take care of the situation. He was trying to avoid unnecessary 
rudeness but already half a minute later he performed several techniques 
and strikes and the attackers were on the floor.

The rest of the gang attacked me and I also threw them one by one. 
Everything was over in 2-3 minutes. The hooligans tried to run away but we 
managed to detain one of them and made him testify.

The attacker clarified that their aim was a robbery by means of terrify-
ing. Having been disoriented by our expensive clothes, they thought that we 
would be an easy gain. We let him go without calling the police. We thought 
that he was punished enough.

After the hooligans had left, the old couple, who became interested in 
what had happened, came up to us. They said that they had seen a practical 
performance of judo for the first time and that they were impressed by our 
deed in the difficult conditions.

Kyuzo MIFUNE performing a throw
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5. THE MAN WHO REVOLUTIONIZED JUDO

Jim Chen, M. D., and Theodore Chen
(Printed with reductions)

Tokio Hirano (1922-1993), obtained 
Godan (5th Dan) at age 19, is perhaps 
the greatest Judo technician of all 
time. He is probably the best known 
Japanese Judoka in Europe. In 1952, 
Hirano went to teach Judo in Europe. 
Within six years, he had accumulated 
over 4,300 wins.

In order to promote Judo, Hirano 
would fight all black belts in the city 
where he taught Judo. In November 
1954, in Mannheim, Germany, Hirano 
scored all ippons in 34 minutes against 
54 black belt opponents (1-3 Dan).

Traditional nage-waza (throwing techniques) were taught in the follo-
wing sequence: kumu (gripping), tsukuru (the entry and proper fitting of your 
body into position taken just before the movement required for completion 
of your throwing technique), kakeru (completing), and nageru (throwing).

Hirano revolutionized the order to tsukuru, kumu, kakeru and nageru. 
This is the current European style Judo. This is a proven method to defeat 
bigger opponents, as demonstrated by Hirano’s stunning success. Willem 
Ruska (Netherlands) was his most accomplished student. Ruska was the 
world heavyweight champion in 1967 and 1971 and runner up in 1969 (open 
weight). Willem was the dual gold medallist in heavy and open weight class 
at the 1972 Munich Olympics.

Win Against European Wrestling Champion
In the spring of 1955, Hirano went to teach in Amsterdam, the Nether-

lands. He was challenged by Peter Artz (four time European free style wrest-
ling heavy weight champion). Hirano agreed to both a Judo and wrestling 
fight. Each match was for ten minutes. The wrestling match would be deci-
ded by pinning the back for ten seconds. The Judo match would be decided 
by a clean throw.

Tokio HIRANO
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At the start of the wrestling match, Hirano was able to throw Artz several 
times, but was unable to pin him due to perspiration (they fought without 
a Judo gi). About six minutes into the fight, Hirano made a Kiai. He jumped 
and grabbed Artz’s head and threw him with a koshi-guruma, pinned him 
with kesa-gatame for ten seconds,winning the wrestling match.

In the Judo match, there was no contest. Within 30 seconds Hirano threw 
Artz cleanly with ippon seoi-nage.

Fourteen Wins At Kodokan — 1941
During Judo’s one hundred year history, the easiest way to get a rank pro-

motion from Kodokan was to take part in the Kohaku Shiai (red-white team 
competition) which was held twice a year (Spring and Fall). By winning with 
5 ippons one could receive a one Dan promotion the same day.

Hirano was born on August 6, 1922 in Hyogo prefecture (near Kobe), Ja-
pan. Hirano obtained his first black belt by winning 22 ippons with o-soto-
gari. He graduated from Hei-an high school as 3rd Dan, later he was recertified 
by Kodokan as 4th Dan. He moved to Takushoku university in April 1941 under 
the recommendation of his Sensei Fukushima.

On October 19, 1941, Hirano participated in the Kohaku shiai. Hirano de-
feated a Kodokan record 14 opponents. And he fought to a draw with his 
15th opponent.

All Japan Collegiate Judo Championship 1941-42
On October 31, 1941, Hirano participated in the All Japan Collegiate Judo 

Championship. In the fourth round he won by tsurikomi-goshi, fifth round by 
tai-otoshi; and sixth round by juji-gatame. His final opponent was Yasuichi 
Matsumoto (187 cm, 90 kg, All Japan Champion in 1948, famous for Tenri 
style o-soto-gari). Hirano managed to throw Matsumoto immediately during 
the overtime with seoi-nage to obtain his first major title.

The following year, Hirano took the title again with five ippons. In the 
semi-finals, he had a tough fight against Okubo (182 cm, 104 kg) 5th Dan. 
Hirano managed to throw him with seoi-nage and scored a waza-ari. In the 
final match, Hirano defeated Tsunoda with o-soto-gari.

In 1943 Hirano met Okubo again at the Judo Championship 5th Dan divi-
sion, sponsored by The Department of Imperial Affairs. Like their previous 
match, no points were scored for the first seven minutes. During the over-
time, Hirano eventually won by ippon with an o-uchi-gari and seoi-nage 
combination.
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Third National Athletic Judo Championship — 1947
Hirano took part in the individual championship held on November 2, 

1947. Kimura, Ishikawa (champion in 1948, ‘49), Hirosei (champion in 1943) 
and Matsumoto decided not to compete in this meet and allow one of the 
rookies to win the major title. Nevertheless, Yoshimatsu (champion in 1952, 
‘53 and ‘55) and Daigo (champion in ‘51, ‘56) were among the contenders. His 
final opponent was Hadori (170 cm, 95 kg, famous for tsurikomi-goshi and 
kouchi-gari). Hadori defeated Daigo by ura-nage at the semi-final. Hadori 
proved to be a formidable fighter. Hirano managed to score a waza-ari with 
o-soto-gari, thus winning the championship.

Jigoku Kego — Hell Training
In high school, Hirano practiced Judo six hours a day and would randori 

for two hours. Every night he slept around 1:00 am. The following morning 
he awoke at 5:30 am and repeated the routine again. He started with one 
hundred and fifty push-ups, then jogged and sprinted for 2 km, and finished 
with 40 minutes of randori.

Hard training paid off even though he was small and inexperienced as 
a 2nd Dan. Every so often he was able to throw 3rd and 4th Dan opponents from 
Bushen. When Hirano moved to Tokyo and trained under Wushijima Sensei at 
Takushoku University, he finally realized what Jigoku Kego really was! It con-
sisted of five minutes of warm-ups, 3-4 hours of continuous ne-waza. This was 
‘Hell Training”! It was considered disgraceful to surrender while being choked.

While Hirano was a student in Takushoku university, he went to the Met-
ropolitan police dojo to practice. In 3 hours of continuous randori, he had 
accumulated approx 500 ippons on 60 black belts. Pre-WWII Judoka felt that 
a winning or losing was not a matter of talent but rather that of hard training.

Attack Till Your Heart Stop Beating: Wushijima Sensei’s Motto
Hirano obtained his first black belt by winning 22 ippons, at the high 

school team competition at the National athletic championship held on 
November 3, 1939. In the semifinals, Hirano and his opponent fell from the 
2 meter high stage to the ground. Despite the doctor’s orders to stop, Hirano 
refused to forfeit. The match was fought to a draw. In the final match Hirano 
faced a 4th Dan opponent. Again the match ended with a draw, following 
the match, Hirano passed out. The doctor later determined that Hirano had 
a dislocated left shoulder and two broken ribs.
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Judo was not a sport to those pre WWII Judoka. It was more of a Samurai 
duel. In order to win the shiai, vigorous training was absolutely necessary. 
Five hundred push ups, randori 6 hours, plus tachi-ki-wuchikomi (repetition 
against a tree) was a common training regiment for success. Training was so 
intense enough that Hirano once dreamt of collapsing the tallest building 
with his o-soto-gari.

Hirano and Ruska
Ruska once asked Hirano the key to strong Judo. Hirano replied that there 

was no such medicine.
Hirano advised Ruska to train for hand grip power whenever possible, 

stair climbing and hip strengthening.
Ten days before the 

1967 world Judo champi-
onships, Hirano practiced 
with Ruska. Hirano felt that 
Ruska’s tachi-waza was only 
second class (Pre WWII Ja-
panese standard). Ruska’s 
ne-waza was fifth class. At 
that time Hirano was able 
to apply choke or osaekomi 
very easily. When Ruska 
won the heavy weight 

champion title, Hirano was very happy that his student was so successful. On 
the other hand, he was very sad that Japanese Judo had declined to a level 
he could not imagine.

Judo World Loses Two Giants Kimura And Hirano In 1993
Wushijima sensei nurtured and trained two Judo great, Masahiko Kimura 

and Tokio Hirano. Unfortunately Kimura died on April 18, 1993.
Tokio Hirano returned to Japan in 1966 after Judo touring in Europe for 

15 years. He later returned to Europe to conduct annual Judo clinics. Even at 
the age of 60, he practiced ne-waza with 20 years old varsity students.

The great legendary technician died of cancer of liver on July 26, 1993. 
Through his two books (‘Sekai nage aruki’ and ‘Hono no judo’), thousands of 
students, and memory of those incredible fights, this great legend will live 
forever.

Tokio HIRANO and Willem RUSKA
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6. SENSEI TAKAHIKO ISHIKAWA

Having left Japan early, Ishikawa came back to his motherland 30 years 
later after his work in Cuba and the USA. He was the chief judo teacher at the 
police school in Tokyo and his own two schools in the USA (in Philadelphia 
and Virginia). Abroad he completed a way from the 6th to the 9th Dan and was 
awarded the latter three years before his return to Japan.

His life in judo has a rich history full of successes and bad luck. It was 
covered from the eyes of the majority of people. Those who knew sensei 
Ishikawa, spoke about his extremely high mastery, reserved character and 
passion for judo.

The Americans valued the contribution of Ishikawa a lot and were very 
sad when he left their country.

At the end of World War II Ishikawa was 31. It is now thought impossible 
to seriously start practicing judo at this age. Ishikawa was in Manchuria du-
ring the war. He later recalled how he was working on his technique under 
unfavorable conditions during his time there. He used to train so much that 
his eyes would start burning because of the sweat. After such training ses-
sions he would jump into the cold water of a local river. And his efforts were 
not in vain.

The sensei had to find a job in post-war Japan. The lack of food had de-
veloped a long-lasting habit of living in a state of hunger. Thanks to some 
people’s help Ishikawa started to gain weight and strength. In 1949 he par-
ticipated in an open championship of Japan for the first time. His weight was 
then 83 kg.

The absence of weight categories was not a problem for him. He did what 
no one else will ever be able to repeat. In spite of strong pain (the result of 
an injury of the groin), he reached the final where he was to compete against 
the legendary Kimura. After 25 minutes of the fight, it was a draw. And then 
for the first time in the history both opponents were proclaimed the champi-
ons of Japan. According to the present-day rules, this is impossible.

After the championship Ishikawa spent a lot of time restoring after the in-
juries. But the next year he again won the champion’s title, having defeated 
all his opponents during several seconds.

For Ishikawa judo was not just a question of the technique. He said, that 
‘the real value of judo has to do with communication. Judo helps to resolve any 
issues in a dignified way.’

His victories became part of the history of Japan right at the time when 
it was looking for heroes. Sensei Ishikawa became such a hero. His reputa-
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tion was growing during the period when he was working as an instructor in 
Tokyo Central Police.

He based his work on a very attentive attitude to technical elements. 
Ishikawa’s approach was directed at trying to perform techniques perfectly, 
forcing the opponent to make mistakes and making a throw. His method is 
a ‘clinical breaking’ of each technique into components and then ‘putting 
them together in one entity, which later caused no doubt regarding the final 
result.

7. MIKONOSUKE KAWAISHI

Tony Papenfuss, PhD
(Edited by Neil Ohlenkamp)

Mikonosuke Kawaishi was born in 
Kyoto in 1899, and he died on January 
30, 1969 in Paris. He studied jujitsu at 
the Dai Nippon Butoku Кai (Greater 
Japan Association of Martial Virtue) 
in Kyoto. It is not known exact ly what 
style of jujitsu he learned, although 
it seems it was a form of Aiki-jujitsu. 
A group in England that continues 
to teach this form refer to their tea-
chings as Kawaishi Ryu Jujitsu.

In the mid-1920’s he left Japan 
and toured the United States, tea-
ching particularly in New York and 
San Diego. In 1928, he arrived in the 

United Kingdom and established a jujit su club in Liverpool, where he taught 
Aiki-jujitsu. He supplemented his meager income from teaching by wrest-
ling professionally under the name ‘Matsuda’, taking on wrestlers and boxers 
in the ring and on stage in music halls.

In 1931, he moved to London, founding the Anglo-Japanese Judo Club 
and teaching Judo at Oxford University. Around this time Kawaishi was 
awarded his third Dan by Jigoro Kano. It was common at this time for jujitsu 
instructors to teach, or call what they taught, Judo. Moreover, Kano awarded 
many jujitsu exponents Judo black belts in order to recruit them into the 
Kodokan.

Mikonosuke KAWAISHI (left)
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In 1936, then a fourth Dan, Kawaishi moved to Paris where he taught 
jujitsu and Judo. During World War II, Kawaishi returned to Japan and was 
imprisoned in Manchuria for a time, but he returned to Paris after the war to 
continue teaching.

Before the war, Kawaishi and his stu-
dent Moshe Feldenkrais had prepared 
the photographs for a book on Judo. 
Feldenkrais had to flee France during 
this time. Kawaishi later used the photo-
graphs in Standing Judo, while Felden-
krais wrote Judo, and Higher Judo.

Kawaishi came to believe that mere-
ly transplanting the teaching methods 
of Japan to the West was inappropri-
ate. He developed an intuitive style of 
instruction and a numerical ordering 
of the techniques that he felt was more 
suitable for the West. He adapted his 
teaching methods to suit the European 
culture. This became known as the Kawaishi Method. One of the changes he 
is credited with is the introduction of many colored belts to recognize ad-
vancement in Judo. This seemed to catch on in France and there was a rapid 
growth of interest in Judo. His system of Judo is fully described in his book 
My Method of Judo written when he was a 7th Dan and published in English 
in 1955. He wrote:

‘And now some words of advice. Learn thoroughly all these movements. 
Study them carefully in all their details. One can never know too much tech-
nique. And then, above all, at the dojo train hard, conscientiously, seriously and 
courageously.’

After World War II and through the 1950’s, the Kodokan moved more 
and more towards the sport of Judo; banning techniques from shiai and 
dropping them from the Kodokan syllabus. Kawaishi, however, continued 
to teach many of these techniques. This led to several political splits and 
critics suggesting he had departed from the spirit of Kodokan Judo. His 
proponents, on the other hand, say that his teachings remained closer to 
Kano’s jujitsu. In fact, the strength of his Judo has led some jujitsu histori-
ans to believe that he was a Judoka who also taught a system of Goshin-jit-
su (self defense). He authored ‘My Method of Self Defense’, ‘Standing Judo’ 
and several other books.

1936, Paris. Jigoro KANO 
and Moshe FELDENKRAIS
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Kawaishi placed special em-
phasis on kata training. He pro-
mulgated Kyuzo Mifune’s ‘Gono-
sen No Kata (Forms of Counters)’ 
in Europe, and possibly his own 
version of ‘Go No Kata Forms 
of hardness)’. He also wrote the 
book ‘Seven Katas of Judo’. ‘Go-

nosen No Kata’ remains comparatively 
com mon in Europe, but practically un-
heard of in the United States as a result of 
Kawaishi’s (and Gunji Koizumi’s) teachings.

Kawaishi is credited with being the 
person most responsible for the spread 
of Judo throughout France and much of 
Europe. His books continue to be popular, 
and the Kawaishi Method is still practiced 
around the world today. Kawaishi and 
Moshe Feldenkrais founded the French 
Judo Federation and he served as Techni-
cal Director for many years. In 1947 he and 
Koizumi held the first ever international 
Judo tournament between France and the 
United Kingdom which became known as 
the Kawaishi Cup.

8. TOKU SAMPO: ALMOST A LEGENDARY JUDO PLAYER

Allen Yuen

I spent lots of time on searching for some information about Toku Sampo 
before I came across the following mentioning of him in the book by the 
karate hanshi master Masayuki Kukan Hisataka about his father: ‘…Soon he 
returned to Tokyo where he practiced judo in the Kodokan dojo under the super-
vision of Toku Sampo. Interestingly, he reached the master’s level of the 4th Dan 
only after a year of hard work.’ I could not find any more information in English 
about the person I was interested in.

In the end, I found the following: ‘Toku-sensei was the governor of the 
Kingdom of Tokuno Tiba that was situated not far away from Okinawa. Being 

Mikonosuke KAWAISHI 
demonstrating a technique

1957. The building that housed the Kodokan
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a child of noble parents, he started practicing martial arts, as it was traditional 
for a person of his social standing, very early. He studied kendo — and was quite 
proficient in that. As Okinawa was very close, he studied karate there.

Master Toku was tall and strong. He acquired perfect skills in, inter alia, judo, 
kendo and karate. However, judo (the method that he inherited from the founder 
of the school Jigoro Kano) was the only kind of sport that he taught.’

Mochizuki Minoru, the founder of the Yoseikan budo and of the students 
of Toku Sampo, told a story about his teacher in one of the interviews: ‘The 
strength and power of master Toku very quickly brought him the reputation. Very 
often he held spectacular demonstrations in his dojo. For example, he could start 
running from one corner of the dojo and then run into the central column and hit 
it with his fist with all his strength. According to the tradition, each student had 
a wooden shield with his name written on it. Such shields hung along the wall and 
the order was determined by the students’ ranks. The speed at which the students’ 
mastery was growing was evident. When master Toku would run into the column 
the walls would shake and the shields would make noise. All this noise, which I still 
remember, was doubled by echo. For a long time Toku’s students proudly demon-
strated the holes that were left after those clashes to the guests of the dojo.’

Master Mochizuki Minoru continued the interview with another interes-
ting story about Toku Sampo: ‘I am going to tell you a story that clearly demon-
strates the peculiarities of his character. Toku was a second year pupil at school 
when he started to attend the kendo section. Once a local teacher put on his 
bamboo protective armor, took a sharp sword and gave it to one of the pupils. 
He asked the latter to come into the training hall and attack him. The surprised 
student did what had been asked of him. The teacher easily avoided the strikes 
of the pupil. Then he asked the other students to attack him with the sword. But 
when it was Toku’s turn, he refused to take the sword: ‘I’m sorry, teacher, but I’m 
afraid to harm you.’ ‘What?’ exclaimed the teacher. ‘Do you really think that you 
will be able to touch me? Ok, let’s see. Take the sword and attack me.’

Toku refused again, but when the teacher demanded it again he had noth-
ing to do but fulfill the teacher’s order. Having moved backwards, Toku turned 
around, concentrated and performed a strike. The teacher, who was very im-
pressed by Sampo’s ambitiousness, did not manage to react. Blood appeared on 
the tatami. The panicking students started to call the director. The leadership of 
the school had to punish Sampo. The boy could no longer continue his studies at 
the school.

At the end of the year a regular attestation of the pupils procedure was con-
ducted. The adolescent Toku was not given that right to take part. Apart from that 
ceremony, the school organized a judo tournament for all the pupils.
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Toku was one of the 166 participants. The sportsmen were standing in front 
of one another forming 83 pairs. It was the traditional yearly competition — ‘the 
red’ against ‘the white’. The participants were divided according to their level. 
Those who had not passed the attestation had to start from the very beginning. 
The winners among them continued the competition and fought with the repre-
sentatives of the other camp. Toku had not passed the attestation and, therefore, 
had to start the competition on behalf of his ‘red’ team from the very first stage 
and fight against the least experienced wrestlers. Such tournaments were held 
in order to identify the best sportsmen and award ranks to them, including the 
beginners. Toku Sampo quickly defeated the first rival, then the second, third and 
so on. The strength, speed and vigor made him an ‘invisible’ wrestler. The audi-
ence, who had not seen a show like that before were really impressed, they were 
shouting and applauding. But Toku did not hear anything. He was just defeating 
one rival after another. He remained deaf and indifferent to everything that was 
happening around him. He was climbing the ladder of the championship with 
a single thought: ‘I will die…’ Finally, he defeated all the ‘white’ wrestlers. Now it 
was the turn of the ‘red’. Toku defeated all of them as well. The jury was watching 
him with great interest. The director of the school could not believe what had 
happened and the audience applauded Sampo and already considered him as 
a real discovery. This is how master Toku defeated 165 people.’

Masters Toku Sampo and Masayoshi Kori Hisataka were tall and strong 
persons. It is not surprising therefore that the latter went to Toku, about 
whom legends were told, to train under his supervision.

Sampo was one of the most renowned judo players and was even nick-
named the Devil of the Kodokan. Kenichi Savai, the leader of Japanese tai-
kiken (a version of wushu of the yiquan style), was among his students.

9. MY JUDO

Masahiko Kimura

I had two big fights during my Chinsei Junior High days. In those days, 
in Kumamoto, Budo was widely and feverishly practiced. Given this back-
ground, it was a natural consequence that a young man who rapidly became 
famous became a target of challenge. 

The first fight occurred when I was in the 2nd year. One member of Chin-
sei Junior High Judo club, whose name was Iida, who competed for the 
position of 2nd Year Student Captain with me and lost, developed hatred 
toward me. 
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On a Saturday of June, on my way to the 
school dojo, he walked up to me and said, ‘I have 
a little business with you. So, come with me.’ In 
a case like this, the meaning of ‘business’ is tacitly 
understood. He uttered, ‘You are impudent. I am 
going to get you today,’ and took out a jack knife 
from a pocket, and suddenly thrust it at my ab-
dominal area. I thought I evaded it successfully, 
but the knife got to my buttock. He got on a bi-
cycle, and started to run away. I also ran after him 
while bleeding from the buttock, and finally got 
to his house. He stayed inside the house and did 
not come out. Instead, his parents came out and 
apologized to me thoroughly and sincerely. They 

said, ‘Our son cut his own hand when he stabbed you, and is in bed now. A doctor 
is on the way.’ It turned out that Iida’s injury was more serious than mine. But 
I had to stay away from practice for about 20 days also. 

In my 3rd year at the school, I was challenged by K (Note: the name of this 
student is kept secret in the book) who was then considered to be the num-
ber 1 street fighter among all the junior high school students in the area. He 
was a student of Kumamoto Commerce Junior High. He was small in stature, 
but was known to pull out a knife in every street fight. It was known that 
when he loses, his parents and relatives all join him and ambush for revenge. 
On my way back from Butokuden, I was about to cross Nagaroku-bridge, he 
found me and said ‘Hold it right there. Come with me.’ We walked to Shimo-
gawara park near the sunset. He said, ‘You are Kimura, aren’t you?’ This was 
the first time that we saw each other face to face. We glared at each other 
over a distance of about 1 meter. He then suddenly pulled out a Tanto (short 
sword), and thrust it forward at me. I evaded it, grabbed him, and threw him 
hard onto the ground. Now, in this state, he is no match to me. ‘I am K. I sur-
render. You are strong.’ He honestly revealed his identity and apologized. Af-
ter this, none of his parents came to see me. Moreover, no junior high stu-
dent challenged me for a street fight.

People call me ‘Jo-Sho (meaning a man of constant wins or a man who 
always wins) Kimura.’ However, I have 4 losses in my judo life. I suffered all 
these losses when I was a 1st year student at Takushoku University. Until then, 
I had believed that o-soto-gari, seoi-nage, o-uchi-gari, and so on as com-
pleted techniques, and compiled wins using these techniques. However, in 
the spring of 1935, my favorite techniques faced limitations for the first time.

Masahiko KIMURA
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In the spring of 1935, soon after I en-
tered the Takushoku University Prepara-
tory Program, in the Red-White Shiai of 
Kodokan, I beat eight 4th Dan opponents. 
When I faced the 9th opponent, I was al-
ready exhausted. In the 9th bout, I was 
defeated by Miyajima, who was a stu-
dent at Meiji University, by Harai-Maki-
Komi. Still, it was sufficient to receive 
the 5th Dan. When I returned to Ushijima 
Sensei’s juku (Note: Mr. Ushijima owned 
a house for judo students on scholarship, 
where Kimura and other judo students 
were housed. Such a house is called ‘juku’, 
meaning a learning center), and reported 
the result, Ushijima Sensei gave me a se-
ries of slapping in the face. He said, ‘Shiai 

is equivalent to a real sword ‘Kill or Get Killed’ duel between Bushi. To throw 
the opponent means to kill him. Being thrown means being killed. You killed 
8 men, and got killed by the 9th man. Remember, if you devote your life in judo, 
you can survive only by throwing your opponents or fighting to a draw no mat-
ter how many tough opponents you face.’

10. TSUNEO TOMITA AND HIS NOVEL ‘THE GENIUS OF JUDO’

Alexey Gorbylev (‘Dojo’, No 5 of 2003)

In September 1942, during the war, all Japan read the novel ‘Sugata San-
shiro’ written by the already famous author of adventurous novels Tsuneo 
Tomita. It was read by workers and clerks, school pupils and elderly people 
and, of course, the numerous followers of budo, to whom the book was actu-
ally addressed.

In the book stores the novel was literally swept away from the shelves. 
The publishers from the ‘Kinzyo’ firm were extremely happy with their un-
expected luck. And the novel was already discussed by film-makers. The dis-
cussions did not last for long: already the next year a 1.5 hour-long master-
piece was out. It was welcomed by the audience with delight.

The movie was made by an unknown film director Akira Kurosawa, 
who would later become a ‘pillar’ of the Japanese film industry. He shot 

Masahiko KIMURA at the age of 24
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only the first part of the book and the audi-
ence demanded that he continue. But it was 
only two decades later that the dream of 
budo fans came true: in 1964 he made a re-
make of the first part and shot the se cond 
part of the novel. They came out under 
the title of ‘The Genius of Judo’. It was this 
version that the wide Soviet audience had 
a chance to get acquainted with. Their reac-
tion to the movie was no less ecstatic than 
that of the Japanese. Apparently, the plot of 
the novel, the main hero and the principles 
he stood for were attractive not only for the 
militaristic Japan but for the wide world 
public as well.

Judo or Jiu-jitsu: what will prevail?
The novel consists of four big parts. In 

the centre of the first part — is the strug-
gle between the Kodokan and old schools 

of jiu-jitsu. That struggle reached its 
peak at the tournament of military arts 
that was held under the patronage of 
the police. In the first part Sugata San-
shiro, a young student of the founder of 
judo master Yano, defeated three jiu-
jitsu wrestlers: Momma Saburo (head 
of the Shimmyo kassatsu-ryu), Hansuke 
Murai from the Ryoi Shinto-ryu (in the 
final fights ‘judo against jiu-jitsu’ at the 
tournament organized by the police) 
and Hansuke Murai’s student — Higaki 
Gennosuke whom he confronted in 
a deadly duel.

He succeeds using the ‘lethal’ tech-
nique of yama-arashi — ‘storm in the 
mountains’. This part of the novel is well 
known to our readers thanks to Kuro-
sawa’s movie.

Tsuneo TOMITA

The movie poster
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Judo against Karate and Boxing
In the second part Tomita writes about Sugata’s struggle against rep-

resentatives of other kinds of hand-to-hand combat. Even though there is 
an interesting scene where Sugata Sanshiro defeats a sumo wrestler by the 
name of Nishikinada, the main topic of the second part is the confrontation 
between judo and systems with the prevalence of striking techniques — ka-
rate and boxing.

How Sugata defeated the karate fighters — the Higaki brothers — is 
shown in the movie. But Sanshiro’s fight against a professional boxer William 
Lister needs to be mentioned in more detail.

Having been invited 
by a malevolent promoter 
to a competition between 
a jiu-jitsu fighter and a bo-
xer, Sanshiro witnesses the 
beating of the jiu-jitsuist 
(sorry for this neologism) 
Sekine Kihei: ‘Kihei tried to 
chase Lister as if he had been 
trying to grasp a cloud, but 
he could not do anything in 
response to his punches. He 
just covered his body with 
two hands in order to pro-

tect the it… Lister easily moved around him and then punched the opponent 
slightly in the chin and very hard on the face. Kihei fell down on his knees, then 
shook his head and stood back on his feet. His eyes closed and some blood 
splashed on his uniform.’

This description is very trustworthy: Kihei tries to perform a grappling 
technique, whereas Lister skillfully avoids it by moving around the rival and 
wins by an obvious knock-out using a classical boxing combination ‘front 
line — rear cross’.

Lister challenged Sanshiro. The latter rejected the challenge at first. 
But after Kihei’s failure he agreed to fight against Lister. He knew that the 
fight could lead to his expulsion from the Kodokan but the humiliating 
words of the promoter pushed him to accept the challenge: ‘If judo has 
nothing to offer as a response to strikes in a fight, it cannot be considered 
an art of self-defense.’ Thus, Sanshiro acted as a defender of the honor of 
Japanese jiu-jitsu.

A scene from the movie
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During the fight between Sanshiro and Lister, which took place in the 
presence of many spectators, the judo player promised not to refer to joint-
locks and choking techniques and use only throws and the boxer promised 
that he would not strike below the belt. The fight had no time limits. The 
winner was to be proclaimed after one of the participants could no longer 
continue the fight. The prize was a thousand yens — a large sum of money 
for that time.

Tomita describes the fight in the following way: ‘The bell rang. Lister 
moved forward and at the same moment Sanshiro sat down on the ring with his 
legs directed at Lister and then lay down on his back. If he had stood up he would 
have not been able to defend. From the point of view of the peculiarities of bo-
xing and judo, such a fight is obviously inconceivable. But when Sanshiro decided 
to accept the challenge he did not have anything else to do.’

Today in mixed martial arts such actions often lead to a stalemate and 
lower the dynamism of fights and, consequently, audiences’ interest. But in 
the novel the boxer jumped over the legs of the judo player and tried to 
continue the fight. However, in the end it was Sanshiro who performed his 
favorite knockout throw — yama-arashi.

With empty hands against swords and shurikens
The third part shows the abilities of judo in fights against enemies who 

are armed with cold weapons. Obviously, in this case it’s not about competi-
tions but about lethal combats. According to the plot, Sanshiro left the Ko-
dokan after the fights against the karate fighter and boxer as he thought that 
he had violated the holy oath — not to fight against representatives of other 
schools without permission of the teacher. He began a new life and became 
a rickshaw. He tried to avoid any fights but all the time got involved in some 
confrontation with treacherous enemies.

In this part of the novel Sugata was attacked by Origuti Daisuke — a mas-
ter of the sword who had a menkyo kaiden certificate from the Itto-ryu. Their 
random meeting turned into an extreme test for Sanshiro in the fight of 
‘empty hand against a sword’: ‘Sanshiro did not study kendo. But he knew judo. 
He never thought that one could defend himself with empty hands against an 
enemy’s knife and was ready for an inescapable sword hit. And then he felt the 
firm determination to let the enemy cut his skin but to tear the enemy’s flesh, let 
the enemy cut his flesh but break the enemy’s bones.’

It is characteristic that even here Tsuneo Tomita, who brought his hero 
in a lethal trap, does not make a superman out of him. The only thing that 
he gives to his hero is the psychological type of a budo master. And it is not 
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by accident that the chapter about the meeting of the judo player with the 
sword master is called ‘Self-denial’. Nonetheless, Sanshiro remains alive in 
the two fights with Origuti only by chance.

While there are methods to disarm an enemy with a sword (mutodori) in 
jiu-jitsu, there is no proper technique against throwing weapons. That is why 
Matsuki Tenyo — a ninja and master of the art of throwing shuriken-jutsu 
arrows of the Namban-ryu school — becomes in the novel the enemy with 
whom Sanshiro fights twice and whom he cannot defeat.

In the first fight against Matsuki he skillfully avoids a dart and performs 
his favorite throw yama-arashi. But Matsuki also demonstrates outstanding 
skills and, having performed a somersault, lands on his feet.

The second fight, a lethal one, be-
tween Sanshiro and Matsuki Tenyo 
happens on the roof of Kaiko-in tem-
ple in Asakusa region in Tokyo and 
this is the pinnacle of the third part.

Sanshiro accidentally notices 
Tenyo, who is driven on the roof of 
the temple by the police, and while 
the police are indecisive as to what to 
do, he jumps after Tenyo.

‘Sanshiro forgot about the danger… 
He simply did not think about a victory 
as he decided to save his enemy’s life 

and hand him over to the police. In a situation when one has to choose between 
life and death there is nothing but to choose the latter. It does not mean that he 
had the bushi’s spirit of ‘Hagakure’. It was just a real feeling which came to him 
now that he had so many times faced death.’

In the unarmed fight with Tenyo, who, apparently, was stronger than 
the judo player, Sanshiro was fighting desperately. ‘Sanshiro used the cho-
king technique of gyaku-juji — he performed a cross grapple of the lapels and 
pressed the enemy’s belly using the dozime technique… At the same moment 
the two bodies merged together and started rolling on the roof. Tenyo tried to 
avoid falling down. But Sanshiro did not even think about a possibility of falling 
down as he realized how dangerous it could be to let such a wicked enemy go for 
a second time.’

In the end, they both fell down but stayed alive. Tenyo was seized by the 
police and Sanshiro, having recovered from serious injuries, got permission 
to return to the Kodokan.

A scene from the movie
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New Enemies
In the fourth, final, part of the novel Sanshiro met two new enemies. 

The first one — an eccentric sanka (a representative of a rejected wande-
ring mountain tribe) Tomesaku, who had a demon-like look and was a mas-
ter of poisonous fukibari darts. The second one — Tsukui Josuke — a gifted 
jiu-jitsu wrestler and a student of Higaki Gennosuke, who became Sugata’s 
devoted friend.

Tomesaku, who was a realistic character, was at the same time described 
as a spider-werewolf and the fight with him looked like an encounter with 
a ghost. And Tsukui was depicted as a master whose level was even higher 
than that of Higaki Gennosuke’s. He represented the jiu-jitsu of western Ja-
pan. In a certain sense, he was a copy of Sanshiro himself.

The final point in the confrontation between Sugata Sanshiro and Tsukui 
Josuke was the fight in the hall of military velour Butokuden in Kyoto. The 
fight was described as a decisive combat between judo and jiu-jitsu which 
had to finally demonstrate which one was superior. And, of course, Sanshiro 
turned out to be the winner.

‘Sugata Sanshiro’: reality and fiction
Already the first readers began to argue about the real historical back-

ground of the novel. All the more so as the readers easily guessed real his-
torical events of the 1880s, when the Kodokan was confronting old jiu-jitsu 
schools, behind the invented names and titles. Thus, the ‘Kodokan’ school in 

The actor Susumu FUJITA in his role as Sugata SANSHIRO
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the novel (in the text the name is written using the hieroglyphs that literally 
mean ‘The Palace of the Wadding Way’) was immediately identified with the 
real Kodokan (‘The Palace of the Common Way’; the first hieroglyph in this 
name (‘ko’) has multiple meanings, in particular ‘brotherhood’, ‘community’).

The wise and generous founder of judo Shogoro Yano Yano was clearly 
associated with the real founder Jigoro Kano, who died not long before the 
novel was out. More advanced people who were aware of the behind the 
closed doors life of judo recognized in Yujiro Toda the father of the author 
Tsunejiro Tomita. They also recognized Sakujiro Yokoyama in Hiroshi Yoshi-
maro, Yoshiaki Yamashita in Tsuzaki Kohei and the Kodokan home Eishoji in 
the monastery of Ryusyozi.

It was more complicated with the main hero. Tsuneo Tomita himself wrote 
in the concluding remarks to the novel: ‘This novel describes the evolution of a 
young man on the background of the period between 1881 and 1887. The main 
hero, Sugata Sanshiro, is very gifted in budo. He is one of the youngsters of the Meiji 
epoch who were growing up together with the youth of that time and experienced 
emotional sufferings, cherished hopes, rioted and were critical of themselves.’ Peo-
ple who were close to the Kodokan assumed that most probably Sugata’s pro-
totype was Shiro Saigo, the best judo player at the Kodokan of that heroic peri-
od. But they also agreed that it was a collective image. The traits of several judo 
players could be seen in that image: Saigo, Tomita, Yokoyama and Yamashita; 
and in the last part of the novel there was an obvious reference to the story of 
the confrontation in Kyoto between a Kodokan representative Hajime Isogai 
and wrestlers of the western schools of jiu-jitsu.

In sum, experts on the history of the Kodokan and living witnesses of 
those events understood that the novel ‘Sugata Sanshiro’ was based on the 
Kodokan history but was neither its full version nor the biography of its fa-
mous wrestler.

They also knew that Tsuneo Tomita’s main source of information was his 
father. Therefore, the images of the Kodokan during the period of its foun-
dation and its leading wrestlers were idealized and their roles exaggerated.

But this was evident only for a narrow group of people. The wide readers 
and later on TV audience (both in Japan and beyond its borders) at first con-
sidered (and some still consider) ‘Sugata Sanshiro’ as a historical image that 
truly reflects the emergence and development of judo. And the main hero 
was looked upon as a real historical personality. All attempts to prove this 
point of view wrong that continue nowadays seem to be useless. Every new 
generation of readers and TV viewers treats all the details shown in ‘Sugata 
Sanshiro’ as the absolute truth.
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How did Tomita manage to make such 
an effect? This became possible thanks to 
the author’s wonderful knowledge of the 
events and realities of that time, truth-
ful description of the atmosphere of the 
fights and the perfect knowledge of the 
technique and theory of Japanese budo 
(Tsuneo Tomita, by the way, had the 5th Dan 
in judo). Moreover, the manner of writing 
itself makes the description look extremely 
truthful and impressive.

It is not surprising therefore that even 
today many readers of the novel and those 
who watch the movie take a particular inte-
rest in the historical roots of the plot. Almost 
six decades after the first publication of the 
novel researchers continue to look for an-
swers to numerous questions: who was ac-
tually Sugata’s prototype? How different is 
the literary hero from the real personality? 
What did the fantastic favourite technique 
of Sanshiro’s yama-arashi look like?

11. SHIRO SAIGO

Alexey Gorbylev (‘Doje’, No 5 of 2003)

Shiro Saigo (1866-1922) — one of the most surprising and contradictory 
perso nalities in the history of budo of the end of the 19th — beginning of 
the 20th century. He came to the Kodokan in 1882 at the age of 15 and al-
ready three years later, in 1885, his name became known across the whole 
country as a great and undefeatable wrestler. At the age of 20 Saigo had the 
5th Dan and then unexpectedly left the Kodokan only to become completely 
unknown and three decades later, in 1922, die of a serious illness at the age 
of 56. And then in the same unexpected way his name was revived in the 
second half of the century as the founder of the Saigo-ha Daito-ryu school of 
the combat art aiki-jutsu.

Saigo’s biography is more or less well known only during the period of 
1882-1889. But during this short time and at the unusually young age for 
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martial arts he managed to inscribe his name in 
the history of budo as a genius of judo. And then, 
thanks to the writers and film directors, he turned 
into a legend where it is almost impossible to tell 
the difference between the truth and fiction.

The Beginning of the Way
One day in 1882 Jigoro Kano, who had just 

founded the Kodokan dojo in the monastery of 
Eishoji, visited the dojo of Inoue Keitaro, one of 
his previous teachers at the Tenjin Shinyo-ryu. 
They had not seen each other for a long time and 
Kano paid a visit to Dotomo quarter of the area 
of Shitaya in Tokyo, which was not far away from 
his residence, in order to see how his friend was 
doing.

Inoue’s dojo was well known in Tokyo. A lot of famous wrestlers trained 
there. Already in 1945, when the dojo had already moved to Yushima in Ten-
zinka quarter, the shields on the dojo’s walls displayed the names of many 
renowned masters of jiu-jitsu and judo who trained there: Jigoro Kano, 
Sakujiro Yokoyama, Tobari Takisaburo… The name of ‘Shiro Shida’ was also 
among them.

When Kano entered the dojo, a training session was in progress. The mas-
ter’s attention was attracted by a youngster with a purple and tensed face. 
He was training to the utmost of his possibilities and demonstrating perfect 
techniques that impressed Kano. He asked the boy how old he was.

‘Just celebrated my fifteenth birthday,’ answered the boy.
‘How long have you been training?’
‘Already a year.’
‘Wow,’ thought Kano. ‘This boy is really born for jiu-jitsu.’
The talented boy was called Shiro Shida.
‘How much I would like to have such a student! I would make an ideal master 

of judo out of him,’ thought Kano and said to Inoue:
‘Sensei, please, let me take this student!’
‘Kano-san, if you really like Shida so much, take him! But what will he himself 

say to this? If he does not have any objections neither will I object. Please, take 
him,’ answered the sensei.

He was a first-class specialist himself and, of course, quickly understood 
the thoughts of his former student and now colleague. And Kano was ex-

Shiro SAIGO
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tremely happy. He told the old master about his dream to make an ideal judo 
player out of Shida. He pointed out, however, that the school of Kito-ryu, 
which was known for its sophisticated throwing techniques, would probably 
be more suitable for him as the boy was really good at performing throws.

Why did the experienced founder of the Kodokan like the boy so much at 
first sight? Shiro had lots of unusual traits. His toes were untypically long and 
downwards bound, like those of a bear. When he performed an undercut 
under an ankle or knee, his long toes almost grappled the opponent’s leg 
and stuck to it like the tentacles of an octopus (Inoue’s students even called 
them ‘Shida’s octopus-like tentacles’) and did not let the opponent avoid the 
technique. Thus, it was not only that he had outstanding talents in learn-
ing jiu-jitsu techniques, but his 
very body was ‘made’ for thro wing 
techniques. Thanks to that only in 
one year he managed to achieve 
a level that others were sweating to 
achieve for three-four years.

Shiro Shida was born in 1866 in 
the village of Kiyokawa in Tsugawa 
area of Niigata prefecture (accor-
ding to other data, on Kiyokawa 
farm in Kiyokawa village). He was 
the second son of Sadajiro (Teijiro) 
Shida, a samurai from the prince-
dom of Tsugawa — a subsidiary 
part of Aizu princedom.

In his childhood Shiro dreamt of becoming an army general and often 
shared his dream with friends. In 1881, at the early age of 14, he went to To-
kyo in order to start pursuing his life plan. In the capital he was enrolled at 
a high school and simultaneously began to practice jiu-jitsu in the dojo of 
sensei Inoue Keitaro. But the fate did not have a place for military activities 
in the life of the future genius of judo. There were insurmountable hardships 
on his way to the army. The thing was that Shiro’s body stopped growing at 
the age of 15 and his height was only 153 cm and weight 53 kg, which was 
considerably less than what was required in order to become a military man.

Two times — in 1884 and 1885 — he applied to the school of junior army 
commanders and all in vain. Therefore, he had to forget about a career in the 
army. ‘Well, if I can’t become a general, I will go to Manchuria and become a rob-
ber,’ he often told his friends in the dojo of sensei Inoue.

Shiro SAIGO’s uwagi
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In 1882 Shiro was adopted by Tanomo Saigo, who used to be a famous 
chief elder of the princedom of Aizu. Some followers of the Daito-ryu aiki-jutsu 
and aikido school now assert that Tanomo was also a master of a secret martial 
art and that he gave Shiro not only his surname but also taught him the secrets 
of the martial art of the Takeda family. We will return to this topic, but for now 
Shiro Saigo, who had such specific plans for the future, at the very end of the 
extremely hot summer of 1882 started to practice under the supervision of 
Jigoro Kano. The training sessions took place in a tiny dojo with only 12 tatamis 
(21.6 sq. m) which Kano had constructed in the yard of Eishoji monastery.

Saigo began to train together with Jigoro Kano and his first student 
Tsunejiro Tomita. The founder of the Kodokan was extremely happy: finally 
he managed to find a remarkable assistant for his judo research. And already 
one year later, in August 1883, he awarded his first two students with the 
rank of Shodan (1st Dan) and black belts.

The materials in the archives of the Kodokan show that Saigo became Ka-
no’s favourite student, to whom the teacher paid most attention. It is interes-
ting, in this respect, to compare the dates when Kano awarded new ranks to 
Saigo and Tomita. In November 1883 they both got the 2nd Dan. Then they 
both skipped the 3rd Dan. The 4th Dan was awarded to them separately: in Au-
gust 1885 to Shiro and in September of the same year to Tomita. Shiro got the 
5th Dan in January 1887 and Tsunejiro — again with a month-long delay. Ap-
parently, this is how Kano demonstrated the difference in their places in judo in 
those days: first Saigo, who joined the school later, and then Tomita — his first 
student. Possibly, the sensei even wanted to please his gifted student by pro-
moting him. And, perhaps, it was not by chance that when in 1889 Kano went 
to Europe by the order of the Imperial Household Agency he appointed Saigo 
as his deputy, even though the latter was younger than many other students.

Saigo Leaves the Kodokan
In the second half of the 1880s Shiro Saigo was undoubtedly the leader of 

the Kodokan wrestling team. And it is not surprising that when in 1889 Kano 
had to choose someone to substitute him during his year and a half long trip 
to Europe, where he got acquainted with educational practices there, the 
professor chose young Shiro Saigo. Even though, there were other students 
at the Kodokan who were older than the young boy from Niigata.

Saigo acted as the director of the Kodokan almost the whole period while 
Kano was outside Japan. But a month before his return he unexpectedly… 
ran away from the Kodokan. What could have forced him to do that? Unfor-
tunately, a lot still remains unknown about that.
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The official sources of the Kodokan keep silent on that. Thus, according to 
the biography of the Kodokan founder published by the judo institute, when 
Kano came to Yokohama on 16 January 1891 ‘he learnt about the problems 
with discipline in the Kodokan and the school of Kano-juku and expelled Saigo.’

Vaguely and slightly contradictory speaks of Shiro Saigo Tsunejiro Tomita: 
‘Saigo-kun was the strongest wrestler during the period of the Struggling prince-
doms in the history of the Kodokan, when its very future was being determined. He 
demonstrated a striking fire-like combat spirit. That is why his name in those days 
was often mentioned in judo circles like the name of a devil. In the period of the 
Masago-cho even children on playgrounds quarrelled because all of them wanted 
to perform the role of ‘Shiro Saigo of the Kodokan’ in their games. But the period of 
his highest mayday lasted for only three and a half or four years. Though he was of 
a very small height Saigo’s character was ‘hot’. He was always ready to start a fierce 
fight and his favourite technique — ‘mountain wind whirl — perfectly reflected his 
nature. Saigo was brave and also straightforward and militant and it’s a pity that 
less than in a year and a half after Kano’s departure abroad he gave up. When I 
met him again more than ten years later he suffered from alcoholism and looked 
very weak. Saigo spent eight years at the Kodokan — from 1882 until 1890. The 
first four years he learnt judo. And the next four years he actively participated in 
competitions and it was then that his character was fully disclosed. If we leave out 
these four years, I still don’t know what Saigo had more — merits or delinquency.’

What do the ‘problems with discipline’ that are mentioned in the official 
biography of Kano mean? What kind of ‘delinquency’ does Tsunejiro Tomita 
refer to? Yamazaki Syotaro, a student of the Kano-juku school of the Ue Ni-
ban-cho period, told the Japanese journalist Kudo Raisuke some interesting 
pieces of information on that.

Yamazaki said, ‘Saigo-san, whom sensei Kano left to manage the Kodokan 
while he was away, was very young — only 22 years old. And it looks like he expe-
rienced the feeling of self-satisfaction with his undoubtedly gifted judo. Moreover, 
there were many students at the Kano-juku (including the Kodokan) who followed 
in their behavior the principle ‘when the cat is away the mice can play’. They be-
came friends with local companies that also attended the Kodokan and began to 
wear jackets with five emblems that looked like a circle with the hieroglyph that 
means ‘one’ — a horizontal line — inside. They were nicknamed ‘Bantyoren’ (‘the 
security group of the quarter’). They used to walk along the quarter from Kudan 
to Kanda with lots of pride, as if kings. Jackets with emblems were highly popular 
among students in those days. In the emblem of ‘the security group of the quar-
ter’ the hieroglyph ‘one’ meant iron and the circle — the wadding in which it was 
wrapped. In the spiritual sense this emblem was a symbol of external softness and 
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internal solidity. And, of course, they fought a lot. I heard that there was not a single 
dog or chicken left in the area of Kudan — they ate all of them…

Saigo-san knew that sensei Kano was about to come back in a month and 
one night he ran away from the capital.’

In essence, this story is further developed in the book titled ‘Moriyoshi 
Otake’ written by a Sugiura and dedicated to the famous judo master of 
those days. In this book we can find not only abstract and general words 
about Saigo’s hooligan-style behavior that cast shadow on the Kodokan 
but also a detailed account of an episode from the life of the young wrestler 
which, probably, became the reason for his escape from Tokyo.

Unfortunately, Sugiura’s book is full of inconsistencies and serious mis-
takes. Therefore, this story should be read with scrutiny. However, many au-
thors have already presented it as pure truth.

So Sugiura writes: ‘Shiro Saigo, who is considered to be the prototype of Su-
gata Sanshiro, apart from being Kano’s deputy at the Kodokan, that was located 
in Eishoji monastery in Shitaya quarter, during the latter’s absence two or three 
times a week held training sessions at Todai University. On his way back after 
the training sessions he would almost always go to the partying area of Asakusa 
Okuyama. There Saigo would drink together with jiu-jitsu wrestlers Moriyoshi 
Otake (Totsuka-ha Yoshin-ryu), Daihati Itikawa (Tenjin Shinyo-ryu) and Shogoro 
Okuda (Kito-ryu). Then they would all organize fighting matches with those who 
were willing to compete (among those who practiced jiu-jitsu, sumo, the art of 
combat with a spear or battleaxe, bojutsu, gekken and other combat arts). Obvi-
ously, this was kept secret from sensei Jigoro Kano.’

Then Sugiura writes that once seven or eight sumoists came to have 
a look at the show made by Otake and his friends. And the jiu-jitsu wrestlers, 
as usually, invited the guests to join the fights. One of the sumoists accep-
ted the invitation. It was a rikishi (a hero, a respectful way to call a sumoist. — 
A. G.) who had the nickname Araumi (‘rough sea’). His height was 195 cm and 
weight — about 143 kg. It was a strong wrestler and a real man of muscle: 
before Araumi became a professional sumoist he worked as a  land digger 
and used to dig huge stones that weighed up to 200 kg in the mountains.

This Araumi, thanks to his incredible bear-like strength easily defeated 
Otake and Itikawa. The failure of jiu-jitsu was obvious. And then Saigo, who 
had been observing the fights from behind his table and drinking sake from 
teacups, stood up.

‘Well! Well! Now I will defeat this bear!’
Having made his way through a group of furious wrestlers of jiu-jitsu, 

Saigo got onto the stage and started the fight with Araumi. But his rival was 
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not only huge but also naked, only wearing his loincloth. And Saigo had to 
sweat a lot before he finally managed to perform a wonderful harai-tsuri-
komi (apparently, the author meant sasae-tsuri-komi-ashi — a front undercut 
under the exposed leg. — A. G.).

‘Victory!’ cried out the jiu-jitsu wrestlers.
And here it started. The renowned bully and cockerel Araumi, who was 

so angry because of his painful fall, unexpectedly bit Saigo’s thigh. The lat-
ter got furious and punched the enemy in the area of the solar plexus. The 
sumoist fainted. But his friends decided to help him. A massive fight began: 
four jiu-jitsu wrestlers against seven rikishi.

The cries of the frightened audience reached a small police brigade. They 
rushed to the place of the fight and tried to stop it. They were swinging their 
long batons and crying: ‘By the name of the law! By the name of the law!’ But 
the fighters got so excited that they soon started to drive the police away, 
which was not surprising as the latter were confronted by the masters of jiu-
jitsu and strongmen-rikishi.

The furious Otake, who was blocked by the police on the bank of the Su-
mida River, performed several famous techniques of the Totsuka Yoshin-ryu 
School and threw one policeman after another into the river.

This incident got the attention of the Chief Police Department that began 
an investigation. Since Saigo was part of the incident, Honda Masujiro and 
Iwanami Shizuya, whom Kano had appointed responsible for the school of 
Kano-juku, via their contact in the police (Sakujiro Yokoyama, who worked as 
a wrestling instructor at the Chief Police Department) asked the chief police 
inspector Michitsune Mishima to help the Kodokan. Finally, the situation was 
settled down.

Sigiura asserts that Saigo was expelled from the Kodokan for the participa-
tion in that fight and left for Kushu, where he died at the age of only 26 or 27.

However, in the reality Shiro Saigo was expelled only after he had left 
Tokyo upon Kano’s arrival from Europe and he did not pass away ‘at the of 
26 or 27’.

On the background of all these mistakes it is difficult to be sure that the 
story about the fight against the sumoists is correct. But it is evident that 
Saigo did something that really cast shadow on the Kodokan and that he 
could no longer look into the eyes of his teacher, whom he, apparently, re-
spected a lot, after that.

It was most probably the feeling of shame that made him leave Tokyo. 
However, there is another point of view on that, which we will look at a bit 
later.
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Shiro Saigo in Nagasaki
Very little is known about the next period in the life of Saigo — from 1890 

until 1922 (the year when he passed away). We know that he moved from 
Tokyo to Nagasaki, where he met the editor of the ‘Hinode’ newspaper Su-
zuki Tengan and became his deputy. Suzuki was connected with nationalis-
tic societies, probably with the ‘Genyosha’ (‘The Dark Ocean Society’) which 
propagated wide territorial expansion, in particular the subjugation of Korea 
and China. It is known that he was a member of the ‘Tenyuke’ brigade that 
operated in Korea during the period of the Tonhaks uprising and during the 
Japanese-Chinese war. Apparently, he took part in spying and diversionary 
operations.

Some people assert that Saigo, who took a big interest in the Japanese 
policies on the mainland, also participated in those events, as well as in the 
1904-1905 Russian-Japanese war.

But his name is found neither on the list of the ‘Tenyuke’ members nor 
among the participants of the events in Manchuria during the Russian-Jap-
anese war. Therefore, there are no reliable data regarding Saigo’s participa-
tion in Jaoan’s secret operations on the mainland.

Sensei Takeda Asajiro, an owner of the 7th Dan in judo, established that 
during his last years Shiro Saigo suffered from sciatica and gastric ulcer 
(which resulted from his addiction to alcohol) and was taken care of in Na-
gasaki by the Nakagawa — the family of his wife Tikako (died at the age of 
92 in 1962). The Nakagawa’s relative Kashiro Hamaguti worked at the docks 
of Mukaijima, a suburb of Onomichi. He recommended Saigo to move 
to Onomichi, where the weather was warmer than in Nagasaki, the life 
cheaper and the landscape more picturesque. And in 1920 Saigo and his 

wife moved there and 
settled down together 
with Hamaguti at the 
Temple of Kisyobo 
that belonged to the 
Dzyodoji (is located in 
the quarter of Kubo in 
Onomichi).

The place was in-
deed very beautiful  — 
almost like from an ad-
vertisement card: the 
temple overlooked the 1904, Shiro SAIGO (second on the right)
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Inner Japanese Sea that was all the 
time crossed by ships; right in front 
on the island of Mukaijima the view 
of the Takamiyama mountain un-
folded; in the west one could see 
the Senkoji mountain — one of the 
most famous places where sakuras 
blossom. And, as is said, Saigo liked 
it a lot to admire the scenery in the 
evenings when the colours of the 
mountains and forests changed 
with the sunset.

In Onomichi Saigo was medi-
cally treated. He also used to gather 
local boys in the yard of the Dzyo-
doji monastery and organized 
sumo competitions for them and 
showed them judo techniques. But 
his illnesses was getting worse and 
worse. Three years after he moved to Onomichi, on 23 December 1922, at the 
age of 56 he passed away in the presence of his spouse Tikako and adopted 
son Takayuki, who had specially come from Tokyo.

The remains of Shiro Saigo were buried in the family grave of the Naka-
gawa in the graveyard at the Daikozi monastery that is located at his spouse’s 
birthplace in the Imakago-cho quarter in Nagasaki.

When Jigoro Kano found out about the death of Saigo, he sent a cer-
tificate of the 6th Dan to his relatives. He wrote the certificate for his fa-
vourite student himself, which he never usually did. The document said: 
‘Shiro Saigo, the owner of the 5th Dan, helped me a lot during the period 
when judo was created. He did research and mastered the depth of throwing 
techniques. Among the several dozens thousands of my students there have 
been no one so far who could outdo Saigo in his favourite techniques. Having 
learnt about his unfortunate illness and that he has passed away, I cannot 
endure this sad fact and in memory of his merits I award the 6th Dan to him. 
Teacher Jigoro Kano.’

Finally, on 7 October 1951 the initiative group headed by Takeda Asajiro 
erected a monument to Shiro Saigo at the Dzyodoji monastery. The epitaph 
on it was written by Risei Kano, the director of the Kodokan at that time and 
a son of its founder.

The monument to Shiro SAIGO
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12. THE GRACIE FAMILY CHALLENGE

Evgeny Radishevsky

After the foundation of the International Judo Federation (1951) the po-
pularity of this wrestling began to grow quickly.

At that time the leadership of the Brazilian school, which later became 
known under the title of Gracie jiu-jitsu, decided that it was time to make 

use of the wave of judo popularity to 
develop their own branch. The Bra-
zilian school that has existed since 
the 1910s began its history after the 
arrival of Mitsuyo Maeda, a master 
of the 4th Dan of the Kodokan judo. 
By that time he had won more than 
1000 fights in the countries of the 
American continent. Having the sup-
port of the politician Gracie, Maeda 
began to teach the politician’s sons 
making emphasis on the use of Ko-

sen judo as the main combat method. By 1951 they had earned the reputa-
tion of the strongest wrestlers in Brazil and called their style the ‘Jiu-jitsu 
of the Gracie family’. This name underlined the application of the ideas of 
tenderness and flexibility in a fight and generally did not contradict the con-
cepts of the Kodokan judo that they had learnt from Maeda.

Mitsuyo MAEDA (first on the right) 
and the GRACIE family

The GRACIE clan
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Helio GRACIE (below) during 
the match against KATO

Moreover, the Gracie family borrowed 
the system of ranks from judo. However, 
they adjusted the attestation program.

In essence, their style was classical Ko-
sen judo — in the same form they learnt 
it from Maeda during the comparatively 
short period. Maeda managed to teach 
them only basic elements and some ad-
vanced techniques before he returned 
to Japan, but this did not prevent the 
Brazilians from changing the name (and 
including their family’s name in it) and gi-
ving master ranks to themselves and their 
students.

In 1951 in order to gain worldwide 
fame the best wrestler of the school He-
lio Gracie sent an official letter to Japan in 
which he challenged any representative of the Kodokan judo.

In response to the invitation, Masahiko Kimura, the 1949 winner of the 
All-Japan Championship, was delegated to Brazil to compete.

Kimura had a frightening reputation in the world of judo as one of the 
strongest fighters. Having arrived in Brazil, he suggested that Helio Gracie 
should first fight against his assistant Kato and publicly announced that if 
Gracie did not defeat Kato he simply would not fight against him. After Helio 
won the match against the young wrestler, Kimura officially accepted the 
challenge and agreed to the fight.

More than 20 thousand Brazilians, including the President and Vice-Pre-
sident of the country, welcomed Kimura and Gracie standing in front each 
other on the tatami. In order to emphasize the significance of the event the 
Gracie family launched a big promo campaign and announced the match 
via the mass media in Europe and America.

As soon as the fight began Kimura took the lead. He did not let Helio 
Gracie make a single technical move and immediately threw him on the mat.

Kimura did not continue the attack and decided not to go for ground-
work. He let the rival stand up and performed a whole series of new effective 
throws which literally hammered the Brazilian into the tatami.

An interesting fact: the organizers of the match from the Gracie fa mily 
knew that Kimura’s specialty were mighty throws and therefore they in-
stalled unusually soft mats that nullified the efficiency of such techniques. 
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But the Brazilians did not know that Ma-
sahiko Kimura also specialized in Kosen 
judo — ground techniques.

Having realized that Gracie would not 
be hurt by throwing techniques as quickly 
as Masahiko wanted, after another throw 
which was absorbed by the soft surface 
he switched over to groundwork and per-
formed a hold. When Gracie tried to avoid 
it, Kimura made use of the rival’s move and 
performed a pure elbow joint lock. After 
a small pause, when Helio Gracie refused 
to give up and tried to continue the fight, 
Kimura had nothing to do but break the 
opponent’s arm.

Even after that Gracie did not accept 
his defeat and Kimura performed a painful 
grapple of his head and neck. Blood started to run from the ears of the Bra-
zilian wrestler and the Japanese master bound to him and asked loudly: ‘Are 
you ok?’ Gracie said, ‘Yes!’ Then, according to the witnesses, Kimura ‘began 
to crash Gracie’s head like an overripe melon.’ Only after that did the rep-

resentatives of the Gracie family throw 
out the towel and accept the humili-
ating defeat.

The fight lasted for about 13 minutes.
The Gracie family’s fame dissolved 

and the representatives of that school 
waited for another 35 years before they 
made a new attempt to gain the world-
wide recognition of their style of judo.

It should be mentioned that He-
lio Gracie refused to accept his defeat 
and officially accused his brother, who 
had thrown out the towel. Some web-
sites provide a version according to 
which the representative of the Gracie 
clan threw out the towel after Kimura 
performed a  joint lock and before the 
injury.

Masahiko KIMURA before the fight 
against Helio GRACIE

KIMURA performing a joint lock 
on GRACIE’s arm
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1. IMPORTANT DATES IN JIGORO KANO’S LIFE

1860. Jigoro was born on 28 October in the town of Mikage, in the pre-
fecture of Hyogo. He was the third son of Jirosaku Mareshiba Kano.

1871. Jigoro was enrolled at Seitatsu Shojuku — a private school in Tokyo 
where he was taught by Keido Ubikata.

1873. Jigoro was enrolled at Ikuei Gijuku — a private school in Karasu-
mori, located in Tokyo. He took special lessons of English and German from 
foreign teachers.

1874. Kano entered Tokyo School of Foreign Languages.
1875. Kano entered the school of Kaisei.
1877. Jigoro entered the Tenjin Shinyo School and practiced under the 

supervision of Hatinosuke Fukuda. He acquired the first skills in jiu-jitsu.
1878. Kano founded the first basketball club in Japan.
1881. Jigoro was awarded a diploma of Tokyo Imperial University with 

majors in literature, politics and political economy.
1882. He became a teacher and later professor of the University of 

Gakushuin. May 1882 is considered as the starting point of judo. At that time 
21-year old Jigoro Kano founded the school titled the Kodokan in the Bud-
dhist temple of Eishoji in Tokyo.

1883. Kano founded the Kobukan — a school for Chinese students — 
and became its rector.

1886. Kano was appointed deputy rector of the University of Gakushuin.
1889. Kano left his position as the deputy rector of the University of 

Gakushuin in order to accept the position at the Imperial Household Agency. 
He went on a year and a half long educational tour around educational es-
tablishments in Europe. He visited Paris, Brussels, Amsterdam and Berlin and 
gave lectures on judo.

1891. In August he married Sumako Takezoe. A month later he became 
rector of the Fifth Higher School in Kumamoto prefecture.

1893. Jigoro returned to Tokyo and became rector of the First Higher 
School in Tokyo and a bit later — rector of Tokyo Higher Normal School.

1897. He left the position of rector of Tokyo Higher Normal School, but 
later took it again.

1901. Kano became rector of Tokyo Higher Normal School for the third 
time. Judo and kendo had gained huge popularity by that time.
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1908. The Parliament unanimously passed a bill that made the teaching 
of gekiken fencing and jiu-jitsu mandatory in all high schools.

1909. Kano became the first Japanese national-member of the Interna-
tional Olympic Committee.

1912. Kano was present at the V Summer Olympic Games in Stockholm 
as a member of the IOC. He visited Vienna, Paris and London.

1920. Kano was present at the VII Summer Olympic Games in Antwerp as 
a member of the IOC. He visited Paris and London.

1922. Kano was elected to the Upper Chamber of the Parliament.
1928. Kano was present at the IX Summer Olympic Games in Amsterdam 

as a member of the International Olympic Committee. He visited Berlin, Paris 
and Rome. He also traveled across China.

1932. Kano was present at the X Summer Olympic Games in Los Angeles 
as a member of the International Olympic Committee. He visited Vancouver, 
Seattle and Hawaii.

1933. Kano went to Europe with the aim of promoting Tokyo as the capi-
tal of the XII Summer Olympic Games. He visited Moscow, Stuttgart, Berlin, 
London, Paris and Madrid.

1934. Kano visited Moscow, Warsaw, Vienna, Belgrade, Paris, London, Na-
ples, Singapore, Hong Kong and Shanghai.

1936. Kano was present at the XI Summer Olympic Games in Berlin as 
a  member of the IOC. He visited Seattle, Vancouver, New York, Bucharest, 
Paris and London.

1938. Kano visited Singapore, Cairo and Vancouver. He took part in the 
meeting of the International Olympic Committee in Cairo where he sugges-
ted Tokyo as a candidate to hold the XII Olympic Games. Jigoro Kano died on 
4 May on a ship on his way back home.

The family of Jigoro KANO
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APPENDIX 2. THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF JUDO
IN THE INTERNATIONAL ARENA ON THE WAY TO THE OLYMPIC GAMES

1914. The Kodokan graduate Vasily Oschepkov opened the first judo sec-
tion in Russia in Vladivostok.

1917. The first international judo competition took place in Vladivostok 
between the students of Oschepkov and students from the Higher Commer-
cial School from the town of Otaru.

1924. Tatsuo Okoshi began his work in Brazil.
1925. Hanno Rhi began coaching judo in Switzerland.
1928. The Kodokan graduate Australian Dr. Arthur John Ross organized a 

judo section in Australia, Brisbane; and Shinzo Takagaki (Japan) established 
a judo club in Sidney.

1934. In Dresden (Germany, ‘Crystal Palace’ movie theatre) the first indi-
vidual European judo tournament took place.

1948. The European Judo Union was founded in London. The Kodokan 
graduate Lawrie Hargrave (the US Navy) opened a judo club in New Zealand 
with the support of the Kodokan.

1950. Andres Kolychkine-Thompson (a student of Mikonosuke Kawaishi) 
began his work in Cuba. Judo clubs in Luxemburg, GDR, Portugal, Yugosla-
via, Denmark and Czechoslovakia began working actively.

1951. The International Judo Federation was founded. The first European 
Championship was held in Paris.

1952. The first Championship of America took place in the capital of 
Cuba Havana. The Australian Judo Federation was established.

1956. The first Judo World Championship took place in Tokyo. China, Tai-
wan, Cambodia, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, the Philippines and Thailand founded 
the Asian Judo Union. The Judo Federation of New Zealand was established.

1959. The first judo clubs were opened in the Dominican Republic.
1960. At the 58th session of the International Olympic Committee in 

Rome judo was included in the programme of the 1964 Olympic Games in 
Tokyo (39 votes in favor versus 2 votes against).

1961. On the initiative of Louis Guirandou-N’Diaye (Cote d’Ivoire) the Af-
rican Judo Union was established. Finland and the USSR joined the European 
Judo Union.

1962. Ireland, Turkey, Poland and Sweden became members of the Euro-
pean Judo Union.

1964. Judo’s debut in the programme of the Summer Olympic Games in 
Tokyo. In December the first African Championship took place.
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1966. In Manila (the Philippines) the first Asian Judo Championship was 
held. In Austria the first competition was held within the programme of the 
Military World Games.

1968. The Pan-American Judo Union was created.
1972. Since this year judo has always been present in the programme of 

the Olympic Games (in 1968 the tournament was not held).
1973. The Judo Federation of the USSR was founded.
1975. The first female European Championship was held in Munich (FRG).
1980. The first female World Championship took place in New York (USA).
1981. The first female Asian Championship took place in Jakarta 

(Indonesia).
1985. At the 90th session of the International Olympic Committee in Ber-

lin female judo was included in the programme of the XXV Summer Olympic 
Games in 1992 in Barcelona (Spain).

1992. The judo competitions among men and women were for the first 
time held within the programme of the XXV Summer Olympic Games in 
Barcelona.
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APPENDIX 3. JUDO AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES

Judo was first included in the Summer 
Olympic Games at the 1964  Games in To-
kyo, Japan. Since 1964, judo has been an 
Olympic sport in each Olympiad except the 
Mexico Games of 1968. In the beginning, 
only male judoka participated at the Sum-
mer Olympics. Women judoka were first 
awarded medals at the 1992 Barcelona Sum-
mer Olympic Games. 

At the London Olympic Games 2012, 
there are 14  judo medal sets available, in-
volving seven weight categories for both, 

men and women. Hereby, the Olympic Games 2012 will provide 14 events 
and will be awarded 14  Gold medals, 14  Silver medals and 28  Bronze 
medals.

MEN’S EVENTS (7)
Up to 60 kg
+60 kg up to 66 kg
+66 kg up to 73 kg
+73 kg up to 81 kg
+81 kg up to 90 kg
+90 kg up to 100 kg
+ 100 kg

MEN’S EVENTS (7)
Up to 60 kg
+60 kg up to 66 kg
+66 kg up to 73 kg
+73 kg up to 81 kg
+81 kg up to 90 kg
+90 kg up to 100 kg
+ 100 kg

The qualification is determined almost entirely by the International 
Judo Federation’s (IJF) world ranking list as of May 1st, 2012. Each na-
tion can qualify one athlete per event. For each man’s event, the top 
22 athletes in the rankings (abiding by the ‘one-per-country’ rule) all di-

London 2012 
Olympics judo pictogram
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rectly qualify for the Olympics. For the women judoka, that number is 
14 athletes.

After this first phase of qualifying, the ranking list is again used to qua-
lify the next-best athletes on a continental basis: 25 athletes from Europe, 
24  from Africa, 21  of the Pan-America, 20  from Asia and 10  from Oceania. 
The IJF World Ranking List as of 1st May 2012 will be used to allocate the 
352 places.

In addition, IJF will provide 20  wild-cards that will be announced be-
tween May and July 2012. Total will be present 214 judoka men, 138 judoka 
women, 20 tripartite places and 14 judokas from the host country. 

The allocation for each union is given according to the number of IJF af-
filiated member national federations by the following quota:

Continent Countries Men Women Total Places

Africa 47 14 10 24
Europe 50 14 11 25
Asia 38 12  8 20
Oceania 17 7 3 10
Pan-America 42 13 8 21
Total       100

By 10th May 2012 the IJF will confirm to the NOCs the names of qualified 
athletes. 

By 31st May 2012 NOCs must confirm to the IJF the use of quota places 
allocated to their athlete(s).

By 10th June 2012 the IJF will confirm the reallocation of unused quota 
places.

All athletes must comply with the provisions of the Olympic Charter cur-
rently in force and only those athletes who have complied with the Olympic 
Charter may participate in the Olympic Games.

In addition, athletes must:
— be registered members of their IJF affiliated National Federation.
— be minimum 1st Dan and minimum of 15 years age in 2012 (according 

to the IJF Regulations by the year of birth, born 1997 and earlier).
— have participated in at least one World or Continental Senior 

Champion ships, or in two IJF Qualification events during the two year quali-
fication period.

To date the following Olympic medals for judo have been awarded — 
109 gold medals, 107 silver medals and 217 bronze medals making a total of 
433 medals.
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Rank Nation Gold Silver Bronze Total

1 Japan 35 15 15 65
2 France 10 8 19 37
3 South Korea 9 14 14 37
4 China 8 2 8 18

5 Russia 
(including USSR teams) 7 8 20 35

6 Cuba 5 11 16 32

7 Germany 
(including all German teams) 5 6 19 30

8 Netherlands 4 2 14 20
9 Poland 3 3 2 8
10 Italy 3 3 6 12
11 Spain 3 1 2 6
12 Brazil 2 3 10 15
13 Austria 2 2 1 5
14 Belgium 2 1 7 10
15 Georgia 2 1 2 5
16 Hungary 1 2 4 7

North Korea 1 2 4 7
18 Mongolia 1 1 3 5
19 Switzerland 1 1 2 4
20 Romania 1 0 3 4
21 Azerbaijan 1 0 1 2

Belarus 1 0 1 2
Turkey 1 0 1 2

24 Greece 1 0 0 1
25 Great Britain 0 7 9 16
26 USA 0 3 7 10
27 Canada 0 2 2 4

London 2012 
Olympic medals
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Rank Nation Gold Silver Bronze Total

28 Uzbekistan 0 2 1 3
29 Bulgaria 0 1 2 3

Israel 0 1 2 3
Ukraine 0 1 2 3

32 Algeria 0 1 1 2
Egypt 0 1 1 2

34 Kazakhstan 0 1 0 1
Slovakia 0 1 0 1

36 Estonia 0 0 3 3
37 Australia 0 0 2 2

Slovenia 0 0 2 2
Serbia
(including Yugoslav team) 0 0 2 2

40 Argentina 0 0 1 1
Czech Republic
(including Czechoslovak 
team)

0 0 1 1

Iceland 0 0 1 1
Kyrgystan 0 0 1 1
Latvia 0 0 1 1
Portugal 0 0 1 1
Tajikistan 0 0 1 1

London 2012 Olympic stadium
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Name Term of Presidency Country

Marius VIZER 2007 — present Austria
Yong Sung PARK 1995-2007 Korea
Luis BAGUENA 1991-1995 Spain
Lawrie HARGRAVE 1989-1991 New Zealand
Sarkis KALOGHLIAN 1987-1989 Argentina
Shigeyoshi MATSUMAE 1979-1987 Japan
Charles PALMER 1965-1979 Great Britain
Risei KANO 1952-1965 Japan
Aldo TORDI 1951-1952 Italy

APPENDIX 4. 
THE PRESIDENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL JUDO FEDERATION

 Marius VIZER Yong Sung PARK Luis BAGUENA

 Shigeyoshi MATSUMAE Charles PALMER Risei KANO
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Name Years of Life Year of Promotion
Yoshiaki YAMASHITA 1865-1935 1935
Hajime ISOGAI 1871-1947 1937
Hidekazu NAGAOKA 1876-1952 1937
Kyuzo MIFUNE 1883-1965 1945
Kunisaburo IIZUKA 1875-1958 1946
Kaichiro SAMURA 1880-1964 1948
Shotaro TABATA 1884-1950 1948
Kotaro OKANO 1885-1967 1967
Matsutaro SHORIKI 1885-1969 1969
Shozo NAKANO 1888-1977 1977
Tamio KURIHARA 1896-1979 1979
Sumiyuki KOTANI 1903-1991 1984
Toshiro DAIGO 1926 2006
Ichiro ABE 1923 2006
Yoshimi OSAWA 1927 2006

1933. Jigoro KANO (in the centre) with his students —
instructors of the Kodokan judo

APPENDIX 5. THE HIERARCHY OF WORLD JUDO

5.1. COACHES AND SPECIALISTS

On the world hierarchical ladder the founder of judo Jigoro Kano is at the 
top having the 12th Dan of the Kodokan judo.

Fifteen Japanese nationals were awarded the 10th Dan by the Institute of 
the Kodokan judo:
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Three Europeans were awarded the 10th Dan by the International Judo 
Federation:

Name Years of Life Country Year
of Promotion

Anton GEESINK 1934-2010 Netherlands 1997
Charles PALMER 1930-2001 Great Britain 1997
George KERR 1937 Great Britain 2010

Another five judo players were awarded the 10th Dan by their national 
judo federations:

Name Years of Life Country Year
of Promotion

Mikonosuke
KAWAISHI

1899-1969 France/Japan 1969

Philip PORTER 1925 USA 2005
Henri COURTINE 1930 France 2007
Jaap NAUWELAERTS
DE AGE

1917 Netherlands 2008

George LEE HARRIS 1933-2011 USA 2011

These are the people who, first of all, made significant contributions to 
the development of judo and not sportsmen who won gold medals at these 
or those competitions. As medals and titles are only current assessments of 
the technical and tactical abilities of a judo player at the time a competition 
is held and not a limit of sophistication.

The certificate of the award of the 10th Dan of the Kodokan judo 
to Yoshiaki YAMASHITA, which was personally written by Jigoro KANO
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Yoshiaki (Yoshitsugu) YAMASHITA
(1865-1935)
Was born on 16 February 1865. Entered 

the Kodokan in 1884. Enjoyed great po-
pularity and fame among all the jiu-jitsu 
schools during the Meiji period. Became 
the first assistant to Jigoro Kano and oc-
cupied a special place in the history of 
judo. In 1903-1906 visited the USA where 
he taught judo to President Theodore 
Roosevelt. Yamashita was the first person 
in the history who received a certificate of 
the 10th Dan award personally from Jigoro 
Kano. It happened on 26 October 1935, 
two days before he passed away.

Kyuzo MIFUNE
(1883-1965)
Was born on 21 April 1883. Began prac-

ticing judo at the age of 13 and in 1903 
entered the Kodokan. By 1912 he had al-
ready reached the level of the 6th Dan and 
become a teacher at the Kodokan.

The speed at which Kyuzo mastered 
the methods of judo can only be compared 
to the speed at which he was climbing up 
the hierarchy ladder. He was awarded the 
10th Dan on 25 May 1945 and became the 
second young person to have been ho-
nored in that way. Mifune held this rank 
until his death, almost for 20 years — this 
is the longest period in the history. He was 

a permanent member of the Consulting Group at the Kodokan School. He 
wrote the book titled ‘The Canon of Judo’. In 1964 the Japanese government 
awarded Mifune with the decoration Order of the Rising Sun.

Before his death (27 January 1965) Mifune was the only living owner of 
the 10th Dan.
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Kunisaburo IIZUKA
(1875-1958)
He was born on 13 February 1875. 

Entered the Kodokan in 1891 and 
on 5 April 1946 he was awarded the 
10th Dan. The young man passio nately 
wanted to go abroad but when he 
understood that the dream could not 
be realized he asked in 1906 to be re-
cruited as a teacher at the oldest pri-
vate university of Japan in Keio. He 
worked there for more than 50 years. 
Iizuka was a member of the Council 
and Consulting Group at the Kodokan. 
He passed away on 25 July 1958.

Kaichiro SAMURA
(1880-1964)
Was born on 13 November 1880. 

One of the two long-livers who had the 
10th Dan. He was enrolled at the Kodo-
kan in 1898. On 5 April 1948 he got the 
10th Dan. In 1899 Samura became head 
of the judo section of the Dai Nippon 
Butoku Kai. He traveled a lot and active-
ly taught at police establishments and 
schools. In 1931 Samura began to teach 
at the Kodokan and became a member 
of the Consulting Group. He died on 
6 November 1964.
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Sumiyuki KOTANI
(1903-1991)
He was awarded the 10th Dan in April 1984.
He graduated from the Tokyo College of Edu-

cation. He was one of the students of Jigoro Kano 
and the seventh person to have been awarded the 
10th Dan during lifetime.

Kotani was very active in promoting judo not only 
in Japan but also beyond its borders. For a long time 
he was the chief instructor of the international sec-
tion of the Kodokan and professor at Tokai University. 
He was first a member and then Vice-President of the 
Japan Judo Federation. Died on 19 October 1991.

Shotaro TABATA
(1884-1950)
Entered the Kodokan in 1900. Got the 10th Dan 

on 5 April 1948. He became third among the young 
judo players to have been awarded this rank.

From 1905 Tabata worked at the Dai Nippon 
Butoku Kai in Kyoto where he taught a large num-
ber of future teachers, by which he contri buted 
to the development and dissemination of judo. 
Together with Isogai he occupied an ho norable 
place in the history of Kansai judo. Passed away 
on 25 May 1950.

Kotaro OKANO
(1885-1967)
Born in April 1885. After his death on 2 April 

1967 he became the eighth person in the history 
who had the 10th Dan. Okano was the first certi-
fied graduate of the Budo Senmon Gakko — a 
prestigious college of pre-war training of special-
ists in the field of budo that was located in Kyoto. 
He became a shihan (master-teacher of martial 
arts) at the 6th school of the police in Okayama. 
At that time his technique was considered among 
the best in the world.
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Hajime ISOGAI
(1871-1947)
Was accepted to the Kodokan personally by Ji-

goro Kano in 1891. In 1899 he was selected to teach 
at the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai in Kyoto, where he 
dealt with training future teachers for a long time. On 
22 December 1937 Jigoro Kano awarded the 10th Dan 
to him. At the age of 66 Isogai became the fourth 
among the youngest who reached this level of mas-
tery. He made a great contribution to the develop-
ment of Kansai judo. Passed away on 19 April 1947.

Hidekazu NAGAOKA
(1876-1952)
Born on 17 September 1876 in Okayama. At 

the age of 16 he arrived in Tokyo. In 1893 en-
tered the Kodokan. People said about him: ‘The 
technique — sutemi (the strategy of self-sac-
rifice. — V. G.), the man — Nagaoka.’ Many of 
his fights still remain the subject of numerous 
recalling. All Hidekazu’s efforts were directed 
at training young teachers. On 27 December 
1937 he was awarded the 10th Dan. He was one 
of the three judo players to whom the rank was 
awarded personally by Jigoro Kano. Nagaoka 
and Isogai were Kano’s first students who got the 10th Dan while the founder 
of judo was still alive. Died on 22 November 1952.

Matsutaro SHORIKI
(1885-1969)
Born on 11 April 1885 in Toyama prefecture. 

Studied at Tokyo University. Worked as director 
of a police department, president of the Japanese 
newspaper ‘Yomiuri Shimbun’ and later became its 
owner. He was a member of the House of Council-
lors and the House of Representatives and a state 
minister. He was the organizer of the first Japanese 
commercial TV channel and the national corpora-
tion of TV networks. 
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He participated in the development of professional baseball in Japan, 
was elected president of the French-Japanese University Association of Judo, 
chairman of the Japanese Centre of Martial Arts ‘Budokan’ and president of 
the National Judo Union. Shoriki is the only person in the history of the Kodo-
kan who got the 10th Dan not being a professional wrestler. It was awarded to 
him posthumously (on 9 October 1969) for the special merits in promoting 
judo.

Tamio KURIHARA
(1896-1979)
Born in May 1896 in Himeji. Became 

the eleventh person in the history to have 
been awarded the 10th Dan. This rank was 
given to him after he passed away on 
8 October 1979.

He graduated from the Budo Sen-
mon Gakko college of pre-military 
training and became a shihan in the 
Third Higher School of Kyoto. One of his 
brightest achievements is the victory in 
the final of the Emperor’s Cup that took 
place in 1926.

Shozo NAKANO
(1888-1977)
Born in January 1888. Became the 

owner of the 10th Dan after his death on 
22 December 1977. Nakano was the chief 
teacher at the military-medical school 
Ikashika at Tokyo University. He was an 
active promoter of the Kodokan judo 
internationally. Uchi-mata, Nakano’s fa-
mous throw, was known in the whole 
world. He said: ‘My strategy is to let my 
rival get his beloved, but only seeming, 
power and then to find my own chance to 
throw him.’
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Toshiro DAIGO
Born in 1926. Author of the book titled ‘Ko-

dokan Judo Throwing Techniques’ and several 
judo textbooks. For many years he was the 
manager of the instructors’ section of the Ko-
dokan, manager of the national team of Japan 
during the 1976 and 1984 Olympic Games.

An international referee. In 1951 and 1954 
he became the champion of Japan. Was award-
ed the 9th Dan in 1992. On 8 January 2006 Yu-
kimitsu Kano, Jigoro Kano’s grandson, awarded 
the 10th Dan to Toshiro Daigo.

Yoshimi OSAWA
Born in 1927. Perfected the technique of ashi-

waza (throws which are performed mainly with 
the use of legs). In spite of his light weight, he was 
considered a real claimer for the champion title in 
Japan.

He accomplished great success in advancing 
female judo. He taught at the Kodokan and for 
many years was an international referee.

Was awarded the 10th Dan on the same day 
with Daigo and Abe, on 8 January 2006.

Ichiro ABE
Born in 1923. For some years he was the 

President of the All-Japan Judo Federation. He 
was the head of the group promoting the Ko-
dokan and of its international section.

Abe toured many European countries with 
lectures on judo. He was the coach of the Bel-
gian national team; contributed to the deve-
lopment of judo in France and Belgium, orga-
nized training courses for teachers there.

On 8 January 2006 Yukimutsu Kano award-
ed the 10th Dan to Ichiro Abe.
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Anton GEESINK
(1934-2010)
Born on 6 April 1934 in Utrecht 

(Netherlands). The Olympic champi-
on (1964), two-time world champion 
(1961, 1965), 21-time European cham-
pion (taking into account competitions 
among professionals and owners of 
black belts). Thanks to his outstanding 
results at international tournaments 
Geesink managed to dissolve the myth 
that judo is a purely Japanese kind of 
sport. In 1987 he became a member 
of the Netherlands and International 
Olympic Committees. In October 
1997 the International Judo Federa-
tion awarded the 10th Dan to him. He 
passed away on 27 August 2010.

Charles PALMER
(1930-2001)
Born on 15 April 1930 in Ealing, West 

London (Great Britain). In 1965 he was 
elected president of the International 
Judo Federation at the Congress of the 
IJF in Rio de Janeiro and managed the 
organization for 14 years. In 1979 Palmer 
was elected Honorary President of the IJF. 
For 24 years (1961-1985) he headed the 
British Judo Association.

He actively worked in different interna-
tional sporting organizations. In October 
1997 the International Judo Federation 
awarded the 10th Dan to Charles Palmer. 
He passed away on 17 August 2001.
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George KERR
Born on 24 August 1937 in Scotland. 

Many times prizewinner at European judo 
championships (1962-1967). In 2002 Kerr 
became the first member of the Scottish 
Judo Hall of Fame. In 1991-1997 he served 
as the President of the British Judo Asso-
ciation, then as Vice-President (until 2001) 
and then became President again.

As the coach of the Austrian national 
team, he prepared the two-time Olympic 
champion Peter Seisenbacher. As a refe-
ree, he participated in the 1972 and 1976 
Games.

On 7 February 2010 the International 
Judo Federation awarded the 10th Dan to 
Kerr in recognition of his distinguished 
merits as a sportsman, coach, referee and administrator.

The Kodokan judo certificate of the 10th Dan award to Kyuzo MIFUNE
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Jaap NAUWELAERTS DE AGE (1917), 
Netherlands

George LEE HARRIS (1933-2011),
USA

Mikonosuke KAWAISHI (1899-1969),
France/Japan

Philip PORTER (1925), USAHenri COURTINE (1930), France
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5.2. MULTIPLE OLYMPIC CHAMPIONS

Tadahiro NOMURA (Japan)

Born December 10, 1974 in Japan.
Three-time Olympic champion
(1996, 2000, 2004)
in the weight category 60 kg.

David DOUILLET (France)

Born February 17, 1969 in France.
Two-time Olympic champion (1996, 2000)
and bronze medalist (1992)
in the heavyweight category.

Hitoshi SAITO (Japan)

Born January 2, 1961 in Japan.
Two-time Olympic champion (1984, 1988)
in the heavyweight category.
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Willem RUSKA (Netherlands)

Born August 29, 1940 in the Netherlands.
Two-time Olympic champion (1972)
in the heavyweight and absolute category.

Peter SEISENBACHER (Austria)

Born March 25, 1960 in Austria.
Two-time Olympic champion
(1984, 1988)
in the weight category 86 kg.

Waldemar LEGIEN (Poland)

Born August 28, 1963 in Poland.
Two-time Olympic champion:
1988 — weight category 78 kg,
1992 — 86 kg.

Masato UCHISHIBA (Japan)

Born June 17, 1978 in Japan.
Two-time Olympic champion
(2004, 2008)
in the weight category 66 kg.
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5.2.1. OLYMPIC CHAMPIONS AND PRIZEWINNERS

XVIII Olympic Games
Tokyo, Japan, October 10-24, 1964

5 151 athletes (678 women and 4 473 men) from 93 countries 
participated. 163 sets of medals were played in 19 disciplines.

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 68 kg

1 Takehide NAKATANI Japan
2 Eric Haenni Switzerland
3 Aron Bogolyubov USSR
3 Oleg Stepanov USSR

Weight category 80 kg
1 Isao OKANO Japan
2 Wolfgang Hofmann FRG
3 James Bregman USA
3 Hi-Tae Kim Korea

Weight category over 80 kg
1 Isao INOKUMA Japan
2 Douglas Rogers Canada
3 Parnaoz Chikviladze USSR
3 Anzor Kiknadze USSR

Weight category open
1 Anton GEESINK Netherlands
2 Akio Kaminaga Japan
3 Theodore Boronovskis Australia
3 Klaus Glahn FRG

XX Olympic Games
Munich, FRG, August 26 — September 11, 1972

7 134 athletes (1 059 women and 6 075 men) from 121 countries 
participated. 195 sets of medals were played in 23 disciplines.

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS
Position Name Country

Weight category 63 kg
1 Takao KAWAGUCHI Japan
2 Disqualified
3 Jean-Jacques Mounier France
3 Yong Ik Kim DPRK
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Weight category 70 kg
1 Toyokazu NOMURA Japan
2 Antoni Zajkowski Poland
3 Dietmar Hoetger GDR
3 Anatoly Novikov USSR

Weight category 80 kg
1 Shinobu SEKINE Japan
2 Seung-Lip Oh Korea
3 Brian Jacks Great Britain
3 Jean-Paul Coche France

Weight category 93 kg
1 Shota CHOCHISHVILI USSR
2 David Starbrook Great Britain
3 Chiaki Ishii Brazil
3 Paul Barth FRG

Weight category over 93 kg
1 Willem RUSKA Netherlands
2 Klaus Glahn FRG
3 Motoki Nishimura Japan
3 Givi Onashvili USSR

Weight category open
1 Willem RUSKA Netherlands
2 Vitaly Kuznetsov USSR
3 Angelo Parisi France
3 Jean-Claude Brondani France

XXI Olympic Games
Montreal, Canada, July 17 — August 1, 1976

6 084 athletes (1 260 women and 4 824 men) from 92 coun-
tries participated. 198  sets of medals were played in 
21 disciplines.

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 63 kg

1 Héctor Rodriguez TORRES Cuba
2 Eun-Kyung Chang Korea
3 József Tuncsik Hungary
3 Felice Mariani Italy
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Weight category 70 kg
1 Vladimir NEVZOROV USSR
2 Koji Kuramoto Japan
3 Marian Talaj Poland
3 Patrick Vial France

Weight category 80 kg
1 Isamu SONODA Japan
2 Valery Dvoinikov USSR
3 Slavko Obadov Yugoslavia
3 Young-Chul Park Korea

Weight category 93 kg
1 Kazuhiro NINOMIYA Japan
2 Ramaz Kharshiladze USSR
3 David Starbrook Great Britain
3 Jürgen Roethlisberger Switzerland

Weight category over 93 kg
1 Sergey NOVIKOV USSR
2 Günter Neureuther FRG
3 Sumio Endo Japan
3 Allen Coage USA

Weight category open
1 Haruki UEMURA Japan
2 Keith Remfry Great Britain
3 Shota Chochishvili USSR
3 Jae-Ki Cho Korea

XXII Olympic Games
Moscow, USSR, July 19 — August 3, 1980

5 179 athletes (1 115 women and 4 064 men) from 
80 countries participated. 203 sets of medals were 
played in 21 disciplines.

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Thierry REY France
2 José Rafael Rodriguez Carbonell Cuba
3 Tibor Kincses Hungary
3 Aramby Emizh USSR
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Weight category 65 kg
1 Nickolay SOLODUKHIN USSR
2 Tzendjing Damdin Mongolia
3 Iliyan Nedkov Bulgaria
3 Janusz Pawlowski Poland

Weight category 71 kg
1 Ezio GAMBA Italy
2 Neil Adams Great Britain
3 Ravdan Davaadalai Mongolia
3 Karl-Heinz Lehmann GDR

Weight category 78 kg
1 Shota KHABARELI USSR
2 Juan Ferrer Lahera Cuba
3 Bernard Choullouyan France
3 Harald Heinke GDR

Weight category 86 kg
1 Jürgen ROETHLISBERGER Switzerland
2 Isaac Azcuy Oliva Cuba
3 Detlef Ultsch GDR
3 Alexander Yatskevich USSR

Weight category 95 kg
1 Robert VAN DE WALLE Belgium
2 Tengiz Khubuluri USSR
3 Henk Numan Netherlands
3 Dietmar Lorenz GDR

Weight category over 95 kg
1 Angelo PARISI France
2 Dimitar Zapryanov Bulgaria
3 Radomir Kovacevic Yugoslavia
3 Vladimir Kocman Czechoslovakia

Weight category open
1 Dietmar LORENZ GDR
2 Angelo Parisi France
3 Arthur Mapp Great Britain
3 Andras Oszvar Hungary
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Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Shinji HOSOKAWA Japan
2 Jae-Yup Kim Korea
3 Neil Eckersley Great Britain
3 Ed Liddie USA

Weight category 65 kg
1 Yoshiyuki MATSUOKA Japan
2 Jung-Oh Hwang Korea
3 Marc Alexandre France
3 Josef Reiter Austria

Weight category 71 kg
1 BYEONG-KEUN AHN Korea
2 Ezio Gamba Italy
3 Luis Onmura Brazil
3 Kerrith Brown Great Britain

Weight category 78 kg
1 Frank WIENEKE FRG
2 Neil Adams Great Britain
3 Michel Nowak France
3 Mircea Fratica Romania

Weight category 86 kg
1 Peter SEISENBACHER Austria
2 Robert Berland USA
3 Walter Carmona Brazil
3 Seiki Nose Japan

Weight category 95 kg
1 HYUNG-YOO HA Korea
2 Douglas Vieira Brazil
3 Bjarni Fridriksson Iceland
3 Günter Neureuther FRG

XXIII Olympic Games
Los Angeles, USA, July 28 — August 12, 1984

6  829 athletes (1  566  women and 5  263 men) from 
140  countries participated. 221  sets of medals were 
played in 23 disciplines.

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS
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Weight category over 95 kg
1 Hitoshi SAITO Japan
2 Angelo Parisi France
3 Mark Berger Canada
3 Yong-Chul Cho Korea

Weight category open
1 Yasuhiro YAMASHITA Japan
2 Mohammed Ali Rashwan Egypt
3 Arthur Schnabel FRG
3 Mihail Cioc Romania

XXIV Olympic Games
Seoul, Korea, September 17 — October 2, 1988

8  391 athletes (2  194  women and 6  197  men) from 
159 countries participated. 237 sets of medals were played 
in 25 disciplines.

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 JAE-YUP KIM Korea
2 Kevin Asano USA
3 Shinji Hosokawa Japan
3 Amiran Totikashvili USSR

Weight category 65 kg
1 KYUNG-KEUN LEE Korea
2 Janusz Pawlowski Poland
3 Bruno Carabetta France
3 Yosuke Yamamoto Japan

Weight category 71 kg
1 Marc ALEXANDRE France
2 Sven Loll GDR
3 Georgy Tenadze USSR
3 Michael Swain USA
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Peter SEISENBACHER (Austria) attacks

Weight category 78 kg
1 Waldemar LEGIEN Poland
2 Frank Wieneke FRG
3 Torsten Bréchot GDR
3 Bashir Varaev USSR

Weight category 86 kg
1 Peter SEISENBACHER Austria
2 Vladimir Shestakov USSR
3 Ben Spijkers Netherlands
3 Akinobu Osako Japan

Weight category 95 kg
1 Aurélio MIGUEL Brazil
2 Marc Meiling FRG
3 Robert Van De Walle Belgium
3 Dennis Stewart Great Britain

Weight category over 95 kg
1 Hitoshi SAITO Japan
2 Henry Stoehr GDR
3 Grigory Verichev USSR
3 Yong-Chul Cho Korea
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XXV Olympic Games
Barcelona, Spain, July 25 — August 9, 1992

9  356 athletes (2  704  women and 6  652  men) from 
169  countries participated. 257  sets of medals were 
played in 28 disciplines.

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Nazim GUSEINOV UT (Azerbaijan)
2 Kyung-Hyung Yoon Korea
3 Richard Trautmann Germany
3 Tadanori Koshino Japan

Weight category 65 kg
1 Rogerio CARDOSO Brazil
2 József Csák Hungary
3 Israel Hernández Cuba
3 Udo Quellmalz Germany

Weight category 71 kg
1 Toshihiko KOGA Japan
2 Bertalan Hajtós Hungary
3 Shay-Oren Smadja Israel
3 Hoon-Yong Chung Korea

Weight category 78 kg
1 Hidehiko YOSHIDA Japan
2 Jason Morris USA
3 Bertrand Damaisin France
3 Byung-Joo Kim Korea

Weight category 86 kg
1 Waldemar LEGIEN Poland
2 Pascal Tayot France
3 Nicolas Gill Canada
3 Hirotaka Okada Japan

Weight category 95 kg
1 Antal KOVÁCS Hungary
2 Raymond Stevens Great Britain
3 Theo Meijer Netherlands
3 Dmitry Sergeev UT (Russia)
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XXVI Olympic Games
Atlanta, USA, July 19 — August 4, 1996

10  318  athletes (3  512  women and 6  806  men) from 
197 countries participated. 271 sets of medals were played 
in 26 disciplines.
Belarus was represented by 159 athletes who competed in 
21  disciplines. Belarusian representatives won 15  medals: 
1 gold, 6 silver and 8 bronze. In the unofficial team standing 
Belarus took the 37th place and the 20th place according to 
the number of medals.

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Tadahiro NOMURA Japan
2 Girolamo Giovinazzo Italy
3 Richard Trautmann Germany
3 Dorjpalam Narmandakh Mongolia

Weight category 65 kg
1 Udo QUELLMALZ Germany
2 Yukimasa Nakamura Japan
3 Henrique Guimaraes Brazil
3 Israel Hernández Cuba

Weight category 71 kg
1 Kenzo NAKAMURA Japan
2 Dae-Sung Kwak Korea
3 Christophe Gagliano France
3 Jimmy Pedro USA

Weight category 78 kg
1 Djamel BOURAS France
2 Toshihiko Koga Japan
3 Soso Liparteliani Georgia
3 In-Chul Cho Korea

Weight category over 95 kg
1 David KHAKHALEISHVILI UT (Georgia)
2 Naoya Ogawa Japan
3 David Douillet France
3 Imre Csösz Hungary
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Weight category 86 kg
1 KI-YOUNG JEON Korea
2 Armen Bagdasarov Uzbekistan
3 Mark Huizinga Netherlands
3 Marko Spittka Germany

Weight category 95 kg
1 Pawel NASTULA Poland
2 Min-Soo Kim Korea
3 Stéphane Traineau France
3 Aurélio Miguel Brazil

Weight category over 95 kg
1 David DOUILLET France
2 Ernesto Pérez Spain
3 Harry Van Barneveld Belgium
3 Frank Moeller Germany

XXVII Olympic Games
Sydney, Australia, September 15 — October 1, 2000

10  651  athletes (4  069  women and 6  582  men) from 
199  countries participated. 300  sets of medals were 
played in 28 disciplines.
Belarus was represented by 134 athletes who competed in 
21  disciplines. Belarusian representatives won 17  medals: 
3 gold, 3 silver and 11 bronze. In the unofficial team stan-
ding Belarus took the 23th place and the 16th place accor-
ding to the number of medals.

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Tadahiro NOMURA Japan
2 Bu-Kyung Jung Korea
3 Manolo Poulot Cuba
3 Aidyn Smagulov Kyrgyzstan

Weight category 66 kg
1 Huseyin OZKAN Turkey
2 Larbi Benboudaoud France
3 Giorgi Vazagashvili Georgia
3 Girolamo Giovinazzo Italy
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From left to right: Tiago CAMILO (Brazil), Giuseppe MADDALONI (Italy), 
Anatoly LARYUKOV (Belarus) and Vsevolods ZELONIJS (Latvia) on the Olympic podium

Weight category 73 kg
1 Giuseppe MADDALONI Italy
2 Tiago Camilo Brazil
3 Vsevolods Zelonijs Latvia
3 Anatoly Laryukov Belarus

Weight category 81 kg
1 Makoto TAKIMOTO Japan
2 In-Chul Cho Korea
3 Alexei Budolin Estonia
3 Nuno Delgado Portugal

Weight category 90 kg
1 Mark HUIZINGA Netherlands
2 Carlos Honorato Brazil
3 Ruslan Mashurenko Ukraine
3 Frédéric Demontfaucon France

Weight category 100 kg
1 Kosei INOUE Japan
2 Nicolas Gill Canada
3 Stéphane Traineau France
3 Yuri Stepkin Russia

Weight category over 100 kg
1 David DOUILLET France
2 Shinichi Shinohara Japan
3 Indrek Pertelson Estonia
3 Tamerlan Tmenov Russia
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XXVIII Olympic Games
Athens, Greece, August 13-29, 2004

10  625  athletes (4  329  women and 6  296  men) from 
201 countries participated. 301 sets of medals were played 
in 28 disciplines.
Belarus was represented by 151 athletes who competed in 
23  disciplines. Belarusian representatives won 15  medals: 
2 gold, 6 silver and 7 bronze. In the unofficial team stan ding 
Belarus took the 26th place and the 18th place according to 
the number of medals.

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Tadahiro NOMURA Japan
2 Nestor Khergiani Georgia
3 Min-Ho Choi Korea
3 Tsagaanbaatar Khashbaatar Mongolia

Weight category 66 kg
1 Masato UCHISHIBA Japan
2 Jozef Krnac Slovakia
3 Yordanis Arencibia Cuba
3 Georgi Georgiev Bulgaria

Weight category 73 kg
1 WON-HEE LEE Korea
2 Vitaly Makarov Russia
3 Jimmy Pedro USA
3 Leandro Guilheiro Brazil

Weight category 81 kg
1 Ilias ILIADIS Greece
2 Roman Gontyuk Ukraine
3 Flávio Canto Brazil
3 Dmitry Nosov Russia

Weight category 90 kg
1 Zurab ZVIADAURI Georgia
2 Hiroshi Izumi Japan
3 Mark Huizinga Netherlands
3 Khasanbi Taov Russia
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The first Belarusian 
Olympic judo champion 
Igor MAKARAU

Weight category 100 kg
1 Ihar MAKARAU Belarus
2 Sung-Ho Jang Korea
3 Michael Jurack Germany
3 Ariel Zeevi Israel

Weight category over 100 kg
1 Keiji SUZUKI Japan
2 Tamerlan Tmenov Russia
3 Dennis van der Geest Netherlands
3 Indrek Pertelson Estonia

XXIX Olympic Games
Beijing, China, August 8-24, 2008

10  942  athletes (4  637  women and 6  305  men) from 
204  countries participated. 302  sets of medals were 
played in 28 disciplines.
Belarus was represented by 181 athletes who competed in 
26  disciplines. Belarusian representatives won 19  medals: 
4 gold, 5 silver and 10 bronze. In the unofficial team stan-
ding Belarus took the 16th place and the 13th place accor-
ding to the number of medals.

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 MIN-HO CHOI Korea
2 Ludwig Paischer Austria
3 Ruben Houkes Netherlands
3 Rishod Sobirov Uzbekistan
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Weight category 66 kg
1 Masato UCHISHIBA Japan
2 Benjamin Darbelet France
3 Yordanis Arencibia Cuba
3 Chol Min Pak DPRK

Weight category 73 kg
1 Elnur MAMMADLI Azerbaijan
2 Ki-Chun Wang Korea
3 Leandro Guilheiro Brazil
3 Rasul Bokiev Tajikistan

Weight category 81 kg
1 Ole BISCHOF Germany
2 Jae-Bum Kim Korea
3 Tiago Camilo Brazil
3 Roman Gontyuk Ukraine

Weight category 90 kg
1 Irakli TSIREKIDZE Georgia
2 Amar Benikhlef Algeria
3 Sergei Aschwanden Switzerland
3 Hisham Mesbah Egypt

Weight category 100 kg
1 Naidan TUVSHINBAYAR Mongolia
2 Askhat Zhitkeyev Kazakhstan
3 Movlud Miraliyev Azerbaijan
3 Henk Grol Netherlands

Weight category over 100 kg
1 Satoshi ISHII Japan
2 Abdullo Tangriev Uzbekistan
3 Teddy Riner France
3 Oscar Brayson Cuba
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Five-time

5.3. MULTIPLE WORLD CHAMPIONS

David DOUILLET (France)
(1993, 1995*, 1997)

Shojo FUJII (Japan)
(1971, 1973, 1975, 1979)

Teddy RINER (France)
(2007, 2008, 2009, 

2010, 2011)

Four-time

Yasuhiro YAMASHITA (Japan)
(1979, 1981*, 1983)

Naoya OGAWA (Japan)
(1987, 1989*, 1991)
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Three-time

Toshihiko KOGA (Japan)
(1989, 1991, 1995)

KI-YOUNG JEON (Korea)
(1993, 1995, 1997)

Kosei INOUE (Japan)
(1999, 2001, 2003)

Alexander MIKHAILIN (Russia)
(2001*, 2005)

* — in heavyweight and open category
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5.3.1. WORLD CHAMPIONS AND PRIZEWINNERS

May 3, 1956
Tokyo, Japan

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category open

1 Shokichi NATSUI Japan
2 Yoshihiko Yoshimatsu Japan
3 Anton Geesink Netherlands
3 Henri Courtine France

Shokichi NATSUI (Japan)

November 30, 1958
Tokyo, Japan

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category open

1 Koji SONE Japan
2 Akio Kaminaga Japan
3 Bernard Pariset France
3 Kimiyoshi Yamashiki Japan

December 2, 1961
Paris, France

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category open

1 Anton GEESINK Netherlands
2 Koji Sone Japan
3 Hitoshi Koga Japan
3 I Tai Kim Korea

Anton GEESINK 
(Netherlands), right
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October 14-17, 1965
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 68 kg

1 Hirofumi MATSUDA Japan
2 Hiroshi Minatoya Japan
3 Oleg Stepanov USSR
3 Kid-Soon Park Korea

Weight category 80 kg
1 Isao OKANO Japan
2 Kinishi Yamanaka Japan
3 James Bregman USA
3 Hi-Tae Kim Korea

Weight category over 80 kg
1 Anton GEESINK Netherlands
2 Mitsuo Matsunaga Japan
3 Seiji Sakaguchi Japan
3 Douglas Rogers Canada

Weight category open
1 Isao INOKUMA Japan
2 Anzor Kibrotsashvili USSR
3 Peter Snijders Netherlands
3 Anzor Kiknadze USSR

August 9-11, 1967
Salt Lake City, USA

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 63 kg

1 Takafumi SHIGEOKA Japan
2 Hirofumi Matsuda Japan
3 Sergey Suslin USSR
3 Byung-Sik Kim Korea
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Weight category 70 kg
1 Hiroshi MINATOYA Japan
2 Kid-Soon Park Korea
3 Takehide Nakatani Japan
3 Chung-Sam Park Korea

Weight category 80 kg
1 Eiji MARUKI Japan
2 Martin Poglajen Netherlands
3 Brian Jacks Great Britain
3 Shinichi Enshu Japan

Weight category 93 kg
1 Nobuyuki SATO Japan
2 Osamu Sato Japan
3 Peter Herrmann FRG
3 Ernst Eugster Netherlands

Weight category over 93 kg
1 Willem RUSKA Netherlands
2 Nobuyuki Maejima Japan
3 Takeshi Matsuzuka Japan
3 Anzor Kiknadze USSR

Weight category open
1 Mitsuo MATSUNAGA Japan
2 Klaus Glahn FRG
3 Peter Herrmann FRG
3 Masatoshi Shinomaki Japan

October 23-25, 1969
Mexico City, Mexico

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 63 kg

1 Yoshio SONODA Japan
2 Toyokazu Nomura Japan
3 Sergey Suslin USSR
3 Sang-Chul Kim Korea

Weight category 70 kg
1 Hiroshi MINATOYA Japan
2 Yoshimitsu Kono Japan
3 David Rudman USSR
3 Chil-Bok Kim Korea
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Weight category 80 kg
1 Isamu SONODA Japan
2 Katsuya Hirao Japan
3 Martin Poglajen Netherlands
3 Ho-Sung Ip Korea

Weight category 93 kg
1 Fumio SASAHARA Japan
2 Peter Herrmann FRG
3 Tomoyuki Kawabata Japan
3 Vladimir Pokataev USSR

Weight category over 93 kg
1 Shuji SUMA Japan
2 Klaus Glahn FRG
3 Mitsuo Matsunaga Japan
3 Givi Onashvili USSR

Weight category open
1 Masatoshi SHINOMAKI Japan
2 Willem Ruska Netherlands
3 Ernst Eugster Netherlands
3 Nobuyuki Sato Japan

September 2-4, 1971
Ludwigshafen, FRG

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 63 kg

1 Takao KAWAGUCHI Japan
2 Toyokazu Nomura Japan
3 Sergey Suslin USSR
3 Yong Sam Korea

Weight category 70 kg
1 Hisashi TSUZAWA Japan
2 Hiroshi Minatoya Japan
3 Antoni Zajkowski Poland
3 Dietmar Hoetger GDR

Weight category 80 kg
1 Shojo FUJII Japan
2 Masahiga Shigematsu Japan
3 David Starbrook Great Britain
3 Guy Auffray France
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Weight category 93 kg
1 Fumio SASAHARA Japan
2 Nobuyuki Sato Japan
3 Chiaki Ishii Brazil
3 Helmut Howiller GDR

Weight category over 93 kg
1 Willem RUSKA Netherlands
2 Klaus Glahn FRG
3 Keith Remfry Great Britain
3 Hisakazu Iwata Japan

Weight category open
1 Masatoshi SHINOMAKI Japan
2 Vitaly Kuznetsov USSR
3 Klaus Glahn FRG
3 Shinobu Sekine Japan

June 22-24, 1973
Lausanne, Switzerland

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 63 kg

1 Yoshiharu MINAMI Japan
2 Takao Kawaguchi Japan
3 Héctor Rodriguez Torres Cuba
3 Shengeli Pitskhelauri USSR

Weight category 70 kg
1 Toyokazu NOMURA Japan
2 Dietmar Hoetger GDR
3 Kazuo Yoshimura Japan
3 Anatoly Novikov USSR

Weight category 80 kg
1 Shojo FUJII Japan
2 Isamu Sonoda Japan
3 Antoni Reiter Poland
3 Bernd Look GDR

Weight category 93 kg
1 Nobuyuki SATO Japan
2 Takafumi Ueguchi Japan
3 David Starbrook Great Britain
3 Dietmar Lorenz GDR
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Weight category over 93 kg
1 Chonosuke TAKAGI Japan
2 Dzhibilo Nizharadze USSR
3 Keith Remfry Great Britain
3 Sergey Novikov USSR

Weight category open
1 Kazuhiro NINOMIYA Japan
2 Haruki Uemura Japan
3 Klaus Glahn FRG
3 Wolfgang Zueckschwerdt GDR

October 23-25, 1975
Vienna, Austria

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 63 kg

1 Yoshiharu MINAMI Japan
2 Katsuhiko Kashiwazaki Japan
3 Felice Mariani Italy
3 Torsten Reissmann GDR

Weight category 70 kg
1 Vladimir NEVZOROV USSR
2 Valery Dvoinikov USSR
3 Katsunori Akimoto Japan
3 Koji Kuramoto Japan

Weight category 80 kg
1 Shojo FUJII Japan
2 Yoshimi Hara Japan
3 Adam Adamczyk Poland
3 Jean-Paul Coche France

Weight category 93 kg
1 Jean-Luc ROUGÉ France
2 Michinori Ishibashi Japan
3 Viktor Betanov USSR
3 Ramaz Kharshiladze USSR

Weight category over 93 kg
1 Sumio ENDO Japan
2 Sergey Novikov USSR
3 Chonosuke Takagi Japan
3 Gil-Jong Park Korea
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Weight category open
1 Haruki UEMURA Japan
2 Kazuhiro Ninomiya Japan
3 Dietmar Lorenz GDR
3 Shota Chochishvili USSR

December 6-9, 1979
Paris, France

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Thierry REY France
2 Kao-Woon Jong Korea
3 Felice Mariani Italy
3 Yasuhiko Moriwaki Japan

Weight category 65 kg
1 Nickolay SOLODUKHIN USSR
2 Yves Delvingt France
3 Janusz Pawlowski Poland
3 Kiyosuke Sahara Japan

Above — 
Nickolay SOLODUKHIN 

(USSR)

Weight category 71 kg
1 Kyoto KATSUKI Japan
2 Ezio Gamba Italy
3 Neil Adams Great Britain
3 Tamaz Namgalauri USSR
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Weight category 78 kg
1 Shojo FUJII Japan
2 Bernard Choullouyan France
3 Harald Heinke GDR
3 Chong-Ha Park Korea

Weight category 86 kg
1 Detlef ULTSCH GDR
2 Michel Sanchis France
3 Walter Carmona Brazil
3 Masao Takahashi Japan

Weight category 95 kg
1 Tengiz KHUBULURI USSR
2 Robert Van De Walle Belgium
3 Henk Numan Netherlands
3 Günter Neureuther FRG

Weight category over 95 kg
1 Yasuhiro YAMASHITA Japan
2 Jean-Luc Rougé France
3 Imre Varga Hungary
3 Jae-Ki Cho Korea

Weight category open
1 Sumio ENDO Japan
2 Vitaly Kuznetsov USSR
3 Jean-Luc Rougé France
3 Radomir Kovacevic Yugoslavia

Sumio ENDO (Japan) attacks
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September 3-6, 1981
Maastricht, Netherlands

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Yasuhiko MORIWAKI Japan
2 Pavel Petrikov Czechoslovakia
3 Phil Takahashi Canada
3 Felice Mariani Italy

Weight category 65 kg
1 Katsuhiko KASHIWAZAKI Japan
2 Constantin Niculae Romania
3 Petr Ponomarev USSR
3 Jung-Oh Hwang Korea

Weight category 71 kg
1 CHONG-HA PARK Korea
2 Serge Dyot France
3 Vojo Vujevic Yugoslavia
3 Karl-Heinz Lehmann GDR

Weight category 78 kg
1 Neil ADAMS Great Britain
2 Jiro Kase Japan
3 Georghi Petrov Bulgaria
3 Kevin Doherty Canada

Weight category 86 kg
1 Bernard CHOULLOUYAN France
2 Seiki Nose Japan
3 Detlef Ultsch GDR
3 David Bodaveli USSR

Weight category 95 kg
1 Tengiz KHUBULURI USSR
2 Robert Van De Walle Belgium
3 Roger Vachon France
3 Hyung-Yoo Ha Korea

Weight category over 95 kg
1 Yasuhiro YAMASHITA Japan
2 Grigory Verichev USSR
3 Juha Salonen Finland
3 Vladimir Kocman Czechoslovakia
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Weight category open
1 Yasuhiro YAMASHITA Japan
2 Wojciech Reszko Poland
3 Robert Van De Walle Belgium
3 Andras Oszvar Hungary

October 13-16, 1983
Moscow, USSR

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Khazret TLETSERI USSR
2 Tamás Bujkó Hungary
3 Kenichi Haraguchi Japan
3 Klaus-Peter Stollberg GDR

Weight category 65 kg
1 Nickolay SOLODUKHIN USSR
2 Yoshiyuki Matsuoka Japan
3 Janusz Pawlowski Poland
3 Sandro Rosati Italy

Weight category 71 kg
1 Hidetoshi NAKANISHI Japan
2 Ezio Gamba Italy
3 Steffen Stranz FRG
3 Tamaz Namgalauri USSR

Weight category 78 kg
1 Nobutoshi HIKAGE Japan
2 Neil Adams Great Britain
3 Mircea Fratica Romania
3 Shota Khabareli USSR

Weight category 86 kg
1 Detlef ULTSCH GDR
2 Fabien Canu France
3 Seiki Nose Japan
3 Robert Berland USA

Weight category 95 kg
1 Andreas PRESCHEL GDR
2 Valery Divisenko USSR
3 Robert Van De Walle Belgium
3 Günter Neureuther FRG
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Weight category over 95 kg
1 Yasuhiro YAMASHITA Japan
2 Willy Wilhelm Netherlands
3 Henry Stoehr GDR
3 Mihail Cioc Romania

Weight category open
1 Hitoshi SAITO Japan
2 Vladimir Kocman Czechoslovakia
3 Robert Van De Walle Belgium
3 Andras Oszvar Hungary

September 26-29, 1985
Seoul, Korea

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Shinji HOSOKAWA Japan
2 Peter Jupke FRG
3 Tamás Bujkó Hungary
3 Khazret Tletseri USSR

Weight category 65 kg
1 Yuri SOKOLOV USSR
2 Kyung-Keun Lee Korea
3 Stephen Gawthorpe Great Britain
3 Yoshiyuki Matsuoka Japan

Weight category 71 kg
1 BYEONG-KEUN AHN Korea
2 Michael Swain USA
3 Wieslaw Blach Poland
3 Steffen Stranz FRG

Weight category 78 kg
1 Nobutoshi HIKAGE Japan
2 Torsten Bréchot GDR
3 Neil Adams Great Britain
3 Vladimir Shestakov USSR

Weight category 86 kg
1 Peter SEISENBACHER Austria
2 Georghi Petrov Bulgaria
3 Fabien Canu France
3 Vitaly Pesnyak USSR
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Weight category 95 kg
1 Hitoshi SUGAI Japan
2 Hyung-Yoo Ha Korea
3 Robert Van De Walle Belgium
3 Günter Neureuther FRG

Weight category over 95 kg
1 YONG-CHUL CHO Korea
2 Hitoshi Saito Japan
3 Dimitar Zapryanov Bulgaria
3 Grigory Verichev USSR

Weight category open
1 Yoshimi MASAKI Japan
2 Mohammed Ali Rashwan Egypt
3 Willy Wilhelm Netherlands
3 Khabil Biktashev USSR

November 19-22, 1987
Essen, FRG

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Robert VAN DE WALLE 
(Belgium), right

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 JAE-YUP KIM Korea
2 Shinji Hosokawa Japan
3 Patrick Roux France
3 Kevin Asano USA
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Grigory VERICHEV (USSR) attacks

Weight category 65 kg
1 Yosuke YAMAMOTO Japan
2 Yuri Sokolov USSR
3 Janusz Pawlowski Poland
3 Tamás Bujkó Hungary

Weight category 71 kg
1 Michael SWAIN USA
2 Marc Alexandre France
3 Toshihiko Koga Japan
3 Kerrith Brown Great Britain

Weight category 78 kg
1 Hirotaka OKADA Japan
2 Bashir Varaev USSR
3 Waldemar Legien Poland
3 Koai-Hwa Lee Korea

Weight category 86 kg
1 Fabien CANU France
2 Jong Chol Pak DPRK
3 Densign White Great Britain
3 Masao Murata Japan

Weight category 95 kg
1 Hitoshi SUGAI Japan
2 Theo Meijer Netherlands
3 Aurélio Miguel Brazil
3 Hyung-Yoo Ha Korea

Weight category over 95 kg
1 Grigory VERICHEV USSR

2 Mohammed Ali 
Rashwan Egypt

3 Xu Guoqing China
3 Jochen Plate FRG

Weight category open
1 Naoya OGAWA Japan

2 Elvis Gordon Great 
Britain

3 Henry Stoehr GDR
3 Jorge Fis Cuba
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October 10-15, 1989
Belgrade, Yugoslavia

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Amiran TOTIKASHVILI USSR
2 Tadanori Koshino Japan
3 Kyung-Hyung Yoon Korea
3 Dashgombyn Battulga Mongolia

Weight category 65 kg
1 Dragomir BECANOVIC Yugoslavia
2 Udo Quellmalz GDR
3 Sergey Kosmynin USSR
3 Bruno Carabetta France

Toshihiko KOGA 
(Japan) throws

Weight category 78 kg
1 BYUNG-JOO KIM Korea
2 Tatsuto Mochida Japan
3 Waldemar Legien Poland
3 Bashir Varaev USSR

Weight category 86 kg
1 Fabien CANU France
2 Ben Spijkers Netherlands
3 Stefan Freudenberg FRG
3 Axel Lobenstein GDR

Weight category 71 kg
1 Toshihiko KOGA Japan
2 Michael Swain USA
3 Su Li Chang DPRK
3 Georgy Tenadze USSR

Weight category 95 kg
1 Koba KURTANIDZE USSR
2 Odvogin Baljinnyam Mongolia
3 Marc Meiling FRG
3 Robert Van De Walle Belgium

Weight category over 95 kg
1 Naoya OGAWA Japan
2 Frank Moreno Garcia Cuba
3 Rafal Kubacki Poland
3 Grigory Verichev USSR
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Weight category open
1 Naoya OGAWA Japan
2 Akaki Kibordzalidze USSR
3 Alexander Von der Groeben FRG
3 Kun-Soo Kim Korea

July 25-28, 1991
Barcelona, Spain

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Tadanori KOSHINO Japan
2 Kyung-Hyung Yoon Korea
3 Nazim Guseinov USSR
3 Philip Pradayrol France

Weight category 65 kg
1 Udo QUELLMALZ Germany
2 Masahiko Okuma Japan
3 Sergey Kosmynin USSR
3 Jimmy Pedro USA

Weight category 71 kg
1 Toshihiko KOGA Japan
2 Joaquín Ruíz Spain
3 Vladimir Dgebuadze USSR
3 Hoon-Yong Chung Korea

Weight category 78 kg
1 Daniel LASCAU Germany
2 Johan Laats Belgium
3 Hidehiko Yoshida Japan
3 Bashir Varaev USSR

Weight category 86 kg
1 Hirotaka OKADA Japan
2 Joey Wanag USA
3 Giorgio Vismara Italy
3 Waldemar Legien Poland

Weight category 95 kg
1 Stéphane TRAINEAU France
2 Pawel Nastula Poland
3 Marc Meiling Germany
3 Jirí Sosna Czechoslovakia
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Sergey KOSOROTOV (USSR), left

Weight category over 95 kg

1 Sergey 
KOSOROTOV USSR

2 Frank Moreno Garcia Cuba
3 Naoya Ogawa Japan
3 Kun-Soo Kim Korea

Weight category open
1 Naoya OGAWA Japan
2 David Khakhaleishvili USSR
3 Georges Mathonnet France
3 Imre Csösz Hungary

September 30 — October 3, 1993
Hamilton, Canada

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Ryuji SONODA Japan
2 Nazim Guseinov Azerbaijan
3 Giorgi Vazagashvili Georgia
3 Richard Trautmann Germany

Weight category 65 kg
1 Yukimasa NAKAMURA Japan
2 Eric Born Switzerland
3 Udo Quellmalz Germany
3 Sergey Kosmynin Russia

Weight category 71 kg
1 HOON-YONG CHUNG Korea
2 Bertalan Hajtós Hungary
3 Rogerio Cardoso Brazil
3 Yoshiko Hideshima Japan

Weight category 78 kg
1 KI-YOUNG JEON Korea
2 Hidehiko Yoshida Japan
3 Darcel Yandzi France
3 Jason Morris USA
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Antal KOVÁCS (Hungary) 
executes an armlock

Weight category open
1 Rafal KUBACKI Poland
2 Henry Stoehr Germany
3 David Khakhaleishvili Georgia
3 Naoya Ogawa Japan

Weight category 95 kg
1 Antal KOVÁCS Hungary
2 Aurélio Miguel Brazil
3 Stéphane Traineau France
3 Marc Meiling Germany

Weight category over 95 kg
1 David DOUILLET France
2 David Khakhaleishvili Georgia
3 Frank Moeller Germany
3 Sergey Kosorotov Russia

Weight category 86 kg
1 Yoshio NAKAMURA Japan
2 Nicolas Gill Canada
3 Adrian Croitoru Romania
3 León Villar Spain

September 25 — 1 October, 1995
Tokyo, Japan

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Nickolay OZHEGIN Russia
2 Giorgi Vazagashvili Georgia
3 Ryuji Sonoda Japan
3 Natik Bagirov Belarus

Weight category 65 kg
1 Udo QUELLMALZ Germany
2 Yukimasa Nakamura Japan
3 Bektas Demirel Turkey
3 Dae-Ik Kim Korea
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Weight category 71 kg
1 Daisuke HIDESHIMA Japan
2 Dae-Sung Kwak Korea
3 Diego Brambilla Italy
3 Jimmy Pedro USA

Weight category 78 kg100
1 Toshihiko KOGA Japan
2 Shay-Oren Smadja Israel
3 Djamel Bouras France
3 Patrick Reiter Austria

Weight category 86 kg
1 KI-YOUNG JEON Korea
2 Hidehiko Yoshida Japan
3 Nicolas Gill Canada
3 Oleg Maltsev Russia

Weight category 95 kg
1 Pawel NASTULA Poland
2 Dmitry Sergeev Russia
3 Stéphane Traineau France
3 Shigeru Okaizumi Japan

David DOUILLET (France)

Weight category over 95 kg
1 David DOUILLET France
2 Frank Moeller Germany
3 David Khakhaleishvili Georgia
3 Naoya Ogawa Japan

Weight category open
1 David DOUILLET France
2 Sergey Kosorotov Russia
3 Shinichi Shinohara Japan
3 Selim Tataroglu Turkey

October 9-12, 1997
Paris, France

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Tadahiro NOMURA Japan
2 Giorgi Revazishvili Georgia
3 Cédric Taymans Belgium
3 Fulvio Miyata Brazil
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Weight category 65 kg
1 HYUK KIM Korea
2 Larbi Benboudaoud France
3 Giorgi Vazagashvili Georgia
3 Victor Bivol Moldova

Weight category 71 kg
1 Kenzo NAKAMURA Japan
2 Christophe Gagliano France
3 Vsevolods Zelonijs Latvia
3 Guilherme Bentes Portugal

Weight category 78 kg
1 IN-CHUL CHO Korea
2 Djamel Bouras France
3 Ok Chol Kwak DPRK
3 Patrick Reiter Austria

Weight category 86 kg
1 KI-YOUNG JEON Korea
2 Marko Spittka Germany
3 Michele Monti Italy
3 Brian Olson USA

Weight category 95 kg
1 Pawel NASTULA Poland
2 Aurélio Miguel Brazil
3 Ghislain Lemaire France
3 Yoshio Nakamura Japan

Rafal KUBACKI (Poland) 
executes a throw

Weight category over 95 kg
1 David DOUILLET France
2 Shinichi Shinohara Japan
3 Tamerlan Tmenov Russia
3 Song Pan China

Weight category open
1 Rafal KUBACKI Poland
2 Yoshiharu Makishi Japan

3 Dennis 
van der Geest Netherlands

3 Harry Van Barneveld Belgium
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October 7-10, 1999
Birmingham, Great Britain

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country

Weight category 60 kg
1 Manolo POULOT Cuba
2 Kazuhiko Tokuno Japan
3 Nestor Khergiani Georgia
3 Natik Bagirov Belarus

Weight category 66 kg
1 Larbi BENBOUDAOUD France
2 Huseyin Ozkan Turkey
3 Patrick van Kalken Netherlands
3 Yordanis Arencibia Cuba

Weight category 73 kg
1 Jimmy PEDRO USA
2 Vitaly Makarov Russia
3 Giorgi Revazishvili Georgia
3 Sebastian Pereira Brazil

Weight category 81 kg
1 Graeme RANDALL Great Britain
2 Farkhad Turaev Uzbekistan
3 Ok Chol Kwak DPRK
3 In-Chul Cho Korea

Weight category 90 kg
1 Hidehiko YOSHIDA Japan
2 Victor Florescu Moldova
3 Adrian Croitoru Romania
3 Sung-Yeon Yoo Korea

Weight category 100 kg
1 Kosei INOUE Japan
2 Sung-Ho Jang Korea
3 Alexander Mikhailin Russia
3 Nicolas Gill Canada
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Weight category over 100 kg
1 Shinichi SHINOHARA Japan
2 Indrek Pertelson Estonia
3 Selim Tataroglu Turkey
3 Song Pan China

Weight category open
1 Shinichi SHINOHARA Japan
2 Selim Tataroglu Turkey
3 Dennis van der Geest Netherlands
3 Harry Van Barneveld Belgium

Shinichi SHINOHARA 
(Japan) attacks

July 26-29, 2001
Munich, Germany

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Anis LOUNIFI Tunisia
2 Cédric Taymans Belgium
3 Kazuhiko Tokuno Japan
3 John Buchanan Great Britain

Weight category 66 kg
1 Arash MIRESMAEILI Iran
2 Mussa Nastuev Ukraine
3 Yordanis Arencibia Cuba
3 Hyung-Ju Kim Korea

Weight category 73 kg
1 Vitaly MAKAROV Russia
2 Yusuke Kanamaru Japan
3 Krzysztof Wilkomirski Poland
3 Askhat Shakharov Kazakhstan

Weight category 81 kg
1 IN-CHUL CHO Korea
2 Alexei Budolin Estonia
3 Sergei Aschwanden Switzerland
3 Elkhan Rajabli Azerbaijan

Weight category 90 kg
1 Frédéric DEMONTFAUCON France
2 Zurab Zviadauri Georgia
3 Dong-Sik Yoon Korea
3 Rasul Salimov Azerbaijan
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Weight category 100 kg
1 Kosei INOUE Japan
2 Antal Kovács Hungary
3 Sung-Ho Jang Korea
3 Askhat Zhitkeyev Kazakhstan

Weight category over 100 kg
1 Alexander MIKHAILIN Russia
2 Selim Tataroglu Turkey
3 Shinichi Shinohara Japan
3 Sayed Mahmoud Miran Iran

Weight category open
1 Alexander MIKHAILIN Russia
2 Ariel Zeevi Israel
3 Dennis van der Geest Netherlands
3 Frank Moeller Germany

Throw performed 
by Alexander MIKHAILIN 

(Russia)

September 11-14, 2003
Osaka, Japan

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 MIN-HO CHOI Korea
2 Craig Fallon Great Britain
3 Tadahiro Nomura Japan
3 Anis Lounifi Tunisia
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Weight category 66 kg
1 Arash MIRESMAEILI Iran
2 Larbi Benboudaoud France
3 Magomed Dzhafarov Russia
3 Yordanis Arencibia Cuba

Attack by 
Arash MIRESMAEILI 
(Iran)

Weight category 73 kg
1 WON-HEE LEE Korea
2 Daniel Fernandes France
3 Vitaly Makarov Russia
3 João Neto Portugal

Weight category 81 kg
1 Florian WANNER Germany
2 Sergei Aschwanden Switzerland
3 Alexei Budolin Estonia
3 Robert Krawczyk Poland

Weight category 90 kg
1 HEE-TAE HWANG Korea
2 Zurab Zviadauri Georgia
3 Carlos Honorato Brazil
3 Sergei Kukharenka Belarus

Weight category 100 kg
1 Kosei INOUE Japan
2 Ghislain Lemaire France
3 Ihar Makarau Belarus
3 Mario Sabino Brazil

Weight category over 100 kg
1 Yasuyuki MUNETA Japan
2 Dennis van der Geest Netherlands
3 Tamerlan Tmenov Russia
3 Yevgeni Sotnikov Ukraine

Weight category open
1 Keiji SUZUKI Japan
2 Indrek Pertelson Estonia
3 Movlud Miraliyev Azerbaijan
3 Abdullo Tangriev Uzbekistan
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September 8-11, 2005
Cairo, Egypt

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Weight category 73 kg
1 Ákos BRAUN Hungary
2 Francesco Bruyere Italy
3 Kiyoshi Uematsu Spain
3 Gennady Bilodid Ukraine

Weight category 81 kg
1 Guillaume ELMONT Netherlands
2 Abderahmane Benamadi Algeria
3 Takashi Ono Japan
3 Roman Gontyuk Ukraine

Weight category 90 kg
1 Hiroshi IZUMI Japan
2 Ilias Iliadis Greece
3 Mark Huizinga Netherlands
3 Andrei Kazusionok Belarus

Weight category 100 kg
1 Keiji SUZUKI Japan
2 Vitaly Bubon Ukraine
3 Dmitry Kabanov Russia
3 Luciano Corrêa Brazil

Weight category over 100 kg
1 Alexander MIKHAILIN Russia
2 Yasuyuki Muneta Japan
3 Pierre Robin France
3 Lasha Gujejiani Georgia

Position Name Country

Briton Craig FALLON (below) 
executes a throw

Weight category 60 kg
1 Craig FALLON Great Britain
2 Ludwig Paischer Austria
3 Nam-Suk Cho Korea
3 Nijat Shikhalizade Azerbaijan

Weight category 66 kg
1 João DERLY Brazil
2 Masato Uchishiba Japan
3 Arash Miresmaeili Iran
3 Miklós Ungvári Hungary
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Weight category open
1 Dennis VAN DER GEEST Netherlands
2 Tamerlan Tmenov Russia
3 Juri Rybak Belarus
3 Yohei Takai Japan

September 13-16, 2007
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Ruben HOUKES Netherlands
2 Nestor Khergiani Georgia
3 Ludwig Paischer Austria
3 Min-Ho Choi Korea

Weight category 66 kg
1 João DERLY Brazil
2 Yordanis Arencibia Cuba
3 Arash Miresmaeili Iran
3 Miklós Ungvári Hungary

João DERLY (Brazil) 
celebrates

Weight category 73 kg
1 KI-CHUN WANG Korea
2 Elnur Mammadli Azerbaijan
3 Yusuke Kanamaru Japan
3 Rasul Bokiev Tajikistan
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Juri RYBAK (Belarus) 
with a silver medal in the 

open weight category

Weight category 81 kg
1 Tiago CAMILO Brazil
2 Anthony Rodriguez France
3 Guillaume Elmont Netherlands
3 Euan Burton Great Britain

Weight category 90 kg
1 Irakli TSIREKIDZE Georgia
2 Ilias Iliadis Greece
3 Roberto Meloni Italy
3 Ivan Pershin Russia

Weight category 100 kg
1 Luciano CORRÊA Brazil
2 Peter Cousins Great Britain
3 Dániel Hadfi Hungary
3 Oreydis Despaigne Cuba

Weight category over 100 kg
1 Teddy RINER France
2 Tamerlan Tmenov Russia
3 Lasha Gujejiani Georgia
3 Joao Schlittler Brazil

Weight category open
1 Yasuyuki MUNETA Japan
2 Juri Rybak Belarus
3 Matthieu Bataille France
3 Abdullo Tangriev Uzbekistan

December 20-21, 2008
Levallois-Perret, France

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category open

1 Teddy RINER France
2 Alexander Mikhailin Russia
3 Matthieu Bataille France
3 Grzegorz Eitel Poland
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August 26-30, 2009
Rotterdam, Netherlands

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Georgii ZANTARAIA Ukraine
2 Hiroaki Hiraoka Japan
3 Elio Verde Italy
3 Hovhannes Davtyan Armenia

Weight category 66 kg
1 Tsagaanbaatar KHASHBAATAR Mongolia
2 Sugoi Uriarte Spain
3 Miklós Ungvári Hungary
3 Jeong-Hwan An Korea

Weight category 73 kg
1 KI-CHUN WANG Korea
2 Chol Su Kim DPRK
3 Dirk Van Tichelt Belgium
3 Mansur Isaev Russia

Weight category 81 kg
1 Ivan NIFONTOV Russia
2 Siarhei Shundzikau Belarus
3 Ole Bischof Germany
3 Jae-Bum Kim Korea

Weight category 90 kg
1 KYU-WON LEE Korea
2 Kirill Denisov Russia
3 Hisham Mesbah Egypt
3 Dilshod Choriev Uzbekistan

Weight category 100 kg
1 Maxim RAKOV Kazakhstan
2 Henk Grol Netherlands
3 Takamasa Anai Japan
3 Ramadan Darwish Egypt

Weight category over 100 kg
1 Teddy RINER France
2 Oscar Brayson Cuba
3 Marius Paskevicius Lithuania
3 Abdullo Tangriev Uzbekistan
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September 9-13, 2010
Tokyo, Japan

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Rishod SOBIROV Uzbekistan
2 Georgii Zantaraia Ukraine
3 Hiroaki Hiraoka Japan
3 Arsen Galstyan Russia

Weight category 66 kg
1 Junpei MORISHITA Japan
2 Leandro Cunha Brazil
3 Loic Korval France
3 Tsagaanbaatar Khashbaatar Mongolia

Weight category 73 kg
1 Hiroyuki AKIMOTO Japan
2 Dex Elmont Netherlands
3 Ki-Chun Wang Korea
3 Yasuhiro Awano Japan

Weight category 81 kg
1 JAE-BUM KIM Korea
2 Leandro Guilheiro Brazil
3 Euan Burton Great Britain
3 Masahiro Takamatsu Japan

Weight category 90 kg
1 Ilias ILIADIS Greece
2 Daiki Nishiyama Japan
3 Kirill Denisov Russia
3 Elkhan Mammadov Azerbaijan

Weight category 100 kg
1 Takamasa ANAI Japan
2 Henk Grol Netherlands
3 Thierry Fabre France
3 Oreydis Despaigne Cuba

Weight category over 100 kg
1 Teddy RINER France
2 Andreas Toelzer Germany
3 Matthieu Bataille France
3 Islam El Shehaby Egypt
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Weight category open
1 Daiki KAMIKAWA Japan
2 Teddy Riner France
3 Hiroki Tachiyama Japan
3 Keiji Suzuki Japan

August 23-28, 2011
Paris, France

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Position Name Country
Weight category 60 kg

1 Rishod SOBIROV Uzbekistan
2 Hiroaki Hiraoka Japan
3 Ilgar Mushkiyev Azerbaijan
3 Georgii Zantaraia Ukraine

Weight category 66 kg
1 Masashi EBINUMA Japan
2 Leandro Cunha Brazil
3 Jun-Ho Cho Korea
3 Musa Mogushkov Russia

Weight category 73 kg
1 Riki NAKAYA Japan
2 Dex Elmont Netherlands
3 Navruz Jurakobilov Uzbekistan
3 Ugo Legrand France

Weight category 81 kg
1 Jae-Bum KIM Korea
2 Srdjan Mrvaljevic Montenegro
3 Leandro Guilheiro Brazil
3 Sergiu Toma Moldova

Weight category 90 kg
1 Ilias ILIADIS Greece
2 Daiki Nishiyama Japan
3 Takashi Ono Japan
3 Asley Gonzalez Cuba
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Weight category 100 kg
1 Tagir KHAIBULAEV Russia
2 Maxim Rakov Kazakhstan
3 Irakli Tsirekidze Georgia
3 Lukas Krpálek Czech

Weight category over 100 kg
1 Teddy RINER France
2 Andreas Toelzer Germany
3 Alexander Mikhailin Russia
3 Sung-Min Kim Korea

5.3.2. WORLD TEAM CHAMPIONS AND PRIZEWINNERS

1994 1. France 2. Great Britain 3. Japan, Russia

1998 1. Japan 2. Brazil 3. France, Russia

2002 1. Japan 2. Georgia 3. France, Italy

2006 1. Georgia 2. Russia 3. France, Korea

2007 1. Japan 2. Brazil 3. China, Korea

2008 1. Georgia 2. Uzbekistan 3. Russia, Brazil

2010 1. Japan 2. Brazil 3. Russia, Korea

2011 1. France 2. Brazil 3. Korea, Japan

October 29-30, 2011
Tyumen, Russia

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Weight category open
1 Abdullo TANGRIEV Uzbekistan
2 Barna Bor Hungary
3 Alexander Mikhailin Russia
3 Keiji Suzuki Japan
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5.4. MULTIPLE EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS
(EXCLUDING VICTORIES AMONG PROFESSIONALS AND BLACK BELTS HOLDERS)

Anton GEESINK 
(Netherlands)

11-time (1953-1967)

Willem RUSKA 
(Netherlands)

7-time (1966, 1967, 1969*, 
1971, 1972*)

Tamerlan TMENOV 
(Russia)

7-time (1998, 1999, 2001, 
2002, 2003, 2005, 2008)

Neil ADAMS 
(Great Britain)

5-time (1979, 1980, 
1983, 1984, 1985)

Mark HUIZINGA 
(Netherlands)

5-times (1996, 1997, 
1998, 2001, 2008)

Alexander MIKHAILIN 
(Russia)

5-time (2001, 2003, 
2005, 2006, 2007)

André BOURREAU (France)
4-time (1962, 1963, 

1964, 1965)

Anzor KIKNADZE (USSR)
4-time (1962, 1964, 

1965, 1966)

Angelo PARISI (France)
4-time (1972, 1977, 

1983, 1984)
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Jean-Luc ROUGÉ 
(France)

4-time (1973, 1977,  
979, 1980)

Torsten REISSMANN 
(GDR)

4-time (1975, 1978, 
1980, 1982)

Dietmar LORENZ 
(GDR)

4-time (1975, 1977, 1978*)

Grigory VERICHEV 
(USSR)

4-time (1981, 1985, 
1987, 1988)

Khazret TLETSERI (USSR)
4-time (1982, 1983, 

1984, 1985)

Bashir VARAEV (USSR)
4-time (1987, 1988, 

1989, 1990)

Herbert NIEMANN 
(GDR)

3-time (1962, 1964, 1965)

Stéphane TRAINEAU 
(France)

4-time (1990, 1992, 
1993, 1999)

Selim TATAROGLU 
(Turkey)

4-time (1997, 1998, 
1999, 2004)
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Jean-Paul COCHE 
(France)

3-time (1972, 1974, 1976)

Klaus GLAHN 
(FRG)

3-time (1963, 1968, 1970)

Jean-Jacques MOUNIER 
(France)

3-time (1970, 1971, 1972)

Alexander YATSKEVICH 
(USSR)

3-time (1978, 1980, 1982)

Sergey NOVIKOV 
(USSR)

3-time (1973, 1974, 1976)

Felice MARIANI 
(Italy)

3-time (1978, 1979, 1980)

Henry STOEHR 
(GDR/Germany)

3-time (1982, 1986, 1991)

Alexey TYURIN 
(USSR)

3-time (1979, 1980, 1982)

Robert VAN DE WALLE 
(Belgium)

3-time (1980, 1985, 1986)
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David KHAKHALEISHVILI 
(Georgia)

3-time (1993*, 1996)

Vitaly PESNYAK 
(USSR)

3-time (1983, 1984, 1985)

Fabien CANU
(France)

3-time (1987, 1988, 1989)

Ariel ZEEVI 
(Israel)

3-time (2001, 2003, 2004)

Pawel NASTULA 
(Poland)

3-time (1994, 1995, 1996)

Elchin ISMAYILOV 
(Azerbaijan)

3-time (2000, 2001, 2005)

Zaza KEDELASHVILI 
(Georgia)

3-time (2006, 2007, 2008)

Miklós UNGVÁRI 
(Hungary)

3-time (2002, 2009, 2011)

Valentin GREKOV 
(Ukraine)

3-time (2002, 2003, 2007)

* — in heavyweight and open category
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1951, Paris, France
Open 1. Jean DE HERDT France
 2. Geof Gleeson Great Britain
 3. Georges Ravinet Belgium
 3. Robert Jacquemond Austria

1952, Paris, France
63 kg 1. CHARRIÈRE France
70 kg 1. Henri COURTINE France
+80 kg 1. Jean DE HERDT France
Open 1. Guy VERRIER France
 2. Robert Jacquemond Austria

1953, London, Great Britain
Open 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. Bernard Pariset France

1954, Brussels, Belgium
68 kg 1. Jan DE WAAL Netherlands
 2. Tonny Wagenaar Netherlands
 3. Alfred Tompich Czechoslovakia
 3. Jürg Schenk Switzerland
80 kg 1. Hein ESSINK Netherlands
 2. Tonny Wagenaar Netherlands
 3. Heinrich Metzler FRG
 3. Leo Koehler GDR
+80 kg 1. Zdenek PISARIK Czechoslovakia
 2. Karel Vitek Czechoslovakia
 3. Walter Reiter FRG
 3. Angelo Cataldi Italy
Open 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. Henri Courtine France
 3. Guy Cauquil France
 3. Nicola Tempesta Italy

5.4.1. EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS AND PRIZEWINNERS

MEN INDIVIDUAL RESULTS
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1955, Paris, France

Open 1. Bernard PARISET France
 2. Anton Geesink Netherlands
 3. Pierre De Rouck Belgium
 3. Heinrich Metzler FRG

1957, Rotterdam, Netherlands

68 kg 1. Koos BONTE Netherlands
 2. Guy Lample France
 3. Jan de Waal Netherlands
 3. Désiré Durieux Belgium
80 kg 1. Pierre RIGAL France
 2. Hein Essink Netherlands
 3. Werner Steinbeck FRG
 3. Michel Franceschi France
+80 kg 1. Nicola TEMPESTA Italy
 2. Etienne Nemer France
 3. Jiri Masin Czechoslovakia
 3. Joop Dirks Netherlands
Open 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. Bernard Pariset France
 3. Charles Palmer Great Britain
 3. Gerhard Alpers FRG

1958, Barcelona, Spain

68 kg 1. Jan DE WAAL Netherlands
 2. Jacques Pujol France
 3. Johann Goor FRG
 3. Guy Lample France
80 kg 1. Walter GAUHS Austria
 2. Marcel Nottola France
 3. Tonny Wagenaar Netherlands
 3. Hein Essink Netherlands
+80 kg 1. Henri COURTINE France
 2. Robert Dazzi France
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 3. Enrique Aparicio Spain
 3. Eizaguirre Gómez Spain
Open 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. Bernard Pariset France
 3. Jan van Ierland Netherlands
 3. José Pons Spain

1959, Vienna, Austria

68 kg 1. Koos BONTE Netherlands
 2. Mladen Masztela Yugoslavia
 3. Matthias Schiessleder FRG
 3. Erich Zielke DDR
80 kg 1.Hein ESSINK Netherlands
 2. Paul Kunisch Austria
 3. Alfred Träder FRG
 3. Dimitar Sijan Yugoslavia
+80 kg 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. Franz Sinek FRG
 3. Enrique Aparicio Spain
 3. Josef Novotny Czechoslovakia
Open 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. Nicola Tempesta Italy
 3. Jean-Pierre Dessailly France
 3. Bernard Pariset France

1960, Amsterdam, Netherlands

68 kg 1. Matthias SCHIESSLEDER FRG
 2. Johann Goor FRG
 3. Koos Bonte Netherlands
80 kg 1. Heinrich METZLER FRG
 2. Hein Essink Netherlands
 3. Henny van Tergouw Netherlands
+80 kg 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. Nicola Tempesta Italy
 3. Jindrich Kadera Czechoslovakia
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Open 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. Nicola Tempesta Italy
 3. Stojan Stojakovic Yugoslavia

1961, Milan, Italy

68 kg 1. Claude MESENBURG France
 2. André Bourreau France
 3. Luigi Fiocchi Italy
 3. Frantisek Kuna Czechoslovakia
80 kg 1. Heinrich METZLER FRG
 2. Paul Kunisch Austria
 3. Micel Franceschi Italy
 3. Ferdinand Miebach FRG
+80 kg 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. Herbert Niemann GDR
 3. Franz Sinek FRG
 3. Borivoje Cvejic Yugoslavia
Open 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. Michel Bourgoin France
 3. Karl Nitz GDR
 3. John Ryan Great Britain

1962, Essen, FRG

68 kg 1. André BOURREAU France
 2. Erich Zielke GDR
 3. Frantisek Kuna Czechoslovakia

3. Michel Lesturgeon France
80 kg 1. Lionel GROSSAIN France
 2. Jaap Mackaay Netherlands

3. Alfred Karazhuk USSR
3. Otto Smirat GDR

+80 kg 1. Herbert NIEMANN GDR
 2. Willem Dadema Netherlands
 3. Karl Nitz GDR
 3. Adri Smits Netherlands
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Open 1. Anzor KIKNADZE USSR
 2. Alexander Lukashevich USSR
 3. Bludze Switzerland
 3. Theo van Ierland Netherlands
PROFESSIONALS
68 kg 1. Jan SNIJDERS Netherlands
 2. Roger Forestier France
 3. Franz-Hermann Fischer FRG

3. Kurt Leise FRG
80 kg 1. Henri COURTINE France
 2. Gerd Stamer FRG

3. Lange Netherlands
3. Pacalier France

+80 kg 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. Mathieu Vallauri France
 3. Pierre Brouha Belgium
 3. Roussey France
Open 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. George Kerr Great Britain
 3. André Leclerc France
 3. Kenneth Maynard Great Britain

1963, Geneva, Switzerland
68 kg 1. André BOURREAU France
 2. Bruno Carmeni Italy
 3. Jan Okroj Poland
 3. Gerhard Zotter Austria
80 kg 1. Jacques LE BERRE France
 2. Otto Smirat GDR
 3. Peter Herrmann FRG
 3. Stojan Stojakovic Yugoslavia
+80 kg 1. Klaus GLAHN FRG
 2. Anzor Kibrotsashvili USSR
 3. Herbert Niemann GDR
 3. Boris Mischenko USSR
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Open 1. Karl NITZ GDR
 2. Nicola Tempesta Italy
 3. Anthony Sweeney Great Britain
 3. Georges Gress France
PROFESSIONALS
68 kg 1. Aron BOGOLYUBOV USSR
 2. Richard Bowen Great Britain
 3. Robert Forestier France
 3. Robert Dzhgamadze USSR
80 kg 1. Jacques NORIS France
 2. George Kerr Great Britain
 3. Barnard Great Britain
 3. Marcel Nottola France
+80 kg 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. Willem Dadema Netherlands
 3. Douglas Young Great Britain
 3. Armin Lindner GDR
Open 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. Henk Warmerdam Netherlands
 3. Michel Yacoubovitch France
 3. Helmut Howiller GDR

Berlin, 1964, GDR
68 kg 1. André BOURREAU France
 2. Anton Linskens Netherlands
 3. Eric Haenni Switzerland
 3. Günter Wiesner GDR
80 kg 1. Anatoly BONDARENKO USSR
 2. Ilya Tsipursky USSR
 3. Jan Snijders Netherlands
 3. Otto Smirat GDR
+80 kg 1. Herbert NIEMANN GDR
 2. Parnaoz Chikviladze USSR
 3. Tony McConnell Great Britain
 3. Jean-Claude Brondani France
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Open 1. Anzor KIKNADZE USSR
 2. Jean-Pierre Dessailly France
 3. Alphonse Lemoine France
 3. Helmut Howiller GDR
PROFESSIONALS
68 kg 1. Aron BOGOLYUBOV USSR
 2. Karl Reisinger Austria
 3. Brian Jacks Great Britain
 3. Michel Lesturgeon France
80 kg 1. Lionel GROSSAIN France
 2. Jacques Noris France
 3. Peter Snijders Netherlands
 3. George Kerr Great Britain
+80 kg 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. Johan Schaeffer Netherlands
 3. Anthony Sweeney Great Britain
 3. Marcel Lenormand France
Open 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. Martin Poglajen Netherlands
 3. Michel Franceschi France
 3. Frank Gonschorek GDR

1965, Madrid, Spain
63 kg 1. Oleg STEPANOV USSR
 2. Alexey Ilyushin USSR
 3. Serge Feist France
 3. Karl Reisinger Austria
70 kg 1. André BOURREAU France
 2. Günter Wiesner GDR
 3. Joachim Schroeder GDR
 3. Manfred Penz Austria
80 kg 1. Wolfgang HOFMANN FRG
 2. Lionel Grossain France
 3. Otto Smirat GDR
 3. Anatoly Bondarenko USSR
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93 kg 1. Anzor KIBROTSASHVILI USSR
 2. Yves Reymond France
 3. Jan Snijders Netherlands
 3. Jacques Le Berre France
+93 kg 1. Herbert NIEMANN GDR
 2. Parnaoz Chikviladze USSR
 3. Willem Ruska Netherlands
 3. Horst Lieder FRG
Open 1. Anzor KIKNADZE USSR
 2. Willem Ruska Netherlands
 3. Jean-Pierre Dessailly France
 3. Vladimir Saunin USSR
PROFESSIONALS
63 kg 1. Alexey ILYUSHIN USSR
 2. Sergey Suslin USSR
 3. Kazimierz Jaremczak Poland
 3. Anton Linskens Netherlands
70 kg 1. Vladimir KUSPISH USSR
 2. Brian Jacks Great Britain
 3. Salvador Álvarez Spain
 3. Michal Vachun Czechoslovakia
80 kg 1. Martin POGLAJEN Netherlands
 2. Patrick Clement France
 3. Ray Ross Great Britain
 3. Gérard Buc France
93 kg 1. Anatoly YUDIN USSR
 2. Joop Gouweleeuw Netherlands
 3. Anthony Sweeney Great Britain
 3. Karl Nitz GDR
+93 kg 1. Parnaoz CHIKVILADZE USSR
 2. Guenther Monczyk FRG
 3. Anton Geesink Netherlands
 3. Alphonse Lemoine France
Open 1. Alfred MEIER FRG
 2. Sydney Hoare Great Britain
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 3. Anton Geesink Netherlands
 3. Jacques Noris France

1966, Luxembourg, Luxembourg
63 kg 1. Sergey SUSLIN USSR
 2. Jean-Claude Meslaye France
 3. Serge Feist France
 3. Theo Klein Netherlands
70 kg 1. Oleg STEPANOV USSR
 2. Czeslaw Laksa Poland
 3. Joachim Schroeder GDR
 3. Aron Bogolyubov USSR
80 kg 1. Peter SNIJDERS Netherlands
 2. Vladimir Pokataev USSR
 3. Martin Poglajen Netherlands
 3. Georgy Kotik USSR
93 kg 1. Joop GOUWELEEUW Netherlands
 2. Peter Herrmann FRG
 3. Anzor Kibrotsashvili USSR
 3. Anatoly Yudin USSR
+93 kg 1. Willem RUSKA Netherlands
 2. Parnaoz Chikviladze USSR
 3. Guenther Monczyk FRG
 3. David Peake Great Britain
Open 1. Anzor KIKNADZE USSR
 2. Alfred Meier FRG
 3. Klaus Hennig GDR
 3. Vladimir Saunin USSR

1967, Rome, Italy
63 kg 1. Sergey SUSLIN USSR
 2. Gustaaf Lauwereins Belgium
 3. George Glass Great Britain
 3. Nickolay Kozitsky USSR
70 kg 1. Armand DESMET France
 2. Eddy van der Pol Netherlands
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 3. Joachim Schroeder GDR
 3. Tonny Jonkman Netherlands
80 kg 1. Vladimir POKATAEV USSR
 2. George Kerr Great Britain
 3. Brian Jacks Great Britain
 3. Patrick Clement France
93 kg 1. Peter HERRMANN FRG
 2. Pierre Albertini France
 3. Ray Ross Great Britain
 3. Boris Mischenko USSR
+93 kg 1. Willem RUSKA Netherlands
 2. Anzor Kibrotsashvili USSR
 3. Klaus Hennig GDR
 3. Vasily Usik USSR
Open 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. Anzor Kiknadze USSR
 3. Willem Ruska Netherlands
 3. Klaus Hennig GDR

1968, Lausanne, Switzerland
63 kg 1. Piruz MARTKOPLISHVILI USSR
 2. Sergey Suslin USSR
 3. Serge Feist France
 3. Denis Pylypiw France
70 kg 1. Roin MAGALTADZE USSR
 2. Otari Natelashvili USSR
 3. Czeslaw Kur Poland
 3. Allan Wood Great Britain
80 kg 1. Wolfgang HOFMANN FRG
 2. Patrick Clement France
 3. Horst Leupold GDR
 3. Ferdi Miebach FRG
93 kg 1. Peter HERRMANN FRG
 2. Helmut Howiller GDR
 3. Ernst Eugster Netherlands
 3. Paul Barth FRG
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+93 kg 1. Klaus GLAHN FRG
 2. Anzor Kiknadze USSR
 3. Alfred Meier FRG
 3. Erich Butka Austria
Open 1. Vladimir SAUNIN USSR
 2. Radovan Krajinovic Yugoslavia
 3. Guenther Monczyk FRG
 3. Klaus Hennig GDR

1969, Oostende, Belgium
63 kg 1. Serge FEIST France
 2. Dieter Scholz GDR
 3. Jean-Jacques Mounier France
 3. Stanko Topolcnik Yugoslavia
70 kg 1. David RUDMAN USSR
 2. Antoni Zajkowski Poland
 3. Czeslaw Kur Poland
 3. Patrick Vial France
80 kg 1. Anatoly BONDARENKO USSR
 2. Otto Smirat GDR
 3. Martin Poglajen Netherlands
 3. Jan Snijders Netherlands
93 kg 1. Peter SNIJDERS Netherlands
 2. Vladimir Pokataev USSR
 3. Martin Segers Belgium
 3. Pierre Guichard France
+93 kg 1. Willem RUSKA Netherlands
 2. Givi Onashvili USSR
 3. Erich Butka Austria
 3. Vitaly Kuznetsov USSR
Open 1. Willem RUSKA Netherlands
 2. Anzor Kibrotsashvili USSR
 3. Dirk Eveleens Netherlands
 3. Vladimir Saunin USSR
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1970, Berlin, GDR
63 kg 1. Jean-Jacques MOUNIER France
 2. Sergey Suslin USSR
 3. Dieter Scholz GDR
 3. Karl-Heinz Werner GDR
70 kg 1. Rudolf HENDEL GDR
 2. Dietmar Hoetger GDR
 3. Engelbert Dörbandt FRG
 3. Edward Mullen Great Britain
80 kg 1. Brian JACKS Great Britain
 2. Martin Poglajen Netherlands
 3. Horst Leupold GDR
 3. Otto Smirat GDR
93 kg 1. Vladimir POKATAEV USSR
 2. Uwe Stock GDR
 3. Pierre Albertini France
 3. Evgeny Solodukhin USSR
+93 kg 1. Klaus GLAHN FRG
 2. Willem Ruska Netherlands
 3. Dirk Eveleens Netherlands
 3. Heinz Schulze GDR
Open 1. Klaus HENNIG GDR
 2. Willem Ruska Netherlands
 3. Jean-Claude Brondani France
 3. Sergey Novikov USSR

1971, Göteborg, Sweden
63 kg 1. Jean-Jacques MOUNIER France
 2. Shengeli Pitskhelauri USSR
 3. Ferenc Szabó Hungary
 3. Karl-Heinz Werner GDR
70 kg 1. Rudolf HENDEL GDR
 2. Antoni Zajkowski Poland
 3. Pierre Guichard France
 3. Valery Dvoinikov USSR
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80 kg 1. Guy AUFFRAY France
 2. Guram Gogolauri USSR
 3. Brian Jacks Great Britain
 3. Patrick Clement France
93 kg 1. Helmut HOWILLER GDR
 2. Vladimir Pokataev USSR
 3. Ernst Eugster Netherlands
 3. Peter Snijders Netherlands
+93 kg 1. Willem RUSKA Netherlands
 2. Valentin Gutsu USSR
 3. Alfred Meier FRG
 3. Givi Onashvili USSR
Open 1. Vitaly KUZNETSOV USSR
 2. Santiago Ojeda Spain
 3. Henk Kruys Netherlands
 3. Reinhard Otto FRG

1972, Voorburg, Netherlands
63 kg 1. Jean-Jacques MOUNIER France
 2. Sergey Suslin USSR
 3. Sergey Melnichenko USSR
 3. Karl-Heinz Werner GDR
70 kg 1. Dietmar HOETGER GDR
 2. Anatoly Novikov USSR
 3. Marian Talaj Poland
 3. Albert Verhulsdonk FRG
80 kg 1. Jean-Paul COCHE France
 2. Guram Gogolauri USSR
 3. László Ipacs Hungary
 3. Andrey Tsyupachenko USSR
93 kg 1. Angelo PARISI France
 2. Jan Bosman Netherlands
 3. Ernst Eugster Netherlands
 3. Evgeny Solodukhin USSR
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+93 kg 1. Willem RUSKA Netherlands
 2. Givi Onashvili USSR
 3. Vitaly Kuznetsov USSR
 3. Santiago Ojeda Spain
Open 1. Willem RUSKA Netherlands
 2. Jean-Claude Brondani France
 3. Klaus Hennig GDR
 3. Sergey Novikov USSR

1973, Madrid, Spain
63 kg 1. Sergey MELNICHENKO USSR
 2. Shengeli Pitskhelauri USSR
 3. Michel Algisi France
 3. Karl-Heinz Werner GDR
70 kg 1. Dietmar HOETGER GDR
 2. Engelbert Dörbandt FRG
 3. Franco Novasconi Italy
 3. Vacinuff Morrison Great Britain
80 kg 1. Brian JACKS Great Britain
 2. Guy Auffray France
 3. Bernd Look GDR
 3. Guram Gogolauri USSR
93 kg 1. Jean-Luc ROUGÉ France
 2. David Starbrook Great Britain
 3. Evgeny Solodukhin USSR
 3. Amiran Muzaev USSR
+93 kg 1. Santiago OJEDA Spain
 2. Keith Remfry Great Britain
 3. Peter Adelaar Netherlands
 3. Dzhibilo Nizharadze USSR
Open 1. Sergey NOVIKOV USSR
 2. Shota Chochishvili USSR
 3. Dietmar Lorenz GDR
 3. Wolfgang Zueckschwerdt GDR
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1974, London, Great Britain
63 kg 1. Sergey MELNICHENKO USSR
 2. Danny Da Costa Great Britain
 3. Michel Algisi France
 3. Shengeli Pitskhelauri USSR
70 kg 1. Günther KRUEGER GDR
 2. Valery Dvoinikov USSR
 3. Engelbert Dörbandt FRG
 3. Gérard Gautier France
80 kg 1. Jean-Paul COCHE France
 2. Antoni Reiter Poland
 3. Adam Adamczyk Poland
 3. Bob Debelius Great Britain
93 kg 1. Goran ZUVELA Yugoslavia
 2. Günter Neureuther FRG
 3. David Starbrook Great Britain
 3. Dietmar Lorenz GDR
+93 kg 1. Givi ONASHVILI USSR
 2. Chris Dolman Netherlands
 3. Rémi Berthet France
 3. Wolfgang Zueckschwerdt GDR
Open 1. Sergey NOVIKOV USSR
 2. Shota Chochishvili USSR
 3. Imre Varga Hungary
 3. Wolfgang Zueckschwerdt GDR

1975, Lyon, France
63 kg 1. Torsten REISSMANN GDR
 2. Shengeli Pitskhelauri USSR
 3. Yves Delvingt France
 3. Edward Alksnin Poland
70 kg 1. Vladimir NEVZOROV USSR
 2. Valery Dvoinikov USSR
 3. Dietmar Hoetger GDR
 3. Günther Krueger GDR
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80 kg 1. Antoni REITER Poland
 2. Abdulgadzhi Barkalaev USSR
 3. Adam Adamczyk Poland
 3. Alexey Volosov USSR
93 kg 1. Dietmar LORENZ GDR
 2. Jean-Luc Rougé France
 3. David Starbrook Great Britain
 3. Amiran Muzaev USSR
+93 kg 1. Dzhibilo NIZHARADZE USSR
 2. Sergey Novikov USSR
 3. Wolfgang Zueckschwerdt GDR
 3. Imre Novák Czechoslovakia
Open 1. Givi ONASHVILI USSR
 2. Shota Chochishvili USSR
 3. Peter Adelaar Netherlands
 3. Wolfgang Zueckschwerdt GDR

1976, Kiev, USSR
63 kg 1. József TUNCSIK Hungary
 2. Oleg Zurabiani USSR
 3. Michel Algisi France
 3. Yves Delvingt France
70 kg 1. Valery DVOINIKOV USSR
 2. Dietmar Hoetger GDR
 3. Marian Talaj Poland
 3. Aristotel Spirov USSR
80 kg 1. Jean-Paul COCHE France
 2. Adam Adamczyk Poland
 3. Antoni Reiter Poland
 3. Detlef Ultsch GDR
93 kg 1. Tengiz KHUBULURI USSR
 2. Robert Van De Walle Belgium
 3. Arthur Schnabel FRG
 3. Goran Zuvela Yugoslavia
+93 kg 1. Sergey NOVIKOV USSR
 2. Givi Onashvili USSR
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 3. Momir Lucic Yugoslavia
 3. Mihály Petrovszky Hungary
Open 1. Avel KAZACHENKOV USSR
 2. Vladimir Novak Czechoslovakia
 3. Radomir Kovacevic Yugoslavia
 3. Dzhibilo Nizharadze USSR

1977, Ludwigshafen, FRG
60 kg 1. Evgeny POGORELOV USSR
 2. Guy Lepaubin France
 3. Arpad Szabó Romania
 3. Reinhard Arndt GDR
65 kg 1. Yves DELVINGT France
 2. Ferenc Szabó Hungary
 3. Torsten Reissmann GDR
 3. Wolfgang Biedron Sweden
71 kg 1. Vladimir NEVZOROV USSR
 2. Marian Talaj Poland
 3. Neil Adams Great Britain
 3. Günther Krueger GDR
78 kg 1. Adam ADAMCZYK Poland
 2. Harald Heinke GDR
 3. Fred Marhenke FRG
 3. Bernard Choullouyan France
86 kg 1. Alexey VOLOSOV USSR
 2. Jürgen Roethlisberger Switzerland
 3. Zbigniew Bielawski Poland
 3. Detlef Ultsch GDR
95 kg 1. Dietmar LORENZ GDR
 2. Robert Van De Walle Belgium
 3. Arthur Schnabel FRG
 3. Paul Radburn Great Britain
+95 kg 1. Jean-Luc ROUGÉ France
 2. Dzhibilo Nizharadze USSR
 3. Peter Adelaar Netherlands
 3. Wolfgang Zueckschwerdt GDR
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Open 1. Angelo PARISI France
 2. Wolfgang Zueckschwerdt GDR
 3. Robert Van De Walle Belgium
 3. Shota Chochishvili USSR

1978, Helsinki, Finland
60 kg 1. Felice MARIANI Italy
 2. Arpad Szabó Romania
 3. Reinhard Arndt GDR
 3. Evgeny Pogorelov USSR
65 kg 1. Torsten REISSMANN GDR
 2. Nickolay Solodukhin USSR
 3. József Tuncsik Hungary
 3. Dragan Kosic Yugoslavia
71 kg 1. Günther KRUEGER GDR
 2. Engelbert Dörbandt FRG
 3. Neil Adams Great Britain
 3. Károly Molnar Hungary
78 kg 1. Harald HEINKE GDR
 2. Adam Adamczyk Poland
 3. Bernard Choullouyan France
 3. Jerzy Jatowtt Austria
86 kg 1. Alexander YATSKEVICH USSR
 2. Detlef Ultsch GDR
 3. Wolfgang Frank FRG
 3. Jürgen Roethlisberger Switzerland
95 kg 1. Dietmar LORENZ GDR
 2. Angelo Parisi France
 3. Robert Van De Walle Belgium
 3. Vladimir Gurin USSR
+95 kg 1. Peter ADELAAR Netherlands
 2. Imre Varga Hungary
 3. Jean-Luc Rougé France
 3. Sergey Novikov USSR
Open 1. Dietmar LORENZ GDR
 2. Jean-Luc Rougé France
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 3. Imre Varga Hungary
 3. Dzhibilo Nizharadze USSR

1979, Brussels, Belgium
60 kg 1. Felice MARIANI Italy
 2. Helmut Grobelin FRG
 3. Josef Reiter Austria
 3. Aramby Emizh USSR
65 kg 1. Nickolay SOLODUKHIN USSR
 2. James Rohleder FRG
 3. Yves Delvingt France
 3. Nicolae Vlad Romania
71 kg 1. Neil ADAMS Great Britain
 2. Ezio Gamba Italy
 3. Günther Krueger GDR
 3. Evgeny Babanov USSR
78 kg 1. Harald HEINKE GDR
 2. Shota Khabareli USSR
 3. Adam Adamczyk Poland
 3. Mihalache Toma Romania
86 kg 1. Jürgen ROETHLISBERGER Switzerland
 2. Slavko Obadov Yugoslavia
 3. Detlef Ultsch GDR
 3. Endre Kiss Hungary
95 kg 1. Tengiz KHUBULURI USSR
 2. Robert Van De Walle Belgium
 3. Günter Neureuther FRG
 3. Robert Köstenberger Austria
+95 kg 1. Jean-Luc ROUGÉ France
 2. Vitaly Kuznetsov USSR
 3. Peter Adelaar Netherlands
 3. Imre Varga Hungary
Open 1. Alexey TYURIN USSR
 2. Angelo Parisi France
 3. Robert Van De Walle Belgium
 3. Paul Radburn Great Britain
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1980, Vienna, Austria
60 kg 1. Felice MARIANI Italy
 2. Josef Reiter Austria
 3. Thierry Rey France
 3. Reinhard Arndt GDR
65 kg 1. Torsten REISSMANN GDR
 2. Valentin Tarakanov USSR
 3. Imre Gelencser Hungary
 3. Constantin Niculae Romania
71 kg 1. Nicolae VLAD Romania
 2. Chris Bowles Great Britain
 3. Karl-Heinz Lehmann GDR
 3. Evgeny Babanov USSR
78 kg 1. Neil ADAMS Great Britain
 2. Harald Heinke GDR
 3. Bernard Choullouyan France
 3. Mircea Fratica Romania
86 kg 1. Alexander YATSKEVICH USSR
 2. Peter Seisenbacher Austria
 3. Peter Donnelly Great Britain
 3. Detlef Ultsch GDR
95 kg 1. Jean-Luc ROUGÉ France
 2. Dietmar Lorenz GDR
 3. Robert Van De Walle Belgium
 3. Ramaz Kharshiladze USSR
+95 kg 1. Alexey TYURIN USSR
 2. Imre Varga Hungary
 3. Peter Adelaar Netherlands
 3. Angelo Parisi France
Open 1. Robert VAN DE WALLE Belgium
 2. Angelo Parisi France
 3. Vladimir Kocman Czechoslovakia
 3. Sergey Novikov USSR
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1981, Debrecen, Hungary
60 kg 1. Andrzej DZIEMIANIUK Poland
 2. Arpad Szabó Romania
 3. Eric Maurel France
 3. Pavel Petrikov Czechoslovakia
65 kg 1. Constantin NICULAE Romania
 2. Thierry Rey France
 3. Josef Reiter Austria
 3. Sergio Cardell Spain
71 kg 1. Karl-Heinz LEHMANN GDR
 2. Sándor Nagysolymosi Hungary
 3. Iliyan Nedkov Bulgaria
 3. Simion Toplicean Romania
78 kg 1. Georghi PETROV Bulgaria
 2. Roman Novotny Czechoslovakia
 3. Andrzej Sadej Poland
 3. Shota Khabareli USSR
86 kg 1. David BODAVELI USSR
 2. Bernard Choullouyan France
 3. Wolfgang Frank FRG
 3. János Gyáni Hungary
95 kg 1. Roger VACHON France
 2. Tengiz Khubuluri USSR
 3. Robert Van De Walle Belgium
 3. Ulf Rettig GDR
+95 kg 1. Grigory VERICHEV USSR
 2. Dimitar Zapryanov Bulgaria
 3. Alexander Von der Groeben FRG
 3. Laurent Del Colombo France
Open 1. Wojciech RESZKO Poland
 2. Willy Wilhelm Netherlands
 3. Arthur Schnabel FRG
 3. Andras Oszvar Hungary

1982, Rostock, GDR
60 kg 1. Khazret TLETSERI USSR
 2. Atanas Gerchev Bulgaria
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 3. Andrzej Dziemianiuk Poland
 3. Klaus-Peter Stollberg GDR
65 kg 1. Torsten REISSMANN GDR
 2. Thierry Rey France
 3. Janusz Pawlowski Poland
 3. Josef Reiter Austria
71 kg 1. Ezio GAMBA Italy
 2. Karl-Heinz Lehmann GDR
 3. Magomed Parchiev USSR
 3. Stanislav Tuma Czechoslovakia
78 kg 1. Mircea FRATICA Romania
 2. Shota Khabareli USSR
 3. Andrzej Sadej Poland
 3. Neil Adams Great Britain
86 kg 1. Alexander YATSKEVICH USSR
 2. Mario Vecchi Italy
 3. Bernard Choullouyan France
 3. Detlef Ultsch GDR
95 kg 1. Robert KÖSTENBERGER Austria
 2. Günter Neureuther FRG
 3. Roger Vachon France
 3. Lajos Molnar Hungary
+95 kg 1. Henry STOEHR GDR
 2. Angelo Parisi France
 3. Grigory Verichev USSR
 3. Andras Oszvar Hungary
Open 1. Alexey TYURIN USSR
 2. Andras Oszvar Hungary
 3. Arthur Schnabel FRG
 3. Fred Olhorn GDR

1983, Paris, France
60 kg 1. Khazret TLETSERI USSR
 2. Andrzej Dziemianiuk Poland
 3. Peter Jupke FRG
 3. Klaus-Peter Stollberg GDR
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65 kg 1. Thierry REY France
 2. Jaroslaw Kriz Czechoslovakia
 3. Janusz Pawlowski Poland
 3. Nickolay Solodukhin USSR
71 kg 1. Richard MELILLO France
 2. Ezio Gamba Italy
 3. Steffen Stranz FRG
 3. Karl-Heinz Lehmann GDR
78 kg 1. Neil ADAMS Great Britain
 2. Seppo Myllyla Finland
 3. Andrzej Sadej Poland
 3. Shota Khabareli USSR
86 kg 1. Vitaly PESNYAK USSR
 2. Peter Seisenbacher Austria
 3. Mario Vecchi Italy
 3. Detlef Ultsch GDR
95 kg 1. Valery DIVISENKO USSR
 2. Roger Vachon France
 3. Robert Van De Walle Belgium
 3. Günter Neureuther FRG
+95 kg 1. Khabil BIKTASHEV USSR
 2. Dimitar Zapryanov Bulgaria
 3. Alexander Von der Groeben FRG
 3. Angelo Parisi France
Open 1. Angelo PARISI France
 2. Robert Van De Walle Belgium
 3. Juha Salonen Finland
 3. Grigory Verichev USSR

1984, Liege, Belgium
60 kg 1. Khazret TLETSERI USSR
 2. Felice Mariani Italy
 3. Patrick Roux France
 3. Carlos Sotillo Spain
65 kg 1. Marc ALEXANDRE France
 2. Jaroslaw Kriz Czechoslovakia
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 3. Stephen Gawthorpe Great Britain
 3. Luc Chanson Switzerland
71 kg 1. Tamaz NAMGALAURI USSR
 2. Serge Dyot France
 3. Joaquín Ruíz Spain
 3. Sándor Nagysolymosi Hungary
78 kg 1. Neil ADAMS Great Britain
 2. Dennis Fogarasi Hungary
 3. Michel Nowak France
 3. Yuri Merkulov USSR
86 kg 1. Vitaly PESNYAK USSR
 2. Roland Borawski GDR
 3. Ben Spijkers Netherlands
 3. Peter Seisenbacher Austria
95 kg 1. Günter NEUREUTHER FRG
 2. Robert Van De Walle Belgium
 3. Roger Vachon France
 3. Robert Köstenberger Austria
+95 kg 1. Alexander VON DER GROEBEN FRG
 2. Dietmar Pufahl GDR
 3. Willy Wilhelm Netherlands
 3. Vladimir Kocman Czechoslovakia
Open 1. Angelo PARISI France
 2. Grigory Verichev USSR
 3. Robert Van De Walle Belgium
 3. Mihail Cioc Romania

1985, Hamar, Norway
60 kg 1. Khazret TLETSERI USSR
 2. Gheorghe Dani Romania
 3. Patrick Roux France
 3. Carlos Sotillo Spain
65 kg 1. Cornel-Ilie SERBAN Romania
 2. Marc Alexandre France
 3. Jörgen Haggqvist Sweden
 3. Andreas Paluschek GDR
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71 kg 1. Tamaz NAMGALAURI USSR
 2. Bertalan Hajtós Hungary
 3. Kerrith Brown Great Britain
 3. Richard Melillo France
78 kg 1. Neil ADAMS Great Britain
 2. Waldemar Legien Poland
 3. Michel Nowak France
 3. Per Kjellin Sweden
86 kg 1. Vitaly PESNYAK USSR
 2. Michael Bazynski FRG
 3. Georghi Petrov Bulgaria
 3. Peter Seisenbacher Austria
95 kg 1. Robert VAN DE WALLE Belgium
 2. Roger Vachon France
 3. Günter Neureuther FRG
 3. Andreas Preschel GDR
+95 kg 1. Grigory VERICHEV USSR
 2. Alexander Von der Groeben FRG
 3. Juha Salonen Finland
 3. Dragan Kusmuk Yugoslavia
Open 1. Alexander VON DER GROEBEN FRG
 2. Khabil Biktashev USSR
 3. Andrzej Basik Poland
 3. Elvis Gordon Great Britain

1986, Belgrade, Yugoslavia
60 kg 1. József CSÁK Hungary
 2. Peter Jupke FRG
 3. Patrick Roux France
 3. Khazret Tletseri USSR
65 kg 1. Yuri SOKOLOV USSR
 2. Joachim Brenner FRG
 3. Janusz Pawlowski Poland
 3. Marc Alexandre France
71 kg 1. Bertalan HAJTÓS Hungary
 2. Kerrith Brown Great Britain
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 3. Wieslaw Blach Poland
 3. Ezio Gamba Italy
78 kg 1. Frank WIENEKE FRG
 2. Marcel Pietri France
 3. Waldemar Legien Poland
 3. Ramon Pink GDR
86 kg 1. Peter SEISENBACHER Austria
 2. Ben Spijkers Netherlands
 3. Fabien Canu France
 3. János Gyáni Hungary
95 kg 1. Robert VAN DE WALLE Belgium
 2. Roger Vachon France
 3. Jerzy Kolanowski Poland
 3. Jirí Sosna Czechoslovakia
+95 kg 1. Willy WILHELM Netherlands
 2. Henry Stoehr GDR
 3. Grigory Verichev USSR
 3. Clemens Jehle Switzerland
Open 1. Henry STOEHR GDR
 2. Peter Seisenbacher Austria
 3. Roger Vachon France
 3. Grigory Verichev USSR

1987, Paris, France
60 kg 1. Patrick ROUX France
 2. Khazret Tletseri USSR
 3. Helmut Dietz FRG
 3. Neil Eckersley Great Britain
65 kg 1. Jean-Pierre HANSEN France
 2. Dragomir Becanovic Yugoslavia
 3. Sergey Kosmynin USSR
 3. Tamás Bujkó Hungary
71 kg 1. Wieslaw BLACH Poland
 2. Richard Melillo France
 3. Steffen Stranz FRG
 3. Sven Loll GDR
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78 kg 1. Bashir VARAEV USSR
 2. Jean-Michel Berthet France
 3. Andrzej Sadej Poland
 3. Peter Reiter Austria
86 kg 1. Fabien CANU France
 2. Densign White Great Britain
 3. Peter Seisenbacher Austria
 3. Viktor Poddubnyi USSR
95 kg 1. Koba KURTANIDZE USSR
 2. Roger Vachon France
 3. Marc Meiling FRG
 3. Robert Van De Walle Belgium
+95 kg 1. Mihail CIOC Romania
 2. Clemens Jehle Switzerland
 3. Alexander Von der Groeben FRG
 3. Akaki Kibordzalidze USSR
Open 1. Grigory VERICHEV USSR
 2. Roger Vachon France
 3. Andrzej Basik Poland
 3. Jochen Plate FRG

1988, Pamplona, Spain
60 kg 1. Amiran TOTIKASHVILI USSR
 2. Patrick Roux France
 3. Neil Eckersley Great Britain
 3. Carlos Sotillo Spain
65 kg 1. Bruno CARABETTA France
 2. Guido Schumacher FRG
 3. Udo Quellmalz GDR
 3. Sergey Kosmynin USSR
71 kg 1. Joaquín RUÍZ Spain
 2. Sven Loll GDR
 3. Krzysztof Kaminski Poland
 3. Hans Engelmeier FRG
78 kg 1. Bashir VARAEV USSR
 2. Frank Wieneke FRG
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 3. Pascal Tayot France
 3. Peter Reiter Austria
86 kg 1. Fabien CANU France
 2. Densign White Great Britain
 3. Ben Spijkers Netherlands
 3. Peter Seisenbacher Austria
95 kg 1. Jirí SOSNA Czechoslovakia
 2. Evgeny Pechurov USSR
 3. Marko Valev Bulgaria
 3. Robert Van De Walle Belgium
+95 kg 1. Grigory VERICHEV USSR
 2. Alexander Von der Groeben FRG
 3. Dimitar Zapryanov Bulgaria
 3. Henry Stoehr GDR
Open 1. Elvis GORDON Great Britain
 2. Akaki Kibordzalidze USSR
 3. László Tolnai Hungary
 3. Damyan Stoikov Bulgaria

1989, Helsinki, Finland
60 kg 1. Amiran TOTIKASHVILI USSR
 2. Peter Sedivak Czechoslovakia
 3. Philip Pradayrol France
 3. Carlos Sotillo Spain
65 kg 1. Bruno CARABETTA France
 2. Sergey Kosmynin USSR
 3. József Csák Hungary
 3. Pavel Petrikov Czechoslovakia
71 kg 1. Jorma KORHONEN Finland
 2. Bertalan Hajtós Hungary
 3. Marc Alexandre France
 3. Georgy Tenadze USSR
78 kg 1. Bashir VARAEV USSR
 2. Frank Wieneke FRG
 3. Anthonie Wurth Netherlands
 3. Zsolt Zsoldos Hungary
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86 kg 1. Fabien CANU France
 2. Vitaly Budyukin USSR
 3. Giorgio Vismara Italy
 3. Axel Lobenstein GDR
95 kg 1. Koba KURTANIDZE USSR
 2. Jirí Sosna Czechoslovakia
 3. Theo Meijer Netherlands
 3. Marc Meiling FRG
+95 kg 1. Rafal KUBACKI Poland
 2. Thomas Mueller GDR
 3. Hans Buiting Netherlands
 3. Grigory Verichev USSR
Open 1. Juha SALONEN Finland
 2. Frank Moeller GDR
 3. Harry Van Barneveld Belgium
 3. Sergey Kosorotov USSR

1990, Frankfurt, Germany
60 kg 1. Philip PRADAYROL France
 2. Nigel Donohue Great Britain
 3. Pavel Botev Bulgaria
 3. Amiran Totikashvili USSR
65 kg 1. Bruno CARABETTA France
 2. Udo Quellmalz GDR
 3. Philip Laats Belgium
 3. Stelian Petrescu Romania
71 kg 1. Guido SCHUMACHER FRG
 2. Jorma Korhonen Finland
 3. Wieslaw Blach Poland
 3. Bertalan Hajtós Hungary
78 kg 1. Bashir VARAEV USSR
 2. Zsolt Zsoldos Hungary
 3. Bertrand Amoussou-Guenou France
 3. Iulian Rusu Romania
86 kg 1. Waldemar LEGIEN Poland
 2. Axel Lobenstein GDR
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 3. Densign White Great Britain
 3. Fabien Canu France
95 kg 1. Stéphane TRAINEAU France
 2. Marc Meiling FRG
 3. Koba Kurtanidze USSR
 3. Frank Borkowski GDR
+95 kg 1. Sergey KOSOROTOV USSR
 2. Harry Van Barneveld Belgium
 3. Frank Moeller GDR
 3. Marian Grozea Romania
Open 1. László TOLNAI Hungary
 2. Harry Van Barneveld Belgium
 3. David Khakhaleishvili USSR
 3. Alexander Von der Groeben FRG

1991, Prague, Czechoslovakia
60 kg 1. Philip PRADAYROL France
 2. Pavel Kamrowski Poland
 3. József Wagner Hungary
 3. Marino Cattedra Italy
65 kg 1. Eric BORN Switzerland
 2. József Csák Hungary
 3. Martin Schmidt Germany
 3. Ian Freeman Great Britain
71 kg 1. Stefan DOTT Germany
 2. Josef Vensek Czechoslovakia
 3. Christophe Gagliano France
 3. Magomed Aliev USSR
78 kg 1. Anthonie WURTH Netherlands
 2. Johan Laats Belgium
 3. Krzysztof Kaminski Poland
 3. Bashir Varaev USSR
86 kg 1. Axel LOBENSTEIN Germany
 2. Giorgio Vismara Italy
 3. Adrian Croitoru Romania
 3. León Villar Spain
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95 kg 1. Theo MEIJER Netherlands
 2. Givi Gaurgashvili USSR
 3. Stéphane Traineau France
 3. Detlef Knorrek Germany
+95 kg 1. Henry STOEHR Germany
 2. Sergey Kosorotov USSR
 3. Rafal Kubacki Poland
 3. David Douillet France
Open 1. Igor BEREZNITSKY USSR
 2. Bernd Von Eitzen Germany
 3. Patrice Rognon France
 3. Stefano Venturelli Italy

1992, Paris, France
60 kg 1. Nazim GUSEINOV Azerbaijan
 2. Philip Pradayrol France
 3. Keith Gough Ireland
 3. Raik Arnold Germany
65 kg 1. Benoît CAMPARGUE France
 2. Vsevolods Zelonijs Latvia
 3. Ivan Netov Bulgaria
 3. Francisco Lorenzo Spain
71 kg 1. Norbert HAIMBERGER Austria
 2. Bruno Carabetta France
 3. Shay-Oren Smadja Israel
 3. Joaquín Ruíz Spain
78 kg 1. Marko SPITTKA Germany
 2. Olivier Schaffter Switzerland
 3. Bertrand Damaisin France
 3. Sharip Varaev Russia
86 kg 1. Pascal TAYOT France
 2. Adrian Croitoru Romania
 3. Giorgio Vismara Italy
 3. León Villar Spain
95 kg 1. Stéphane TRAINEAU France
 2. Dmitry Sergeev Russia
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 3. Luigi Guido Italy
 3. Antal Kovács Hungary
+95 kg 1. Frank MOELLER Germany
 2. Sergey Kosorotov Russia
 3. Dennis Raven Netherlands
 3. David Douillet France
Open 1. Thomas MUELLER Germany
 2. Georges Mathonnet France
 3. Harry Van Barneveld Belgium
 3. Elvis Gordon Great Britain

1993, Athens, Greece
60 kg 1. Nazim GUSEINOV Azerbaijan
 2. Hasan Bisultanov Russia
 3. Pavel Botev Bulgaria
 3. Nigel Donohue Great Britain
65 kg 1. Sergey KOSMYNIN Russia
 2. Vsevolods Zelonijs Latvia
 3. Udo Quellmalz Germany
 3. Fedor Lazarenko Moldova
71 kg 1. Vladimir DGEBUADZE Georgia
 2. Tarlan Poladov Azerbaijan
 3. Jorma Korhonen Finland
 3. Patrick Rosso France
78 kg 1. Darcel YANDZI France
 2. Soso Liparteliani Georgia
 3. Johan Laats Belgium
 3. Alexey Timoshkin Russia
86 kg 1. Pascal TAYOT France
 2. Apti Magomadov Moldova
 3. Alex Smeets Netherlands
 3. Oleg Maltsev Russia
95 kg 1. Stéphane TRAINEAU France
 2. Thomas Etlinger Austria
 3. Leonid Svirid Belarus
 3. Antal Kovács Hungary
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+95 kg 1. David KHAKHALEISHVILI Georgia
 2. David Douillet France
 3. Frank Moeller Germany
 3. Rafal Kubacki Poland
Open 1. David KHAKHALEISHVILI Georgia
 2. Harry Van Barneveld Belgium
 3. Evgeny Pechurov Russia
 3. Henry Stoehr Germany

1994, Gdansk, Poland
60 kg 1. Girolamo GIOVINAZZO Italy
 2. Nazim Guseinov Azerbaijan
 3. Giorgi Revazishvili Georgia
 3. Franck Chambilly France
65 kg 1. Vladimir DRACHKO Russia
 2. Jaroslaw Lewak Poland
 3. Salim Abanoz Turkey
 3. Benoît Campargue France
71 kg 1. Sergey KOSMYNIN USSR
 2. Patrick Rosso France
 3. René Sporleder Germany
 3. Bertalan Hajtós Hungary
78 kg 1. Ryan BIRCH Great Britain
 2. Johan Laats Belgium
 3. Mark Huizinga Netherlands
 3. Patrick Reiter Austria
86 kg 1. Oleg MALTSEV Russia
 2. Vincenzo Carabetta France
 3. Adrian Croitoru Romania
 3. Iveri Jikurauli Georgia
95 kg 1. Pawel NASTULA Poland
 2. Raymond Stevens Great Britain
 3. Mike Hax Germany
 3. Dmitry Sergeev Russia
+95 kg 1. David DOUILLET France
 2. Rafal Kubacki Poland
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 3. Frank Moeller Germany
 3. Selim Tataroglu Turkey
Open 1. Laurent CROST France
 2. Harry Van Barneveld Belgium
 3. Evgeny Pechurov Russia
 3. Alexander Davitashvili Georgia

1995, Birmingham, Great Britain
60 kg 1. Nigel DONOHUE Great Britain
 2. Giorgi Vazagashvili Georgia
 3. Girolamo Giovinazzo Italy
 3. Natik Bagirov Belarus
65 kg 1. Peter SCHLATTER Germany
 2. Vsevolods Zelonijs Latvia
 3. Philip Laats Belgium
 3. Bektas Demirel Turkey
71 kg 1. Martin SCHMIDT Germany
 2. Christophe Gagliano France
 3. Davor Vlaskovac Germany
 3. Thomas Schleicher Austria
78 kg 1. Patrick REITER Austria
 2. Djamel Bouras France
 3. Johan Laats Belgium
 3. Irfan Toker Turkey
86 kg 1. Maarten ARENS Netherlands
 2. Iveri Jikurauli Georgia
 3. Ruslan Mashurenko Ukraine
 3. Oleg Maltsev Russia
95 kg 1. Pawel NASTULA Poland
 2. Dmitry Sergeev Russia
 3. Stéphane Traineau France
 3. Pedro Soares Portugal
+95 kg 1. Sergey KOSOROTOV Russia
 2. Frank Moeller Germany
 3. Denny Ebbers Netherlands
 3. Rafal Kubacki Poland
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Open 1. Imre CSÖSZ Hungary
 2. Ralf Koser Germany
 3. Harry Van Barneveld Belgium
 3. Ben Sonnemans Netherlands

1996, Hague, Netherlands
60 kg 1. Giorgi VAZAGASHVILI Georgia
 2. Nigel Donohue Great Britain
 3. Girolamo Giovinazzo Italy
 3. Franck Chambilly France
65 kg 1. Giorgi REVAZISHVILI Georgia
 2. Julian Davis Great Britain
 3. Peter Schlatter Germany
 3. Larbi Benboudaoud France
71 kg 1. Danny KINGSTON Great Britain
 2. Thomas Schleicher Austria
 3. Christophe Gagliano France
 3. Ilya Chimchiuri Ukraine
78 kg 1. Djamel BOURAS France
 2. Oleg Kretsul Moldova
 3. Konstantin Savchishkin Russia
 3. Patrick Reiter Austria
86 kg 1. Mark HUIZINGA Netherlands
 2. Oleg Maltsev Russia
 3. Ryan Birch Great Britain
 3. Sergey Klishin Austria
95 kg 1. Pawel NASTULA Poland
 2. Pedro Soares Portugal
 3. Ghislain Lemaire France
 3. Dmitry Sergeev Russia
+95 kg 1. David KHAKHALEISHVILI Georgia
 2. Sergey Kosorotov Russia
 3. Selim Tataroglu Turkey
 3. Rafal Kubacki Poland
Open 1. Indrek PERTELSON Estonia
 2. Selim Tataroglu Turkey
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 3. Harry Van Barneveld Belgium
 3. Ramaz Chochishvili Georgia

1997, Oostende, Belgium
60 kg 1. Rashad MAMEDOV Belarus
 2. Yacine Douma France
 3. Girolamo Giovinazzo Italy
 3. Pedro Caravana Portugal
65 kg 1. Huseyin OZKAN Turkey
 2. Giorgi Revazishvili Georgia
 3. Larbi Benboudaoud France
 3. Julian Davis Great Britain
71 kg 1. Giorgi VAZAGASHVILI Georgia
 2. Anatoly Laryukov Belarus
 3. Christophe Gagliano France
 3. Danny Kingston Great Britain
78 kg 1. Johan LAATS Belgium
 2. Djamel Bouras France
 3. Dirk Radszat Germany
 3. Patrick Reiter Austria
86 kg 1. Mark HUIZINGA Netherlands
 2. Sergey Klishin Austria
 3. Daan De Cooman Belgium
 3. Algimantas Merkevicius Lithuania
95 kg 1. Ben SONNEMANS Netherlands
 2. Ghislain Lemaire France
 3. Radu Ivan Romania
 3. Dano Pantic Serbia
+95 kg 1. Selim TATAROGLU Turkey
 2. Dennis van der Geest Netherlands
 3. Harry Van Barneveld Belgium
 3. Rafal Kubacki Poland
Open 1. Harry VAN BARNEVELD Belgium
 2. Volker Heyer Germany
 3. Indrek Pertelson Estonia
 3. Selim Tataroglu Turkey
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1998, Oviedo, Spain
60 kg 1. Nestor KHERGIANI Georgia
 2. Ruslan Mirzaliyev Ukraine
 3. Oscar Peñas Spain
 3. Rashad Mamedov Belarus
66 kg 1. Larbi BENBOUDAOUD France
 2. Islam Matsiev Russia
 3. Patrick van Kalken Netherlands
 3. Giorgi Revazishvili Georgia
73 kg 1. Giuseppe MADDALONI Italy
 2. Andrei Golban Moldova
 3. Ilya Chimchiuri Ukraine
 3. Rafal Kozielewski Poland
81 kg 1. Bertalan HAJTÓS Hungary
 2. Mekhman Azizov Azerbaijan
 3. Dirk Radszat Germany
 3. Irakli Uznadze Turkey
90 kg 1. Mark HUIZINGA Netherlands
 2. Marko Spittka Germany
 3. Vincenzo Carabetta France
 3. Dmitry Morozov Russia
100 kg 1. Daniel GUERSCHNER Germany
 2. Radu Ivan Romania
 3. Yuri Stepkin Russia
 3. Ben Sonnemans Netherlands
+100 kg 1. Tamerlan TMENOV Russia
 2. Rafal Kubacki Poland
 3. Selim Tataroglu Turkey
 3. Imre Csösz Hungary
Open 1. Selim TATAROGLU Turkey
 2. Harry Van Barneveld Belgium
 3. Dennis van der Geest Netherlands
 3. Indrek Pertelson Estonia

1999, Bratislava, Slovakia
60 kg 1. Oscar PEÑAS Spain
 2. Cédric Taymans Belgium
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 3. Nestor Khergiani Georgia
 3. Natik Bagirov Belarus
66 kg 1. Larbi BENBOUDAOUD France
 2. Girolamo Giovinazzo Italy
 3. Huseyin Ozkan Turkey
 3. Victor Bivol Moldova
73 kg 1. Giuseppe MADDALONI Italy
 2. Alexei Budolin Estonia
 3. Giorgi Vazagashvili Georgia
 3. Vitaly Makarov Russia
81 kg 1. Nuno DELGADO Portugal
 2. Maarten Arens Netherlands
 3. Graeme Randall Great Britain
 3. Djamel Bouras France
90 kg 1. Daan DE COOMAN Belgium
 2. Algimantas Merkevicius Lithuania
 3. Mark Huizinga Netherlands
 3. Rasul Salimov Azerbaijan
100 kg 1. Stéphane TRAINEAU France
 2. Pawel Nastula Poland
 3. Alexander Mikhailin Russia
 3. Ariel Zeevi Israel
+100 kg 1. Tamerlan TMENOV Russia
 2. Semir Pepic Slovakia
 3. Indrek Pertelson Estonia
 3. Selim Tataroglu Turkey
Open 1. Selim TATAROGLU Turkey
 2. Ernesto Pérez Spain
 3. Dennis van der Geest Netherlands
 3. Alexandru Lungu Romania

2000, Wroclaw, Poland
60 kg 1. Elchin ISMAYILOV Azerbaijan
 2. Eric Despezelle France
 3. Cédric Taymans Belgium
 3. Nestor Khergiani Georgia
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66 kg 1. Patrick VAN KALKEN Netherlands
 2. József Csák Hungary
 3. Girolamo Giovinazzo Italy
 3. Georgi Georgiev Bulgaria
73 kg 1. Michel ALMEIDA Portugal
 2. Vitaly Makarov Russia
 3. Ferrid Kheder France
 3. Giorgi Revazishvili Georgia
81 kg 1. Sergei ASCHWANDEN Switzerland
 2. Ricardo Echarte Spain
 3. Alexei Budolin Estonia
 3. Robert Krawczyk Poland
90 kg 1. Adrian CROITORU Romania
 2. Mark Huizinga Netherlands
 3. Ruslan Mashurenko Ukraine
 3. Rasul Salimov Azerbaijan
100 kg 1. Yuri STEPKIN Russia
 2. Daniel Guerschner Germany
 3. Franz Birkfellner Austria
 3. Iveri Jikurauli Georgia
+100 kg 1. Dennis VAN DER GEEST Netherlands
 2. Tamerlan Tmenov Russia
 3. Frank Moeller Germany
 3. Ernesto Pérez Spain
Open 1. Aythami RUANO Spain
 2. Selim Tataroglu Turkey
 3. Frank Moeller Germany
 3. Alexander Davitashvili Georgia

2001, Paris, France
60 kg 1. Elchin ISMAYILOV Azerbaijan
 2. Cyril Soyer France
 3. Cédric Taymans Belgium
 3. Nestor Khergiani Georgia
66 kg 1. Renat MIRZALIYEV Azerbaijan
 2. David Margoshvili Georgia
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 3. Larbi Benboudaoud France
 3. Jozef Krnac Slovakia
73 kg 1. Gennady BILODID Ukraine
 2. Giuseppe Maddaloni Italy
 3. Daniel Fernandes France
 3. Nicolai Belokosov Moldova
81 kg 1. Alexei BUDOLIN Estonia
 2. Lasha Pipia Russia
 3. Irakli Uznadze Turkey
 3. Oscar Fernández Spain
90 kg 1. Mark HUIZINGA Netherlands
 2. Rasul Salimov Azerbaijan
 3. Frédéric Demontfaucon France
 3. Dmitri Budolin Estonia
100 kg 1. Ariel ZEEVI Israel
 2. Ghislain Lemaire France
 3. Elco van der Geest Netherlands
 3. Iveri Jikurauli Georgia
+100 kg 1. Tamerlan TMENOV Russia
 2. Denis Braidotti Italy
 3. Selim Tataroglu Turkey
 3. Alexander Davitashvili Georgia
Open 1. Alexander MIKHAILIN Russia
 2. Dennis van der Geest Netherlands
 3. Zoltán Csizmadia Hungary
 3. Ramaz Chochishvili Georgia

2002, Maribor, Slovenia
60 kg 1. Yacine DOUMA France
 2. Elchin Ismayilov Azerbaijan
 3. Nestor Khergiani Georgia
 3. Evgeny Stanev Russia
66 kg 1. Miklós UNGVÁRI Hungary
 2. Jozef Krnac Slovakia
 3. Islam Matsiev Russia
 3. Mussa Nastuev Ukraine
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73 kg 1. Anatoly LARYUKOV Belarus
 2. David Kevkishvili Georgia
 3. Vsevolods Zelonijs Latvia
 3. Giuseppe Maddaloni Italy

81 kg 1. Irakli UZNADZE Turkey
 2. Alexei Budolin Estonia
 3. Roberto Meloni Italy
 3. Robert Krawczyk Poland
90 kg 1. Valentin GREKOV Ukraine
 2. Sergei Kukharenka Belarus
 3. Mark Huizinga Netherlands
 3. Zurab Zviadauri Georgia
100 kg 1. Elco VAN DER GEEST Netherlands
 2. Martin Padar Estonia
 3. Antal Kovács Hungary
 3. Ihar Makarau Belarus
+100 kg 1. Tamerlan TMENOV Russia
 2. Pedro Soares Portugal
 3. Dennis van der Geest Netherlands
 3. Janusz Wojnarowicz Poland
Open 1. Dennis VAN DER GEEST Netherlands
 2. Alexander Mikhailin Russia
 3. Ruslan Sharapov Belarus
 3. Pedro Soares Portugal

Anatoly LARYUKOV 
(Belarus) 
executes an armlock
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2003, Düsseldorf, Germany
60 kg 1. Nestor KHERGIANI Georgia
 2. Craig Fallon Great Britain
 3. Ludwig Paischer Austria
 3. Armen Nazaryan Armenia
66 kg 1. Benjamin DARBELET France
 2. David Margoshvili Georgia
 3. Huseyin Ozkan Turkey
 3. Georgi Georgiev Bulgaria
73 kg 1. Gennady BILODID Ukraine
 2. Kiyoshi Uematsu Spain
 3. Krzysztof Wilkomirski Poland
 3. Anatoly Laryukov Belarus
81 kg 1. Sergei ASCHWANDEN Switzerland
 2. Nuno Delgado Portugal
 3. Alexei Budolin Estonia
 3. Florian Wanner Germany
90 kg 1. Valentin GREKOV Ukraine
 2. Khasanbi Taov Russia
 3. Mark Huizinga Netherlands
 3. Ozgur Yilmaz Turkey
100 kg 1. Ariel ZEEVI Israel
 2. Elco van der Geest Netherlands
 3. Antal Kovács Hungary
 3. Ihar Makarau Belarus
+100 kg 1. Tamerlan TMENOV Russia
 2. Aythami Ruano Spain
 3. Paolo Bianchessi Italy
 3. Juri Rybak Belarus
Open 1. Alexander MIKHAILIN Russia
 2. Dennis van der Geest Netherlands
 3. Andreas Toelzer Germany
 3. Ramaz Chochishvili Georgia

2004, Bucharest, Romania
60 kg 1. Ludwig PAISCHER Austria
 2. Revazi Zintiridis Greece
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 3. Evgeny Stanev Russia
 3. Armen Nazaryan Armenia
66 kg 1. Bektas DEMIREL Turkey
 2. Elchin Ismayilov Azerbaijan
 3. Oscar Peñas Spain
 3. Benjamin Darbelet France
73 kg 1. Kiyoshi UEMATSU Spain
 2. Yoel Razvozov Israel
 3. Vsevolods Zelonijs Latvia
 3. David Kevkishvili Georgia
81 kg 1. Ilias ILIADIS Greece
 2. Ole Bischof Germany
 3. Ricardo Echarte Spain
 3. Dmitry Nosov Russia
90 kg 1. Francesco LEPRE Italy
 2. Mark Huizinga Netherlands
 3. Khasanbi Taov Russia
 3. Valentin Grekov Ukraine
100 kg 1. Ariel ZEEVI Israel
 2. Antal Kovács Hungary
 3. Ghislain Lemaire France
 3. Michele Monti Italy
+100 kg 1. Selim TATAROGLU Turkey
 2. Indrek Pertelson Estonia
 3. Dennis van der Geest Netherlands
 3. Tamerlan Tmenov Russia

2004, Budapest, Hungary
Open 1. Matthieu BATAILLE France
 2. Georgi Kizilashvili Georgia
 3. Antal Kovács Hungary
 3. György Kosztolánczy Hungary

2005, Rotterdam, Netherlands
60 kg 1. Armen NAZARYAN Armenia
 2. Ludwig Paischer Austria
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 3. Ruben Houkes Netherlands
 3. Lavrentis Alexanidis Greece
66 kg 1. Elchin ISMAYILOV Azerbaijan
 2. Miklós Ungvári Hungary
 3. Aleksandr Shlyk Belarus
 3. Benjamin Darbelet France
73 kg 1. Ákos BRAUN Hungary
 2. Yoel Razvozov Israel
 3. Daniel Fernandes France
 3. David Kevkishvili Georgia
81 kg 1. Ole BISCHOF Germany
 2. Boris Novotny Slovakia
 3. Robert Krawczyk Poland
 3. Euan Burton Great Britain
90 kg 1. David ALARZA Spain
 2. Roberto Meloni Italy
 3. Sergei Aschwanden Switzerland
 3. Mark Huizinga Netherlands
100 kg 1. Christophe HUMBERT France
 2. Ariel Zeevi Israel
 3. Daniel Brata Romania
 3. Ruslan Gasymov Russia
+100 kg 1. Alexander MIKHAILIN Russia
 2. Janusz Wojnarowicz Poland
 3. Dennis van der Geest Netherlands
 3. Andrian Kordon Israel

2005, Moscow, Russia
Open 1. Tamerlan TMENOV Russia
 2. Alexander Mikhailin Russia
 3. Matthieu Bataille France
 3. Martin Padar Estonia

2006, Tampere, Finland
60 kg 1. Craig FALLON Great Britain
 2. Armen Nazaryan Armenia
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 3. Ruben Houkes Netherlands
 3. Ludwig Paischer Austria
66 kg 1. Zaza KEDELASHVILI Georgia
 2. Benjamin Darbelet France
 3. Andreas Mitterfellner Austria
 3. Kunter Rothberg Estonia
73 kg 1. Elnur MAMMADLI Azerbaijan
 2. Daniel Fernandes France
 3. Bryan van Dijk Netherlands
 3. Salamu Mezhidov Russia
81 kg 1. Siarhei SHUNDZIKAU Belarus
 2. Giuseppe Maddaloni Italy
 3. Guillaume Elmont Netherlands
 3. Sergei Aschwanden Switzerland

90 kg 1. Ivan PERSHIN Russia
 2. David Alarza Spain
 3. Winston Gordon Great Britain
 3. Roberto Meloni Italy
100 kg 1. Ruslan GASYMOV Russia
 2. Dániel Hadfi Hungary
 3. Peter Cousins Great Britain
 3. Dimitri Peters Germany
+100 kg 1. Andreas TOELZER Germany
 2. Janusz Wojnarowicz Poland

Siarhei SHUNDZIKAU 
(Belarus) 
celebrates victory
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 3. Tamerlan Tmenov Russia
 3. Zviadi Khanjaliashvili Georgia

2006, Novi Sad, Serbia
Open 1. Alexander MIKHAILIN Russia
 2. Yevgeni Sotnikov Ukraine
 3. Martin Padar Estonia
 3. Adam Okruashvili Georgia

2007, Belgrade, Serbia
60 kg 1. Ruslan KISHMAKHOV Russia
 2. Hovhannes Davtyan Armenia
 3. Nestor Khergiani Georgia
 3. Gal Yekutiel Israel
66 kg 1. Zaza KEDELASHVILI Georgia
 2. Milos Mijalkovic Serbia
 3. Benjamin Darbelet France
 3. Tomasz Adamiec Poland
73 kg 1. Salamu MEZHIDOV Russia
 2. David Kevkishvili Georgia
 3. Konstantin Siamionau Belarus
 3. Georgi Georgiev Bulgaria
81 kg 1. Robert KRAWCZYK Poland
 2. Siarhei Shundzikau Belarus
 3. Guillaume Elmont Netherlands
 3. Euan Burton Great Britain
90 kg 1. Valentin GREKOV Ukraine
 2. Irakli Tsirekidze Georgia
 3. Roberto Meloni Italy
 3. David Alarza Spain
100 kg 1. Dániel HADFI Hungary
 2. Ruslan Gasymov Russia
 3. Frédéric Demontfaucon France
 3. Ariel Zeevi Israel
+100 kg 1. Teddy RINER France
 2. Lasha Gujejiani Georgia
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 3. Andreas Toelzer Germany
 3. Alexander Mikhailin Russia

2007, Warsaw, Poland
Open 1. Alexander MIKHAILIN Russia
 2. Ihar Makarau Belarus
 3. Martin Padar Estonia
 3. Przemyslaw Matyjaszek Poland

2008, Lisbon, Portugal
60 kg 1. Ludwig PAISCHER Austria
 2. Ruben Houkes Netherlands
 3. Nestor Khergiani Georgia
 3. Lavrentis Alexanidis Greece
66 kg 1. Zaza KEDELASHVILI Georgia
 2. Miklós Ungvári Hungary
 3. Pedro Dias Portugal
 3. Alim Gadanov Russia
73 kg 1. Dirk VAN TICHELT Belgium
 2. Kiyoshi Uematsu Spain
 3. Ákos Braun Hungary
 3. David Kevkishvili Georgia
81 kg 1. João NETO Portugal
 2. Guillaume Elmont Netherlands
 3. Giuseppe Maddaloni Italy
 3. Mikalai Barkouski Belarus
90 kg 1. Mark HUIZINGA Netherlands
 2. Elkhan Mammadov Azerbaijan
 3. Andrei Kazusionok Belarus
 3. Irakli Tsirekidze Georgia
100 kg 1. Henk GROL Netherlands
 2. Przemyslaw Matyjaszek Poland
 3. Ariel Zeevi Israel
 3. Benjamin Behrla Germany
+100 kg 1. Tamerlan TMENOV Russia
 2. Paolo Bianchessi Italy
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 3. Yevgeni Sotnikov Ukraine
 3. Pierre Robin France

2009, Tbilisi, Georgia
60 kg 1. Arsen GALSTYAN Russia
 2. Georgii Zantaraia Ukraine
 3. Nestor Khergiani Georgia
 3. Ludwig Paischer Austria
66 kg 1. Miklós UNGVÁRI Hungary
 2. Tomasz Kowalski Poland
 3. Denis Kozlovs Latvia
 3. Alim Gadanov Russia
73 kg 1. Volodymyr SOROKA Ukraine
 2. Dex Elmont Netherlands
 3. Gilles Bonhomme France
 3. Marcel Trudov Moldova
81 kg 1. Ivan NIFONTOV Russia
 2. Antonio Ciano Italy
 3. Aljaz Sedej Slovenia
 3. Levan Tsiklauri Georgia
90 kg 1. Andrei KAZUSIONOK Belarus
 2. Varlam Liparteliani Georgia
 3. Karolis Bauza Lithuania
 3. Elkhan Mammadov Azerbaijan

Andrei KAZUSIONOK 
(Belarus) consoles Varlam 

LIPARTELIANI (Georgia), 
who lost the final fight
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100 kg 1. Tagir KHAIBULAEV Russia
 2. Henk Grol Netherlands
 3. Daniel Brata Romania
 3. Jevgenijs Borodavko Latvia
+100 kg 1. Martin PADAR Estonia
 2. Grim Vuijsters Netherlands
 3. Alexander Mikhailin Russia
 3. Ihar Makarau Belarus

2010, Vienna, Austria
60 kg 1. Sofiane MILOUS France
 2. Ludwig Paischer Austria
 3. Jeroen Mooren Netherlands
 3. Elio Verde Italy
66 kg 1. Sugoi URIARTE Spain
 2. Miklós Ungvári Hungary
 3. Andreas Mitterfellner Austria
 3. Rok Draksic Slovenia
73 kg 1. João PINA Portugal
 2. Batradz Kaitmazov Russia
 3. Ugo Legrand France
 3. Attila Ungvári Hungary
81 kg 1. Sirazhudin MAGOMEDOV Russia
 2. Aliaksandr Stsiashenka Belarus
 3. Guillaume Elmont Netherlands
 3. Euan Burton Great Britain
90 kg 1. Marcus NYMAN Sweden
 2. Varlam Liparteliani Georgia
 3. Ilias Iliadis Greece
 3. Elkhan Mammadov Azerbaijan
100 kg 1. Elco VAN DER GEEST Belgium
 2. Henk Grol Netherlands
 3. Ariel Zeevi Israel
 3. Benjamin Behrla Germany
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+100 kg 1. Ihar MAKARAU Belarus
 2. Barna Bor Hungary
 3. Andreas Toelzer Germany
 3. Janusz Wojnarowicz Poland

2011, Istanbul, Turkey
60 kg 1. Georgii ZANTARAIA Ukraine
 2. Betkil Shukvani Georgia
 3. Elio Verde Italy
 3. Arsen Galstyan Russia
66 kg 1. Miklós UNGVÁRI Hungary
 2. Tarlan Karimov Azerbaijan
 3. Colin Oates Great Britain
 3. Alim Gadanov Russia
73 kg 1. João PINA Portugal
 2. Murat Kodzokov Russia
 3. Jaromir Jezek Czech
 3. Hasan Vanlioglu Turkey
81 kg 1. Elnur MAMMADLI Azerbaijan
 2. Sergiu Toma Moldova
 3. Ole Bischof Germany
 3. Sirazhudin Magomedov Russia
90 kg 1. Ilias ILIADIS Greece
 2. Kirill Denisov Russia
 3. Varlam Liparteliani Georgia
 3. Marcus Nyman Sweden

100 kg 1. Amel MEKIC Bosnia and 
Herzegovina

 2. Levan Zhorzholiani Georgia
 3. Irakli Tsirekidze Georgia
 3. Jevgenijs Borodavko Latvia
+100 kg 1. Teddy RINER France
 2. Barna Bor Hungary
 3. Martin Padar Estonia
 3. Janusz Wojnarowicz Poland
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5.4.2. EUROPEAN TEAM CHAMPIONS AND PRIZEWINNERS

1951 1. France 2. Great Britain 3. Belgium, FRG

1952 1. France 2. Austria

1953 1. Netherlands 2. France

1954 1. France 2. Netherlands 3. Czechoslovakia, Great Britain

1955 1. France 2. Great Britain 3. Austria, Netherlands

1957 1. Great Britain 2. Netherlands 3. Belgium, Spain

1958 1. Great Britain 2. Netherlands 3. FRG, Italy

1959 1. Great Britain 2. Netherlands 3. France, Italy

1960 1. Netherlands 2. France 3. Austria, Belgium

1961 1. Netherlands 2. France 3. Great Britain, Italy

1962 1. France 2. Netherlands 3. Italy, USSR

1963 1. USSR 2. FRG 3. Belgium, France

1964 1. USSR 2. Netherlands 3. GDR, France

1965 1. USSR 2. Netherlands 3. GDR, France

1966 1. USSR 2. France 3. GDR, Netherlands

1967 1. FRG 2. France 3. USSR, Netherlands

1968 1. France 2. USSR 3. Netherlands, FRG

1969 1. FRG 2. Netherlands 3. USSR, France

1970 1. USSR 2. Netherlands 3. France, Austria

1971 1. Great Britain 2. Netherlands 3. USSR, France

1972 1. USSR 2. France 3. Netherlands, Great Britain

1973 1. USSR 2. France 3. Great Britain, FRG

1974 1. USSR 2. Great Britain 3. GDR, FRG

1975 1. USSR 2. France 3. Poland, Yugoslavia

1976 1. France 2. USSR 3. GDR, Great Britain

1977 1. USSR 2. France 3. GDR, Romania

1978 1. France

1979 1. USSR

1980 1. USSR 2. France 3. Italy, FRG
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1982 1. France 2. USSR 3. FRG, Netherlands

1983 1. USSR

1984 1. France 2. USSR 3. Czechoslovakia, Great Britain

1985 1. USSR 2. France 3. Great Britain, Netherlands

1986 1. France

1987 1. USSR 2. France 3. Switzerland, Great Britain

1988 1. France

1989 1. USSR 2. France 3. Great Britain, GDR

1990 1. USSR

1991 1. USSR 2. France 3. Belgium, Netherlands

1992 1. France 2. Germany 3. Great Britain, Unified Team

1993 1. France 2. Germany 3. Russia, Turkey

1994 1. Germany 2. Belarus 3. France, Poland

1995 1. Germany 2. Russia 3. Great Britain, France

1996 1. France 2. Germany 3. Russia, Georgia

1997 1. Netherlands 2. France 3. Italy, Russia

1998 1. Netherlands 2. Spain 3. Germany, Italy

1999 1. Russia 2. Great Britain 3. Italy, Netherlands

2000 1. France 2. Great Britain 3. Germany, Belgium

2002 1. Georgia 2. Belarus 3. Russia, France

2003 1. Georgia 2. Spain 3. Ukraine

2004 1. France 2. Spain 3. Turkey

2005 1. Israel 2. Hungary 3. Russia

2006 1. Russia 2. France 3. Belarus, Georgia

2007 1. Georgia 2. France 3. Russia, Belarus

2008 
(open) 1. Russia 2. Mongolia 3. Georgia, Ukraine

2009 1. Hungary 2. Russia 3. France

2010 1. Georgia 2. France 3. Romania, Russia

2011 1. Ukraine 2. France 3. Georgia, Germany
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1951, Paris, France

1st dan 1. Bernard PARISET France

 2. Horst Schombert FRG

 3. Georges Ravinet Belgium

 3. Robert Jacquemond Austria

2nd dan 1. Guy CAUQUIL France

 2. Chaplain Great Britain

 3. Dik Koning Netherlands

 3. Robert Tobler Switzerland

3rd dan 1. Jean DE HERDT France

 2. Geof Gleeson Great Britain

1952, Paris, France

1st dan 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands

 2. Poumarat France

2nd dan 1. Robert JACQUEMOND Austria

 2. Bernard Pariset France

3rd dan 1. Guy CAUQUIL France

 2. Franz Nimfuehr Austria

4th dan 1. Jean DE HERDT France

1954, Brussels, Belgium

1st dan 1. Daniel OUTELET Belgium

 2. Gilbert Briskine France

 3. André Colonges France

 3. Enrique Aparicio Spain

2nd dan 1. Michel DUPRÉ France

 2. Douglas Young Great Britain

5.4.3. EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS AND PRIZEWINNERS 
AMONG BLACK BELTS HOLDERS
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 3. Piet van der Geest Netherlands
 3. Richard Unterburger FRG
3rd dan 1. Bernard PARISET France
 2. Lucien Colonges France
 3. Jan van der Horst Netherlands
 3. Alfred Grabert Great Britain

1955, Paris, France
1st dan 1. André COLONGES France
 2. Dominique Demartre France

 3. Willem Dadema Netherlands

 3. Jan de Waal Netherlands

2nd dan 1. Daniel OUTELET Belgium
 2. Douglas Young Great Britain

 3. Tony Mack Great Britain

 3. Alexandr Adamec Czechoslovakia

3rd dan 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands
 2. Henri Courtine France

 3. André Colonges France

 3. Alfred Tompich Czechoslovakia

4th dan 1. Jean DE HERDT France
 2. Robert Sauveniere France

1957, Rotterdam, Netherlands
1st dan 1. John NEWMAN Great Britain
 2. Marcel Nottola France
 3. Leopold Pisin Czechoslovakia
 3. Joop Dirks Netherlands
2nd dan 1. Franz SINEK FRG
 2. Alan Petherbridge Great Britain
 3. Cor de Waal Netherlands
 3. Jean Begaux Belgium
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3rd dan 1. Daniel OUTELET Belgium

 2. Walter Reiter FRG

 3. Tonny Wagenaar Netherlands

 3. Robert Dazzi France

4th dan 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands

 2. Henri Courtine France

 3. Robert Picard France

1958, Barcelona, Spain

1st dan 1. Michel BOURGOIN France

 2. Marcel Nottola France

 3. Jan van Ierland Netherlands

 3. Joop Dirks Netherlands

2nd dan 1. John NEWMAN Great Britain

 2. Franz Sinek FRG

 3. Alan Petherbridge Great Britain

 3. Enrique Aparicio Spain

3rd dan 1. Robert DAZZI France

 2. Douglas Young Great Britain

 3. Daniel Outelet Belgium

 3. Roland Burger France

4th dan 1. Anton GEESINK Netherlands

 2. Bernard Pariset France

 3. Denis Bloss Great Britain

 3. Robert Picard France

1959, Vienna, Austria

1st dan 1. Lionel GROSSAIN France

 2. Jacques Le Berre France

 3. Manfred Mühl FRG

 3. Romano Polverari Italy
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2nd dan 1. Marcel NOTTOLA France

 2. Franz Sinek FRG

 3. Pierre Brouha Belgium

 3. Gerhard Alpers FRG

3rd dan 1. Michel RABUT France

 2. Gilbert Legay France

 3. Theo Guldemont Belgium

 3. Paul Kunisch Austria

4th dan 1. Henri COURTINE France

 2. Claude Collard France

 3. Daniel Outelet Belgium

1960, Amsterdam, Netherlands

1st dan 1. Michel FRANCESCHI France

 2. Jacques Le Berre France

 3. Iwijne Derdaens Belgium

2nd dan 1. Jean-Pierre DESSAILLY France

 2. Alphonse Lemoine France

 3. Horst Hein FRG

3rd dan 1. Theo GULDEMONT Belgium

 2. Nicola Tempesta Italy

 3. Gerhard Alpers FRG

4th dan 1. Daniel OUTELET Belgium

 2. Tonny Wagenaar Netherlands

 3. Hein Essink Netherlands

1961, Milan, Italy

1st dan 1. Herbert NIEMANN GDR

 2. Yves Reymond France

 3. Josef Novotny Czechoslovakia

 3. Benno Rigger Austria
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2nd dan 1. Jan VAN IERLAND Netherlands

 2. Lionel Grossain France

 3. Georges Bouvier Belgium

 3. Anthony Sweeney Great Britain

3rd dan 1. Jean-Pierre DESSAILLY France

 2. Willem Dadema Netherlands

 3. Heinrich Metzler FRG

 3. John Ryan Great Britain

4th dan 1. Nicola TEMPESTA Italy

 2. Theo Guldemont Belgium

 3. Hein Essink Netherlands

3. Daniel Outelet Belgium

1962, Essen, FRG

1st dan 1. Marcel ETIENNE Belgium

 2. Boris Mischenko USSR

 3.Tamas David Hungary

 4. Peter Herrmann FRG

2nd dan 1. Anzor KIBROTSASHVILI USSR

 2. Remo Venturelli Italy

 3. Borivoje Cveijcs Yugoslavia

 3. Wolfgang Ehler FRG

3rd dan 1. Alan PETHERBRIDGE Great Britain

 2. Jan van Ierland Netherlands

 3. Michel Franceschi France

 3. John Ryan Great Britain

4th dan 1. Jean-Pierre DESSAILLY France

 2. Nicola Tempesta Italy

 3. Michel Bourgoin France
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